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HowIBM
adds to the value of
your data processing
investment.
3.1eaching your people.

IBM's educational commitment is another expression of our desire
to share our accumulated knowledge and experience with our customers —to their benefit and to ours.
Instruction is given in everything from the fundamentals to the
far reaches of data processing, both at our own facilities and, not infrequently, at customer locations. Some courses are free to customer
personnel; for others a fee is charged.
Emphasis throughout is on the practicalities of the subjects taught.
Instructors have had extensive experience in their fields, in addition
to thorough training by IBM. Students make use of actual computers
wherever appropriate.
Particularly noteworthy is IBM's Systems Science Institute, a sort
of postgraduate school for our customers' key data processing people.
We believe the Systems Science Institute goes far beyond any data
processing education available until now.
Teaching your people is just one aspect of IBM's commitment to
its customers. We believe that data processing pays off for us only
when it pays off for you. And we never forget that computers are a
means to an end and not an end in themselves.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Board of Regents
Named
If you want t o guarantee the success of any program, put good
men in charge. That's a rule of thumb every businessman knows
instinctively and ignores at his own cost.
We have adhered t o t hat principle in appoint ing t he Board of
Regent s which will administer the Inst it ut e of Management
Accounting. The Institute, of course, is t he organization that
NAA has est ablished t o grant a Certificat e in Management
Accounting to those fulfilling the requirements. The nine
regent s whose names are published in this issue are all highly
qualified and well- respected by t heir colleagues.
Without exception, their experience in the accounting field
ha s b een ex t ens ive a nd va r ied. T he I ns t it u t e will ha ve t h e

benefit of t heir backgrounds in management account ing,
account ing educat ion, and public account ing. The appointees
have been active in NAA and ot her accounting organizat ions
while pursuing their individual careers.
Theirs will be an unusually demanding t ask, for it is the
responsibility of the first Board of Regents to lay the
groundwork for all t hat is to follow. We have every confidence
that the Regent s named in t his issue will make sound decisions
leading to the development of a quality, prestigious Cert ificate
in Management Account ing.
We urge you to support their efforts in building a
professional recognit ion program for t he management
account ant.
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BOARD OF REGENTS NAMED TO ADMINISTER INSTITUTE
OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
Herbert C. Knortz, Senior Vice President and Comptroller of I.T.T., is appointed
chairman; President J. G. Underwood names eight others from industry, public
accounting and accounting education to administer CMA program.
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UNIFORM COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS: ARE THEY
NECESSARY?
By Michael P. Herman
There are two sides to the question of whether uniform cost accounting standards
are necessary. The author reviews both sides of the question and reveals certain
points that can only stimulate further debate.
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DOES MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING HAVE A THEORETICAL
STRUCTURE?
By Larry N. Killough
The field of management accounting is expanding in various directions. The author
suggests that inputs from other disciplines be incorporated into the theoretical
structure of management accounting.
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ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS FOR MANAGERIAL
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By George A. Rawcliffe
Five basic accounting concepts are discussed. The author suggests that they be used
to furnish answers for the two primary concerns of management: "What is the best
alternative ?" and "What is the most efficient method for reaching that alternative ?"
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STEAM POWER AS A PRODUCTION COST
By Robert H. Heins
A novel approach to the allocation of steam costs is described. The cost charged for
the service is partially based on the peak utilization capacity of the department
receiving the service.
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COST ACCOUNTING FOR SAND CASTINGS
By Don C. Stutler
All the costs that the accountant in a small job shop foundry will encounter are
identified. Beginning with the costs for making patterns, through the different costs
for electricity, and ending with the costs for shake -out and cleaning, the author
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MANPOWER CONTROL FOR MANUFACTURING
By James R. Hays
Accountants and production people are always at odds concerning the budgeting
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• � T wo new research publications�—�Interim Financial Reporting and
Segment Reporting for Managers and Investors. Publication of both
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If your client has both the potential and the
desire to increase his profits, he most likely
also has the borrowing capacity to support a
sound growth program.
At Heller, our business is providing adequate
working funds to companies that can make
profitable use of more money $50,000 to
...
$5,000,000 and more.
Tell us about your particular client and let us
explain how much money we would make
available to him. Why it's usually more than he
could obtain from his usual sources. And let us
explain the cost of borrowing from Heller; the
advantages of credit lines based on sales, rather
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than balance sheet ratios.
Then, after you and your client have discussed
it, come talk to us together. Hopefully, we'll be
able to provide all the additional working funds
your client needs today!

...

Walter E. Heller & Company
105 W est Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 60690
New York • Bos ton • Philadelphia • Atlanta • Miami • New Orleans
Dallas • Los Angeles • San Franc is co • Portland • Santurce, P. R.
• Brus s els • London • Paris • Mainz, Wes t Germany
Utrec ht, Holland • Milan • Barcelona • J ohannes burg • Sy dney
. Manila • Copenhagen • Bergen, Norway • Stoc k holm • Mexico City
Buenos Aires • Kings ton, Jam aic a.
Heller services als o av ailable in Canada.

Letters

T O THE EDI T O R

Human Resource Accounting:
An Acceptable Solution Will Evolve
I read with great interest, in the November 1971 issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, the following two articles which
relate to human assets and human resources: "The Evaluation
of Human Assets" and "People are Capital Investments at
R. G. Barry Corporation."
At long last, it appears the accounting profession is coming
of age and addressing itself to a very important aspect of
reporting; i.e., the identity of employees as human assets and
resources. A great deal more thought and research will have
to be put forth in this field in order to satisfy the crying need;
however, it is refreshing to observe the progress that has been
made, even on a limited basis, in this relatively new accounting
concept.
Every organization is comprised of employees and it is
through the efforts of these individuals that the various organizations function. However, not all organizations possess the
same employee skills and talents, either in quantity or quality,
yet these differences are never made available as a matter of
public or private record. Although employee contributions to
a firm's activities are indirectly accounted for through amounts
currently reflected on balance sheet and profit and loss statements, as well as in the fluctuations in stock market quotations,
it is impossible to compare executive, management and worker
capabilities in the same manner as you would compare assets,
liabilities, profits, and financial ratios of similar companies.
The rating, ranking, quantifying, and measuring of human
resource value necessarily enters the realm of subjective judgement; consequently, some universal basic ground rules and
common denominators will have to be established in order to
provide for meaningful comparisons. I would in no way like
to minimize the enormity of the problem and the many obstacles it proposes. At the same time, chances are the task will
not be resolved by any one individual. Through the exchange
of ideas resulting from published texts, articles, and live seminars, I feel an acceptable solution will evolve.
Russell C. Saewert
Division Accounting Manager
Raytheon Company
Waltham, Mass.

A Voice from the Class of 1970
The opening paragraph of Mr. Eggers' article "The Evaluation of Human Assets," November 1971, filled me with the
courage to continue under the erroneous assumption that at
last someone was about to examine the real cause of the cancerous disease which has crippled American business for the last
two decades. However, after an itemized exercise in the statement of the obvious, the author went on down into the maelstrom he had identified, taking the reader with him. Through
a series of quantitative evaluations, which if adopted, he would
allow management personnel to escape their most distasteful
function, that is, of evaluating their people. Mr. Eggers' basic
problem is that he has attempted to categorize and measure
6

an irrational entity by a method of numeric evaluation which
is rational.
I am, however, grateful to the author in the sense that he
has prodded me to share with you the most frightful realization
of my business career thus far.
A recent college graduate (class of 1970), I was expecting
to find the "business world" as it had been depicted to me
by the academic community. Everyone knows the words— "military- industrial complex," "socio- environmental syndrome," cutthroat competition," "kill or be killed," etc. None of these
cliches applied. American business, as I found it, is overstaffed
and miscompensated. Non - productive people are not demoted
or fired; productive employees are not promoted to additional
tasks; pay practices for all are more method - oriented than
performance - oriented.
There are certainly some exceptions to this generalized castigation, but the point stands: people evaluation and action
on that evaluation (reward or punish) is being ignored as a
prime function of management and as a tool for motivational
excellence.
Mr. Eggers, at least, took a crack at the issue.
Dale C. Reed
Ohio- Western Reserve Chapter
Ashtabula, Ohio

Are Managements Adjusting to
the Changing Accountants?
As an accountant, and a manager, I was interested in the
article by Messrs. Robinson and Alexander, "Are Accountants
Adjusting To Change ?" The article adequately described both
the changes and our need as accountants to adjust to them.
However, the article fails to cover another question, "Are
managements adjusting to the changing accountant ?" Used to
looking at the accountant as a reporter and not a contributor,
management quite often gives first attention to other areas,
such as marketing or engineering, before looking to the accountant's information and his analysis of both past and future
activities. Additionally, as a function, it is sometimes difficult
for accountants to compete with the glamour of the new systems
groups as an image of modern management.
As changes take place in our operating environment, accountants must adjust and become part of a valuable intelligence
system, as well as controllers. On the other hand, the managements they serve must recognize that adjustments are being
made by the accountant to be "creative, adaptive, flexible,
imaginative," and effective.
R. Richard Rammel
Atlanta Chapter
Atlanta, Ga.

Status -Quo Attitudes
The authors of the paper "Are Accountants Adjusting to
Change ?" (November 1971) have done their part to help lift
the face of the traditional accountant/ bookkeeper. They have
brought out the hard fact that today's accountant cannot afford
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING %APRIL 1972

Here's a better way of
sending out statements,
paying people, or
keeping your books...
send for our books.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SERVICE
ADP's Accounts Receivable Service
means prompt preparation of monthly
statements; timely generation of
management analyses & reports;
pick -up and delivery of data;
elimination of overtime; reversal of a
fixed overhead to a variable cost;
computer speed & accuracy; no
investment in equipment; no
contract; flexibility to accommodate
growth; improved sales and financial
management.
Invoices, cash receipts and credit
memos —as is —are good input to the
system. No machine preparation
by you is necessary.
PAYROLL SERVICE
ADP's Payroll Service is the
largest, most experienced in
the world. It means immediate
time and money savings; no
investment in equipment; free
tax report preparation;
elimination of pay - period crises;
more constructive use of key
personnel; valuable
management reports;
confidential payroll; reduction in overhead; simplicity of
operation; no contract.

GENERAL LEDGER SERVICE
ADP's General Ledger Service is the most comprehensive
financial reporting system available today. Among other
things, it insures prompt availability of financial reports; fast
turn - around time; elimination of overtime; alphabetic journal
entries for clear audit trail; computer speed and accuracy;
no investment in equipment; variable cost based on actual
work done; complete confidentiality; flexibility to
accommodate growth.
......... ...............................
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
• 405 Route 3
Clifton, N. J. 07015
ADP-118C
Tel: (201) 472 -1000
Gentlemen: Please send me the booklet(s) I have
• checked below:
Payroll
Accounts Receivable
General Ledger

IMINIE1,

Au t o m a t i c
Data Processing, Inc.
0 1 9 7 2 B Y A U T O M A T I C D A TA P R O C E S S I N G . I N C .
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to simply maintain status -quo attitudes but must come from
behind his protective shield of balanced books and become
a participant in management decisions. For this thought I
congratulate Messrs. Robinson and Alexander.
We, as accountants, know our capabilities. We know that
we are a very important facet of the total information system.
The real question is whether the non - accountants of the management team realize how we can help them in making decisions. Perhaps additional publications on this subject in other
professional journals may help change our image. College curricula could be implemented with studies designed to bring
out the importance of the whole information system. Seminars
and case analysis courses with pre- requisite courses in accounting, finance, management, and economics would be helpful.
In short, it is not enough to merely define the problem we
are faced with. A solution must be formulated and implemented. Only then will we be able to clear the pathway for
the "information man" to improve the present system in order
to maintain future economic growth.
J. R. Beeson
Accountant
North American Rockwell Corp.
Ashtabula, Ohio

Become A Member of the Team
"Are Accountants Adjusting To Change ?" by Leonard A.
Robinson and Milton J. Alexander in the November 1971 issue
Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING concludes that accountants
should assume a greater leadership role on the management
team. In my opinion, the accountant should become a member
of the team first. Too often we have set ourselves up as "unbiased" scorekeepers. We are more interested in recording the
profits than in making profits.
When a team develops a "game plan" they do not seek advice
from the scorekeeper. Accountants can obtain a greater leadership role on the management team if they get off the sidelines,
make their opinions known, and do not try to justify all their
actions with the term "generally accepted accounting principles."
Victor R. Kelminskis
Beaver Valley Chapter
Ellwood City, Pa.

A Long Way Toward This Goal
Edward W. Rodgers' article "Systems Education in the Business School" in the December 1971 issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING should be recommended reading for all of those
responsible for determining the curricula of business schools.
Mr. Rodgers shows an insight into the problem which is apparently missed by the majority of other educators.
In our recruiting on college campuses, for our national public
accounting firm, we often interview students who are interested
in pursuing management systems as a career. We find that quite
often the student has taken what we deem to be an over -abundance of programming courses and /or courses dealing directly
with the hardware. As Mr. Rodgers puts it, he has been trained
but not educated. Unfortunately, the training is for a position
at a lower level than that for which we are recruiting. Also,
it is not necessarily the best preparation for those that will
later snake a professional career in management.
I suggest that the courses be relevant to the development

of problem solving techniques. I think Mr. Rodgers' approach
goes a long way toward this goal.
William H. Gregory
Portland Chapter
Portland, Ore.

Profit Center Concept Is Not Impossible
Responding to Raymond L. Larson's article, "Transfer Pricing
in a Commercial Bank —A Differing Viewpoint," December
1971, I can only hope that enlightened bank management will
not fall victim to the author's misconceptions. Applying the
profit center concept to banks is not impossible, and may even
be structured along service functions rather than across, as
Professor Larson suggests may be necessary.
From an accounting standpoint, we may imagine that there
are basically three types of service functions: those which supply
funds, those which use funds, and those which do both. Traditionally, the deposit functions are suppliers, the loan functions
are users, and the investment functions may be both. Once
the services are sorted into these three categories, a theoretical
bidding process may emerge among the fund users to obtain
funds from the suppliers. Consumer loans may have an effective
annual rate of 12.82 percent; bank credit cards, 18 percent;
municipal bonds, 10.5 percent; and Federal funds, 5.5 percent.
Bids will be evaluated in terms of effective yield, considering
cost of funds, as well as with an eye to serving the community.
Obviously the bank will not put all its money into the highest
annual rate, because a customer who wants a new car isn't going
to finance it on his credit card. But the foregoing demonstrates
that a bank can and should "charge" those departments that
are using funds, and "pay" those that supply them.
Timothy L. Danby
Canton Chapter
Alliance, Ohio

The Only Equitable Method for Pricing Funds
During the current year two articles' have appeared in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING concerning transfer pricing in a
commercial bank. Both of these articles appear to have been
written by external analysts looking at the broad spectrum of
a bank and giving very little thought to the internal workings
of one of the most regulated industries in this country.
The source and application of funds was discussed with very
little attention to the differing types of funds provided and
the risk element of the different usages to which these funds
are put. For example, capital funds, according to the New York
Reserve Bank method of analysis, are pretty well distributed
to those assets which produce little or no return for the depositor but are necessary for the operation of a banking organization. According to the Reserve Bank method, fixed assets
must be covered 100 percent out of the capital of the bank
and a large proportion of capital must go to cover substandard
assets which have gotten themselves into a situation of being
doubtful of collection.
In discussing the source and application of funds in commercial banks, one should be aware of the long -time traditional
banking method that ties longer -term loans directly to longer term deposits. Therefore, a direct correlation must be drawn
Continued on page 58
'See "Tran sfer Pricin g in a Com m ercial Ban k,' Feb ru ary 1971; an d "Transfer Pricin g in a
Commercial Bank —a Differing Viewpoint;' December 1971,
MAN AGE ME NT AC COUNTING / APR IL 1 9 7 2

INT ERIM F INANCIAL REPORTING
by James W. Edwards, Geraldine F. Dominiak
and Thomas V. Hedg es
A comprehensive study which examines the role of accounting
information in investment and credit decisions at various levels
of analytical intensity. Includes criteria and guidelines to assist
accountants and managers in preparing and providing interim
reports. Most of the issues involved are also relevant to annual
reporting. Contains general recommendations based on a careful analysis of both the managerial responsibilities and accounting problems involved in various aspects of interim reporting.
242 pp. List Pric e: $1 1.50 ; NAA Membe r Price : $7 .0 0.

James W. Edwards (left), Geraldine
F. Dominiak (center), and Thomas
V. Hedges (right) are all associated

is

ABOUTTHEAUTHORS. . .

with the M. J. Neeley School of
Business at Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, where Dr. Edwards is Professor of Accounting
and Drs. Dominiak and Hedges are
Associate Professors of Accounting. All three have been published
frequently in various professional
journals. This
their first joint
project.

a business. Segment reporting is treated as a set of converging
information requirements where the same data base serves both
the manager and investor despite differences in their information
needs. Emphasizing the implementation of segment reporting,
this book focuses on the practical side of problems associated
with the design and content of segmented statements.
112 pp. List Pric e: $10 .00 ; NAA Member Price: $6.00.
ABOUTTHEAUTHORS ...
Alfred Rappaport (left) and Eugene M. Lerner
(right) are the same co- authors who produced
A Framework for Financial Reporting by Diversifted Companies, published by NAA in 1969.
t
Dr. Rappaport currently is Director of the Center for Advanced Study in
Accounting and Information Systems at the Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University, where he is also Professor of Accounting
and Information Systems. Dr. Lerner is a fellow faculty member at the
same School, where he is Professor of Finance.
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Des pit e P rob lems, Bus ine ss Le ade rs Are Op timist ic Ab out Ne xt Two De cad es
Meeting in Washington, D.C., business leaders heard some good a nd some bad forecas ts for
the n ext t wo d ecade s. T he Confere nce Board pre dicte d th at th e economy will exp and a t an
average annual rate of 4.2% during the Seventies and Eighties, as compared to 3.9% over the
last 20 years. Gross National Product (in '71 prices) will jump to $2.4 trillion by 1990, a 140%
increase over the next two decades. The Board warned, however, that unless declining research
and development expenditures are increased, the growth of the U.S. economy could be adversely
affected. Noting the crisis of the cities, crime and drugs, inequities in living standards and
pollution, the Board said, "The problems which lie ahead are perhaps more awesome than
th os e of t h e past." . . . Another speaker at the White House Confe rence on the Industrial
World Ahead: A Look at Business in 1990, suggested that th e compa n y of th e fut u re mi gh t
be an "anational" concern, a company without any nationality. Carl A. Gerstacker, chairman
of the Dow Chemical Co., said that "The anational compa n y may be t he ma j or hop e in the
world toda y for economic cooperat ion a mong the peop le, for pr ospe rity among the nati ons,
for peace in our world." The conference was called by President Nixon to discuss the future
character of the American business system.
Will SEC Require P rofit F orecasts by Corporations?
Late last year Securities & Exchange Commission Chairman William J. Casey suggested it might
be time to consider the question of making earnings forecasts public. According to The Corporate
Communications Report, this issue may already have gone beyond the "floating balloon stage."
The newsletter says that a meeting was held late in January which might indicate further
"movemen t toward mandatory forecasts." Representatives of five organizations including the
American Bar Assn., the AICPA, the Financial Analysts Federation, the Financial Executives
Institute and the Securities Industry Assn., got together with SEC officials to discuss their views
on forecasting. Both the AICPA and the FEI have studies under way look ing in to the issue
of public forecast of earnings.
Association of Minority CP A's F ormed
The movement to bring more minority accoun tants into the business world has s pu n off a
new association —The National Assn. of Minority Certified Public Accounting Firms. This association was established recently to increase the number of minorities in the CPA profession and
to gain a more e quitable share of the American economy for mi norities. It wi ll have offices
in Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles.
Informat ion Tec hnol ogy May Cre ate a Ne w El ite
Information technology, on e of the fastest growing and most fragmented fields, will pose
formidable challenges to business, according to a study released by th e Con fer en ce Board.
The board warns that a new elite may be created composed of those who know how to command
the developing information technology. Although the potential for progress offered by proliferating information technology is gr eat, the pitfalls are many. It will be an uphill fight for
credibility for business and government. "Profound distrust of information or data provided
by government and business will persist for many years. Based on one's background and personal
prejudices, people will develop rigid criteria as to what is cred ibl e a nd wha t d ata to reject
as a reaction to the uncertainty produced by information overload."
P rivate P en sion P lans Must Be Administere d Well or Government

Will Step In

At a National Tax Conference on pensions, Dr. Charles Moeller, Jr., vice president and economist
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., warned that Private pension funds have to be soundly
conceived and administered or else an expansion of public pension benefits is in the offing.
Leonard M. Savoie Will Leave AICP A

Top Staff Office

Leonard M. Savoie, the chief full -time executive officer of the American Institute of CPA's for
the past five years, has announced he will Jeave the Institute in June to pursue other professional
interests. As MANAGEMENT ACcoUNTING went to press, Mr. Savoie had not announced his future
plans nor had AICPA named a successor.
10
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At its first meeting, the Board of Regents discusses CMA program. Clockwise, 1. -r., Walter B.
McFarland, • Thomas H. Williams, Donald H. Cramer,• Director of Educational Services Arthur
Corr, • Herbert C. Knortz; Robert B. Sweeney, David Solomons; Allen H. Seed, 111, R. Lee
Brummet, and Stanley A. Pressler. See story below.

BOARD OF REGENTS
NAMED TO ADMINISTER
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
Herbert C. Knortz, Senior Vice President And Comptroller
Of I.T.T., Is Appointed Chairman; President J. G. Underwood
Names Eight Others From Industry, Public Accounting
And Accounting Education To Administer CMA Program

President J. G. Underwood has appointed Herbert C.
Knortz Chairman of the Board of Regents which will
administer the Institute of Management Accounting.
Mr. Knortz is Senior Vice President and Comptroller
of International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
At the same time, Mr. Underwood announced the
appointment of eight other NAA members to the
nine - member Board of Regents.
They are R. Lee Brummet, Willard J. Graham
Professor of Business Administration at the Graduate
School of Business Administration, University of
North Carolina;
Donald H. Cramer, Partner, Touche Ross & Co.;
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

Walter B. McFarland, Lecturer in Accounting,
California State College;
Stanley A. Pressler, Professor of Accounting, Indiana
University;
Allen H. Seed, III, Vice President —New Business
Development, Gillette Safety Razor Co.;
David Solomons, Chairman, Accounting Department, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce;
Robert B. Sweeney, Head, Department of Accounting, University of Alabama; and
Thomas H. Williams, Professor of Accounting, College of Business Administration, The University of
Texas.
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The terms of the nine appointees were staggered niques and their practical application to business manat either one, two or three years. This will allow three agement and decisions. Current plans call for the first
members to be named to the Board each succeeding examination to be administered in November 1972.
Applications to sit for specific examinations must
year for a full three-year term, thus assuring continuity
be submitted to the Institute of Management Acand experience in the work of the Regents.
As announced in the March issue of MANAGEMENT counting by August 1 of the year in which the examiA C C O U N T I N G , the Association has established a pronations are to be taken. By September 1, each cangram which will lead to the granting of a Certificate didate will receive a card authorizing him to take
in Management Accounting. The Institute of Man- specific examinations at a selected location . For furagement Accounting will be responsible for evaluating ther information and applications, write to the Instithe credentials of candidates, administering the ex- tute of Management Accounting, c/o National Assoaminations, granting certificates, and ensuring that ciation of Accountants, 919 Third Avenue, New York,
certificate holders continue to meet the professional N.Y. 10022.
development requirements necessary to retain their
Following are summaries of the backgrounds of the
nine regents appointed by President Underwood to
certificates in good standing.
The newly-appointed members of the Board of administer the Institute of Management Accounting.
Regents will administer the Institute of Management
Herbert C. Knortz (cover photo)
Accounting through a paid administrator, the Director
As Chairman of the Board of Regents, Mr. Knortz
of the Institute. (The appointment of the Director
of the Institute of Management Accounting will be brings to his new position a highly successful career
announced in the near future.) In order to carry out in the corporate financial world. He is now Senior
its work, the Board will organize itself into three Vice President and Comptroller of International
Telephone and Telegraph Corp., and a director of
committees:
• T h e C r e de n t i a l s C o m m i tt e e wi ll b e r esp o n si bl e fo r

ma n y o f i t s su bsi d ia r y c o mp a n ie s.

establishing standards, policies, and procedures for
evaluating and validating applicants' credentials.
• The Examinations Committee will be responsible
for setting up standards, policies and procedures for
the preparation, administration and grading of examinations.
• The Continuing Education Committee will establish standards, policies and procedures for determining and administering the professional development

He began his business career in 1938 with the
Brooklyn Trust Co., and served with the Army Air
Force during World War II. After release from military service, he was employed for six years with Price
Waterhouse & Co. From 1951 to 1955, he was employed in various staff capacities by Lever Brothers
Co., and subsequently joined Crown Cork & Seal Co.,
in Baltimore, as Cost and Inventory Manager. In 1956
he became Assistant Comptroller of Royal McBee

requ ire ments n ecessa ry for ca ndida tes to reta in their

C o r p., a n d in 1960 h e joined M a c k T ru ck s, Inc., as

Certificates in Management Accounting.
One of the Institute's most important tasks is the
development of the four -part uniform examination.
This examination will be designed to test the applicant's knowledge of accounting concepts and tech-

comptroller. He began his career at ITT in 1961 as

SEED
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Depu t y Comptrol ler.
M r . Kn o r t z e a r n e d a b a c h e l o r ' s d e g r e e i n bu siness
a d mi n ist ra t io n fr om S t . Jo h n 's Unive rsity a n d a n
Continued on page 64
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THE ROLE OF
THE ACCOUNTANT
IN THE 70's
The Accountant Will Have To Share His Contribution With Other Disciplines —
Scientists, Computer Analysts, Engineers, Medical Practitioners, Systems Analysts,
Mathematicians, Economists, Sociologists, Statisticians, Actuaries, And The Like

By Elmer B. Staats
Two distinct fields of endeavor emerge as the role
of the accounting profession in this era of social
change: creative accounting and program analysis and
evaluation. While the accountant will be deeply involved in each of these fields, he will, in order to meet
the needs of decision- makers and administrators, have
to share his contribution substantially with other disciplines— scientists, computer analysts, engineers, medical practitioners, systems analysts, mathematicians,
economists, sociologists, statisticians, actuaries, and the
like.
The contribution of the accountant will not always
meet the needs of those who make basic decisions
on the nature of programs to be conducted or the
allocation of resources thereto, or of those who administer or evaluate these programs. The talents of
all who can contribute must be applied in seeking
answers to the problems facing us. This applies to the
private sectors as well as government at all levels.

Creative Accounting
Creative accounting includes the design of management information systems that provide accurate and
complete information— information that can be effectively communicated and can serve as a basis for
decisions by the Congress, Governors, administrators,
and managers, and can meet public needs. This information not only must be timely but must be adaptable
to demanding requirements of the program evaluators.
Tied into management information systems must be
sophisticated management control systems that can
assure accurate and timely processing of large numbers
of transactions. The accountant, with his experience
in obtaining a broad picture of his organization's
operations, can and should take a leading role in the
design of these management information systems.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

This article is based on an address by Mr. Staats before the Washington Chapter,
National Association of Accountants. Washington, D.C., Octob er 20, 1971.

Program Analysis and Evaluation
Program analysis and evaluation has been applied
only to a limited extent to the problems of government
and business. In government it has been applied chiefly
to Department of Defense procurement of major new
equipment and to natural resource cost - benefit ratio
studies familiar to all. Decisions on locating new dams
and timber management in public forests are examples
of the latter. In business it has tended to focus on
activities like investment in new plant or major equipment, warehouse location or production scheduling,
and for these usually on a one -at -a -time basis.
The role of the accountant in program analysis and
evaluation can vary significantly. In some cases he can
do the job alone; in other cases, he will be required
to seek the help of those in other disciplines. In some
circumstances, the role of the accountant may be that
of the supplier of statistical data and the furnisher
of financial data such as labor and material costs to
an engineer, to a systems analyst, or to another in
charge of the analysis and evaluation.
In any case, the accountant must be familiar with
the techniques of those in other disciplines. The tradition of accountants has been to strive for the right
numbers whereas the tradition of systems analysts, for
example, has been to strive for methods of estimating
the amount of uncertainty in the numbers available.
Systems analysis has made much use of statistical
techniques and other methods of measuring uncertainty and risk. This difference in tradition and approach may be hard for the accountant to surmount
but he must do so if a successful team is to be forged.
That program analysis, in government or business,
to solve social problems is still used on a relatively

E. B. STAATS
is Comptroller General
of the United States
and Chief Executive of
the U.S. General
Accounting Office,
headquartered in
Washington, D.0 He
served as Deputy
Director of the former
Bureau of the Budget
(now Office of
Management and
Budget) under four
Presidents — lohnson,
Kennedy, Eisenhower,
and Truman. Mr.
Staats graduated from
McPherson College,
received an M.A.
degree from the
University of Kansas,
and a Ph.D. degree
from the University of
Minnesota. He is a
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small scale may undoubtedly come as a surprise to
us. Especially since we live in a society that is so
high - technology oriented as to be able to put a man
on the moon. But analysis of a reasonable quality
outside of the natural and physical sciences is still a
scarce commodity, when questions are asked such
as —what does the organization want to be? Or, what
should it be doing?
Recruiting and training analysts and building an
analytical capability has been the largest single problem in applying program analysis. There are difficulties
in applying methods developed in the natural and
physical sciences, on the basis of stable phenomena,
to the constantly changing and volatile activities of
business, governments and people. At present we lack
both basic data and special methodology and the
criteria for judging success or failure in the areas of
social sciences.
These lacks create serious problems for both teachers
and students. With not many courses and only a few
students (until very recently), teaching the use of
quantitative methods is relatively new even in economics. Since the number of professionally qualified
individuals is small and the available methodology and
data are of limited usefulness, it is consequently difficult to supply a large number of reasonable - quality
analytical studies.

Example of the Accountant's Changing Role
Here is an example suggesting the changing role
of the accountant. The Health Professions Act of 1971
calls upon the Comptroller General as head of the
U.S. General Accounting Office to conduct a study
of construction costs of health facilities— hospitals,
nursing homes, outpatient clinics, and neighborhood
centers. The study is to include consideration of the
feasibility of reducing the cost of constructing federally
supported health facilities through innovative techniques, new materials and the possible waiver of unnecessarily costly Federal standards. The Congress is not
only interested in the brick and mortar aspects of
hospital construction but also the broad spectrum of
areas which influence construction costs such as the
increased use of outpatient clinics, the plans for
operating the hospitals, and the effect of hospitalization insurance programs and philosophy.
To complete this comprehensive review, the GAO
auditor in charge will be assisted by a staff engineer
and will have substantial support from an in -house
systems analysis group. He may also call upon outside
consultants in specific areas of work, particularly those
with knowledge of trends in hospital design, innovative
engineering ideas, new service concepts on hospital
patient care delivery systems, and the impacts on
construction costs when health facilities are regionalized.

Expanding Role of the Government Auditor
It is my belief that the responsibility of the independent, external, auditor should embrace the following three aspects of management accountability:
Fiscal accountability— including fiscal integrity,
disclosure, and compliance with applicable laws
and regulations
14

2. Managerial accountability— concerned with the efficient and economical use of personnel and other
resources
3. Program accountability— designed to assess whether
programs are achieving their intended objectives
and whether the best program options have been
selected to achieve these objectives from the
standpoint of total cost and outputs.
An accountability system should embrace all three
elements. There must be public confidence as to fiscal
integrity in the spending of public funds; there must
be assurance that waste does not occur through mismanagement; and, there must be an assessment of
whether programs are accomplishing their intended
objectives with due regard to costs and results.
Federal aid to State and local governments is budgeted at about $30 billion for the current fiscal year.
The need for better understood standards governing
the audit of these programs is great, irrespective of
who makes the audit. The GAO has been working
with representatives of other Federal agencies, State
and local governments, and a number of professional
associations and public interest groups to develop
these standards. Because of the need of governmental
administrators and legislators for independently evaluated information about government programs, the
proposed standards go beyond what the generally
accepted auditing standards of the independent public
accountant embrace. Generally accepted auditing
standards were developed for application to audits
having as their main objective the expression of an
expert opinion on financial statements. These are all
right as far as they go but they do not go far enough
to be fully useful in audits of governmental programs
and activities.
As I have already indicated, we favor a concept of
auditing that embraces three broad elements of accountability— fiscal, management, and program. The
audit standards project is important in its own right
but an additional reason for mentioning it here is that
the standards we are proposing contemplate a scope
of auditing that will embrace these same three broad
elements of accountability.
It should be noted that Government auditors in
the GAO or in the executive departments and agencies —and even independent public accountants acting
on behalf of the Government —are being challenged
more and more to evaluate programs carried out
through external organizations. The use of such organizations is not a new phenomenon but the heavy
extent to which they have been used in recent years
is' new. These organizations range all the way from
those operating under Federal charters to those receiving direct and indirect subsidies, contracts, grants, loan
guarantees, and so on. Here are just a few important
examples:
1. International financial institutions —the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the
Inter - American Development Bank.
2. The United Nations with its various specialized
agencies such as the World Health Organization
and the International Labor Organization.
Continued on page 19
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UNIFORM COST ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS:
ARE THEY NECESSARY?
The Defense Segment Of American Industry
May Possibly Be The Most Scrutinized,
Observed, Controlled, And Audited Business
In The History Of The World

By Michael P. Herman
The issue of uniform cost accounting standards for
defense contractors was first considered by the Committee on Banking and Currency in April, 1968, in
connection with the extension of the Defense Production Act. The Act, passed initially in September, 1950,
was composed of seven titles, each having certain
objectives. Four of these titles were terminated after
the conclusion of the Korean War, while the remaining
three titles, with certain amendments, have been continued over the years through bi- annual extensions of
the Act. Section 707 of Title VII, which is pertinent
to our discussion, reads:
"No person shall discriminate against orders
or contracts to which priorities are assigned or
for which materials or facilities are allocated
under Title I of this Act or under any rule,
regulation, or order issued thereunder, by charging higher prices or by imposing different terms
and conditions for such orders or contracts than
for other generally comparable orders or contracts, or in any other manner."
One of the persons invited to testify at the hearings
was Admiral Hyman Rickover. He stated that the
statutory provision which says "no one should discriminate against Government contracts by charging higher
prices" was unenforceable because, in the absence of
uniform cost accounting standards, the Government
had no way of ascertaining what costs were, whether
profits were excessive, or whether there was discrimination by charging higher prices. Large additional
profits, he pointed out, can easily be hidden by the
way overhead is charged, components parts are priced,
or intra- company profits are handled. He added that
the lack of uniform cost accounting standards is the
most serious deficiency in Government procurement
today. Admiral Rickover then recommended an
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

amendment to the Defense Production Act which
would require contractors to account for costs under
Government contracts in accordance with uniform cost
accounting standards.

Section 718
Feasibility Study
As a result of Admiral Rickover's testimony, legislation was introduced in Congress which required the
Comptroller General to develop and promulgate Uniform Cost Accounting Standards within one year.
During the Senate hearings, a dozen witnesses testified
and almost one hundred statements and letters were
received in opposition to the bill. Even the General
Accounting Office (GAO) representatives testified
against the proposed legislation, as did a representative
of the Department of Defense. However, this opposition did not stop passage of the bill, and Public Law
90 -370 was signed into law in July, 1968, adding section
718 to the Defense Production Act. The law directed
the Comptroller General, in cooperation with the
Secretary of Defense and the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget, to undertake a study to determine the
feasibility of applying uniform cost accounting standards in all negotiated prime contract and subcontract
defense procurements of $100,000 or more.
During the performance of the feasibility study, a
tremendous amount of information was gathered
through the analyses of the responses to a comprehensive questionnaire which was mailed to representatives
of industry and the Department of Defense. The
Defense Contract Audit Agency made significant contributions to the study by presenting a number of
examples of problem areas in the assignment of Government contract costs wherein it was charged that
contractors: (1) used alternative methods, without
adequate criteria governing their use, in reporting
similar. proposed and incurred costs for Government
contract purposes; or (2) deviated from their existing
cost accumulation and reporting practices in present-
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ing cost proposals. Many industry and professional
associations,' as well as firms and individuals, expressed
an early interest in participating in the study. Some
of them, for various reasons, did not actively participate and therefore lost the opportunity to influence
the course of the study.
In January, 1970, the Comptroller General issued
his Report on the Feasibility of Applying Uniform
Cost Accounting Standards to Negotiated Defense
Contracts. The report was addressed to the Congressional Banking and Currency Committees and the
Armed Services Committees. The report generally
concluded that uniform cost accounting standards were
both feasible and desirable. However, the report included very little of the information gathered during
the feasibility study.
In response to the Comptroller General's report,
ten Federal departments and agencies submitted their
views and all of them indicated agreement with the
tentative conclusion that it is feasible to adopt and
apply uniform cost accounting standards. Most of the
professional accounting associations responding to the
report draft concurred that uniform cost accounting
standards were feasible, although the AICPA did qualify its endorsement of the report. However, industry
associations, in general, were in almost unanimous
opposition to the conclusions reached by the Comptroller General.
Section 719
Cost Accounting Standards Board
The Comptroller General's report stimulated vigorous debates in both Houses of Congress, resulting
in Public Law 91 -379, which was enacted on August
15, 1970. This new law added section 719 to the
Defense Production Act and provided for, among
other things:

is

Establishment of a Cost Accounting Standards
Board.
Authorization for the Board to promulgate cost
accounting standards. These standards are to be
designed to achieve uniformity and consistency in
the cost accounting principles followed by defense
contractors and subcontractors under Federal contracts in excess of $100,000, other than contracts
or subcontracts where the price negotiated based
on (a) established catalog or market prices of commercial items sold in substantial quantities to the
general public, or (b) prices set by law or regulation.
In promulgating such standards, the Board shall
consider the probable costs of implementation
compared to the probable benefits.
Authorization for the Board to make regulations
which shall require defense contractors and subcontractors as, a condition of contracting, to disclose in writing their cost accounting principles,
including methods of distinguishing direct cost
from indirect cost and the basis used for allocating
' NAA has been in the forefront of this activity. In the May, 1971, issue of
MANAGamENT AccouNTING, the Subcommittee on Basic Cost Concepts of NM's
Management Accounting Practices Committee published a tentative statemrnt
of co ncepb for contracting costing subsequently, the Subcommittee held a xnes
of four open forums, with members of the Cost Accounting Standards Board
present at a h meeting. Based on the comments made at thex meetings, and
on further discussions, the cost concepts previously Published have now been
revised. The official statement was published in the March 1972 issue of
MANAGEmzNT ACCOUNTING p. SS.
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indirect costs. They are also to agree to a contract
price adjustment, with interest, for any increased
costs paid to the defense contractors by the United
States because of the defense contractor's failure
to comply with duly promulgated cost accounting
practices in pricing contract proposals and in accumulating and reporting contract performance
cost data.
A report to the Congress by the Board, not later
than 24 months after the date of enactment of
this section, concerning its progress in promulgating
cost accounting standards, rules and regulations.
Arguments for
Uniform Cost Accounting Standards
When a contract is negotiated, an accurate representation of the contractor's cost is necessary in order
to arrive at a fair contract price. The Federal Government contends that it faces problems of not knowing
whether the costs presented to it during contract negotiations are reasonable, whether profits are excessively
large, and whether the prices presented are fair. It
contends that without this knowledge, it cannot hold
meaningful negotiations. Direct expenses associated
with the contract are relatively easy to determine;
however, there are a variety of methods for allocating
indirect or overhead expenses. Since overhead frequently represents more than half of the total cost
of a contract, the particular cost accounting method
used to allocate overhead charges has a critical bearing
on determining the cost of a contract.
The GAO report made to Congress in January, 1970,
indicated that there are many indirect cost allocation
methods available and in use today; however, generally
accepted criteria for each method used in specific
circumstances have not been developed or established.
Contractors are free to choose the cost accounting
method most advantageous to them.
To illustrate the problems involved with this approach, the GAO report included a summary of 120
cases involving questionable cost accounting procedures by defense contractors. Examples of the questionable accounting practices identified by the GAO
included:
1. Use of one method for estimating costs in contract
proposals and another method for reporting these
same costs in daily operations,
2. Recovery of the same charges twice by charging
them directly, and including them in overhead
charges,
3. Hidden unallowable direct charges in overhead
charges,
4. Inclusion of costs which are exclusively or mainly
related to commercial operations in general overhead pools and allocation of a portion of these
costs to Government contracts,
5. Recovery of cost overruns on research and development by charging these costs under a different
account title,
6. Charging of capital outlays as current expenditures
and passing the cost on to the Government, and
7. Failure to credit the Government with refunds and
discounts received by the contractor in connection
with Government contracts.
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N TI N G / A P R IL 1 9 7 2

In all fairness, it has been pointed out th at the
examples identified above may be isolated cases and
may not be caused by the lack of established cost
accounting standards, but may result from the failure
of individual contractors to follow already established
standards.
The GAO, the Bureau of the Budget, the major
procurement agencies including the Department of
Defense, and other outside associations and firms
generally agree that uniform cost accounting standards
are both feasible and desirable.

Arguments Against
Uniform Cost Accounting Standards
Most of the arguments presented in opposition to
uniform cost accounting standards have come from
industry associations and individual defense contractor
representatives. They have generally presented four
principal reasons for opposing the adoption of these
standards.
A PROBLEM OF DEFINITION
One reason for opposing uniform cost accounting
standards is that there is as yet no common understanding of the term "uniform cost accounting standards." Another reason is that the feasibility for implementing such standards has not been demonstrated.
The argument then is how does one support the feasibility of applying uniform cost accounting standards
if the meaning of this term cannot be defined? A
former Assistant Comptroller General once said when
testifying before Congress that the specific meaning
of the term "uniform cost accounting standards" as
used in proposed legislation was not clear to him, and
that the term "accounting standards" is often confused
with "accounting systems" and "accounting procedures.
Further confusion is evident within the GAO itself
as evidenced by two different definitions given for
"cost accounting standards." One definition says that
in light of legislative history, the term "cost accounting
standards" embraces the related principles, standards,
and general rules of procedures and the criteria for
their usage.' This contrasts with the definition which
interprets "cost accounting standards" as general
guides to practice aimed at obtaining comparable,
consistent accounting data with due recognition of
different circumstances.'
Considering the difficulty of applying uniform cost
accounting standards, no single set of principles and
standards will be applicable to the vast and diverse
operations of some companies involved in defense
contracts. The Comptroller General has recognized
this point in the "General Accounting Office Policy
and Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal
Agencies" where he says that each executive agency's
accounting system must conform in all material respects to the principles, standards, and related requirements for accounting prescribed by the Comptroller
General. He goes on to conclude that in the vast
operations of the Federal Government, no single set
of principles and standards can be devised to fit all
circumstances and still provide practical guidance.
' Appendix I,
1, of GAO Report to the Congressional Banking and Currency
Committees and the Arm ed Services Com mittees, 1970.
' Appendix V, GAO Feasibility Study Questionnaire. 1969.
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HAS FEASIBILITY AND NEED
"They have
BEEN ESTABLISHED?
In the questionnaire prepared by the Comptroller generally
General to be used in his study of uniform cost ac- presented four
counting standards, he prescribed the criteria to be
used in determining the feasibility of applying such principal
standards. He said the feasibility will be judged in
terms of the capability of the standards to provide reasons for
valid cost data, generally accepted and fair to all opposing the
parties, in an expeditious and economical manner. To
be feasible the standards must be workable from the adoption of
standpoint of both public and private interests. Therethese
fore, the study will be directed to the feasibility of
developing and applying uniform cost accounting standards."
standards as a means of enhancing the comparability,
reliability and consistency of cost data used for negotiated procurement contract purposes while at the
same time maintaining equity and adherence to sound
accounting principles. It will also include consideration
of those factors which bear upon the administrative
costs to Government and industry of implementing
uniform cost accounting standards.
Industry representatives, however, are convinced
that standards meeting the criteria prescribed by the
Comptroller General cannot be developed and that
feasibility, as defined by him has not been established.
They refer to the several examples or samples of
proposed standards which were presented to industry
for review and comment. Industry's comments pointed
out that the sample standards did not meet the criteria
established by the Comptroller General, namely that
should evolve from
"cost accounting standards
... concepts and should
sound commercial cost accounting
not be incompatible with generally accepted accounting principles." The industry representatives contend
that the proposed sample standards would require the
very kind of "consistent cost accounting practices for
all contractors" which the Comptroller General describes as going "to such an extreme as to be unreasonable and unenforceable." Then too, when the
Comptroller General prepared his report to Congress
covering the results of his survey, the proposed sample
standards, together with industry's comments thereon,
were not presented in the report.
Not only is the feasibility of establishing uniform
cost accounting standards questioned, but a need for
such uniform standards has not been established or
justified. One of the two principal reasons presented
in support of the enactment of Sec. 2, Section 718,
of Public Law 90 -370 was the contention that there
were serious problems in defense procurement which
would be solved by mandatory use of uniform cost
accounting standards. However, in the opinion of
industry representatives, the GAO report does not
present any credible evidence that there are any significant procurement problems which would be solved
by uniform cost accounting standards. When considered in relation to the billions of dollars of defense
procurement which has been completed successfully,
it appears that alleged cost accounting problems may
have been exaggerated and distorted.
In the opinion of the industry representatives, the
testimony of officials of the GAO at Congressional
hearings held in June, 1968, tend to bear this out.
A portion of that testimony is quoted here:
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"The GAO auditors by and large have not had
too much trouble in determining what the contractors' actual costs were, even though the con tractors may be under diverse accounting systems suited to their own line of industry, their
own management, and their own particular con cepts of accounting. Our auditors have felt that
they could determine the contractors' costs and
his profits on auditing his books. And even if
he had a standard requirement for furnishing
costs or profit information, it still would be
necessary to audit the contractor's books to
determine whether he was following that requirement."'
SOME COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
ALREADY EXIST

In spite of arguments, pro and con, it appears that
cost accounting standards do already exist. The standards portion of Section XV of Armed Services Procurement Regulation (paragraphs 201, 202, and 203)
has been effectively applied to all defense contracts,
as the Comptroller General recognized in his report
to Congress. These sections contain general cost principles and criteria for determining the proper classification of costs. Defense Contract Audit Agency and
GAO auditors have enforced compliance with these
standards not only through audits and adjustments
of costs incurred on cost reimbursement, incentive,
and redeterminable type contracts, but also effectively
on all types of contracts through reviews of cost proposals and in making surveys of prospective contractors' accounting systems prior to contract award.
Effective July 1, 1970, the use of Section XV, both
the standards portion and the provisions covering the
allowability of costs, was made mandatory' in the
pricing of all contracts and adjustments negotiated
on the basis of costs. This action would appear to
eliminate the necessity for uniform cost accounting
standards as proposed by the Comptroller General.
Any improvements in the existing standards could be
accomplished most efficiently and economically by the
agencies responsible for procurement, operating within
the framework of generally accepted accounting principles and sound business practices.
Unless and until it can be demonstrated that more
uniform cost accounting standards are a necessity,
those opposing the adoption of such standards see no
reason for Congress to launch a program which will
require every contractor, large and small, to make
changes in his established accounting policies— changes
which in all probability will increase his costs and his
paperwork, but which will not contribute to any net
improvement in the efficient and economical production of military products.
VAST SAVINGS OR ... COSTS7

A third point presented in opposition to uniform
cost accounting standards is that the GAO report to
Congress fails to offer any convincing evidence that
the promulgation of these standards would accomplish
' Amendments to the Defense Production Art -1968; Hearing before the Committee on Banking and Currency, United States Senate, 90th Congress, Second Session
on S 3097, June 18, 1968, pp. 60-69 (Testim ony o f Frank H. Weitzel, Assistant
Com ptroller General of the United States.)
s Defense Procurement Circular No. 79.
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anything beneficial. It appears that much of the argument offered in support of uniform cost accounting
standards is based upon testimony that adoption of
these standards would produce vast savings in defense
procurement costs —as much as billions of dollars per
year. The GAO report, however, discusses probable
additional costs resulting from changes that would be
required by the establishment and implementation of
uniform cost accounting standards rather than forecasting substantial savings. Because the nature and
extent of such changes are uncertain, it is not possible
to estimate with any degree of reasonable accuracy
the cost increase that would result from the promulgation of these standards; but some increased cost is
certain. The GAO report promises neither savings nor
special benefits. It merely lists certain procurement
functions and processes that standards could improve.
When we consider that there are approximately
24,000 different contractors and many more subcontractors involved in supplying the needs of the military
services, representing almost every type of business
conducted in the United States, each with its own
individual accounting system suitable for managing
its particular type of business, then it is easy to see
how costly it would be to impose practical uniform
cost accounting standards.
POTENTIAL LEGISLATIVE CONFLICTS

The last point offered in opposition to the proposed
standards is that there are potential legislative conflicts
and unforeseen consequences inherent in the unlimited authority granted by the proposed legislation.
No one disagrees with the desirability of establishing
cost accounting principles. Such principles exist today
and are an important and recognized element in both
comniercial and government business. The generally
accepted accounting principles established by the
AICPA must be complied with if corporate statements
are to be certified. The provisions of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation XV, some of which
include cost accounting principles, must be conformed
to by that portion of industry which deals with the
Department of Defense. The rules promulgated under
the Internal Revenue Code, the Securities and Exchange Acts, and the Renegotiation Act similarly incorporate such principles. None of these authorities,
however, seeks to affect the accounting system of a
particular company or type of company.
The proposed legislation would delegate an unprecedented amount of power to the GAO, or to some
small designated group, without any clear expression
of Congressional intent. Those opposed to the proposed legislation believe that such broad delegation
of authority is unwise, and whether or not intended,
would appear to conflict with other legislation enacted
by Congress, such as the Internal Revenue Code and
the Renegotiation Act.
Although accounting principles have a recognized
and useful place, a company's accounting system must
conform to the main line of business of that company
if the enterprise is to be most efficiently managed.
The product and service line, the product and service
mix, the makeup of the market and competition,
relative size and all the other factors that comprise
a company's individual character affect the decision
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

as to the most efficient accounting system for that
company. That system must be designed to best serve
that company in all its accounting functions, including
the responsibilities imposed by the various regulatory
agencies.
Each time a new requirement is imposed on an
accounting system by a change dictated by the regulatory agencies, the system must respond to fulfill such
a requirement. This can result in additional time and
costs, which is then explained away as the price of
doing business in an increasingly complex world. The
important point here is that the integrity of the determination of the system to be used is preserved.
The problem with the proposed legislation is that
there is no way of telling just what the effect is going
to be on all of the accounting systems. Since nobody
has defined the meaning of uniform cost accounting
standards, including the Comptroller General; since
no one knows for sure what these standards will look
like; since there are ample reasons for apprehension
as to what is intended in this regard; and since the
effects can be not only expensive to industry and the
government but also disruptive of the efficiency of
their operations, the proposed legislation can only add
to the confusion.

Opponents of the proposed legislation say that existing principles and procedures modified as appropriate to changing circumstances, are adequate to
accomplish the desired results. Not only is every
American public corporation subject to controls of
both its internal and public auditors in terms of procedures and principles, but the defense segment of
American industry may possibly be the most scrutinized, observed, controlled, and audited business in
the history of the world.

"More will be
known in
August 1972 ..."

Conclusion
The intent of this article has been to present a brief
history of the legislation enacted and pending concerning the promulgation of uniform cost accounting
standards which could significantly affect the thousands of companies involved in government contracts
and to present the arguments for and against these
proposed standards. More will be known in August,
1972, when the Cost Accounting Standards Board
reports back to Congress concerning its progress in
promulgating cost accounting standards under the
rules and regulations of Public Law 91 -379. Until that
time, one can only speculate as to what the results
of this significant legislation will be.

THE ROLE OF THE ACCOUNTANT IN THE 70's
Continued from page 14

Conclusion

3. Federal Contract Research Centers, organizations
which are financed wholly or in substantial part
by the Federal Government.
4. Universities and colleges receiving grants and contracts, which have grown to approximately $2 billion in the current fiscal year.
5. Government -owned contractor- operator plants —
the so- called "GOCO's" —which now employ large
numbers of people and involve contracts in the
Department of the Army alone of more than a
billion dollars.
6. Organizations supplying goods and services under
various forms of negotiated procurement, which
represents nearly 90 percent of all Government
procurement today.
7. Private enterprises employed to carry out programs
designed to alleviate economic and social problems,
such as job training, medicare, and so on.
8. Specially chartered quasi - public bodies, such as the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, COMSAT
and AMTRAK.

In summary, although the government auditor has
an important role and often a leading role, he does
not have exclusive responsibility for program analysis
and evaluation. Other analytical staffs and other systems of review are also available to government administrators and legislators. Too frequently, however,
such staffs have been primarily concerned with budget
formulation and program planning and not sufficiently
with whether authorized programs are achieving their
intended results.
This is the area to which I strongly believe that
the government auditor —and the auditor in the private
sector as well —has a major and increasingly important
contribution to make. He has a tradition of making
and reporting his findings independent of operating
officials. He should be increasingly equipped with
special skills which go far beyond that required for
financial audits alone. And most importantly, he
should be increasingly looked to by legislatures and
by the operating officials for examinations and recommendations on all three aspects of accountability.
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ACCOUNTING HAVE
A THEORETICAL
STRUCTURE?
If Management Accountants Are To Obtain Professional Stature —
This Question Needs To Be Answered
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This article is devoted to a notion that the field of
management accounting needs an internally consistent
structure of theory if it is to survive and grow in today's
information environment. Evidence suggests that the
field may now be expanding in various directions,
without a reasonable sense of direction. Some even
view management accounting only as a disjointed
group of techniques taken from various disciplines as
they have appeared to be of benefit to the management process.
Indeed, when looking beyond some fairly well established traditional techniques such as cost accounting traditional techniques such as cost accounting for
product cost determination, management accounting
does seem to contain significant inputs from economics, statistics, mathematics, sociology, psychology,
management, finance and other fields. Certainly, these
inputs cannot be looked upon with disfavor if the
additions are properly integrated within the field's
theoretical structure. But if management accountants
fail to concern themselves with the need for a theoretical structure then there may be justifiable cause
for concern.
Interestingly enough, NAA is seriously considering
a program for issuing certificates recognizing the professional attainment of management accountants.' This
indicates that management accounting may have now
reached a state where minimum competence in the
area can be evaluated, and suggests that some well
defined body of knowledge should exist which forms
a basis for the examining and evaluation process. Given
these expectations the following questions appear to
be worthy of consideration. What type and level of
'See "Certificate in Management Accounting Established by NM;' Management
Accounting March 1972. p. 13,
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competence is to be expected of the management
accountant? What body of knowledge should he be
assumed to possess as the minimum educational requirement?
If, management accounting has now become a
unique subset of the general field of accounting, and
it would appear reasonable to expect that some well
established body of theory exists which can be identified with the field of management accounting, then
examinations can be given and certificates awarded
attesting to some minimum level of competence. In
that case, professional development courses can also
be developed to insure a proper continuing education
program.

Prerequisites
For a seemingly endless number of years the aspiring
management accountant has been exposed, in an oversimplified and procedural sense, to managerial accounting in his first accounting course. This is followed
by an expansion of techniques in one or more semesters of cost accounting. The prerequisite skills, if indeed they can be called that, have been taught in
the first course. These skills generally consisted of the
art of record keeping, focusing of course, on the double -entry system. In large part, this pedagogical philosophy continues in spite of the fact that the environment has changed and will continue to change. Along
with a continued need for knowledge of the traditional
cost concepts, evidence increasingly points to a need
for knowledge in other related disciplines. Indeed,
various groups, committee reports, and sponsored research have cited a need for exposure by accountants
to areas other than those considered traditional. For
instance, in the quantitative methods area a Committee of Measurement, the Institute of Management
Sciences, in 1964, suggested the following:
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL1972

"T he expected development and growth of
management services will take place only if the
accountant of the future possesses more sophistication in mathematics than he typically has
had in the past. Improved methods of analysis,
now classified as 'operations research'
must
become the concern of accountants."'...

concepts. Unfortunately the development and formalization of an adequate set of concepts has yet to
be accomplished. Even so there appear to be certain
identifiable concepts which represent a necessary
foundation for management accounting's theoretical
structure. Some of these are:
Defined as a "special language
which represents real world phenomena by means
of numbers and relations among numbers that are
predetermined within the number system." Measurement is so essential to management accounting
that without it there would be no basis for the
subject.' A recent American Accounting Association committee defined it, in terms of accounting
an assignment of numerals to an entity's
as "...
past, present or future economic phenomena, on
the basis of past or present observation and according to rules." 6
2. C O M M U N I C A T I O N : This concept identifies "...the
procedures by means of which one mechanism
affects another mechanism," or in effect, .....the
procedures by which one mind may affect another."' Without communications the process of
moving from a state of measurement to one of
information would be lost, for the purpose of
communications is to transfer the results of this
special form of discrimination to someone who
needs it.
I
3. N F O R M A T I O N : While the product of a management
accounting system should always be evaluated in
terms of some informational content, the concept
means different things to different people. If one,
however, assumes that information must always
motivate the recipient to take an appropriate action it follows that information can only be that
which reduces uncertainty on the part of the decision maker.
4. S Y S T E M : Only when one learns that management
accounting is contained within a structure of systems, sub - systems and smaller elements is he in
a position to relate the subject matter to the other
components and to recognize their interrelationship. Thus, the definition, "a system represents a
number of objects with identifiable relationships
between the objects and their properties," roust
be comprehended early in the process.
5. P L A N N I N G : Planning, because of its diverse elements, becomes most difficult to define in an
operational manner. It may be generally thought
of as that which has to do with setting of objectives,
changes in goals, and their means of accomplishment. The individual, in developing an understanding of the concept, should be subjected to
the ranges involved, the control connection, and
the vast behavioral implications involved.
6. F E E D BA C K : With an understanding of the nature
of systems and the role of planning, the notion
of feedback becomes somewhat more understandaM E A S UR E M E N T:

1.
Similar recommendations can be found relating to
the computer and behavioral areas. In 1968, an Institute Committee stated:
"We believe that a basic knowledge of computers, what they are and what they can do,
should be part of any student's general education and is essential for those planning to enter
His sophistication
into accounting careers
...
relative to computers and
information systems
should be further developed.'
From a recent committee report of the American
Accounting Association came the following:
' ... it can be hypothesized that the very process
of accumulating information, as well as the
behavior of those who do the accumulating, will
affect the behavior of others. In short, by its
very nature, accounting is a behavioral process,
then accounting education, by definition, should
include appropriate attention to behavioral considerations.'
It would appear then that the management accountant should have an exposure to foundation material
in the quantitative, computer, and behavioral areas.
For the quantitative area this might include calculus,
linear algebra, and probability and statistics; for the
computer area it should include computer logic, programming, and simulation; and for the behavioral area
those subjects which deal with authority, learning,
motivation, conflict, and innovation appear to be
desirable. Beyond this it becomes the responsibility
of those concerned with the discipline to make sure
that its structure is properly defined, fully developed
and adequately utilized by its members. This should
call for a knowledge of concepts relevant to the field
as well as some awareness of the existing boundaries.

Underlying Concepts
The environment of management accounting may
be thought of as a diverse set of organizations operating under conditions of uncertainty with some goal
or series of goals in mind. Under such conditions
decision making becomes the essence of management.
The minimization of the uncertainty surrounding
those decisions becomes the essence of management
accounting.
In order for one to fully comprehend management
accounting and indeed to make use of relevant tools,
they should acquire a foundation of its underlying
r "IMS Committee Comments for Common Body of Knowledge Study," The
ournal of Accountancy, December 1964, pp. 79 -83.
"Academic Preparation for Professional Accounting Careen" The Journal of
Accountancy, December 1968, p. 58.
' "Report of the Committee on Behavioral Sciences Content of the Accounting
Curriculum," The Accounting Review, (Supplement to Vol. XLVI), p. 247.

J
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"The
minimization
of the
uncertainty
surrounding
those
decisions
becomes the
essence of
management
accounting."

S Yuji Ijiri, The Foundation
of Accounting Measurement, Prentice Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1967. p. 19.
"Report of the Committee on Foundations of Accounting Measurement," The
Accounting Review, (Supplement to Vol. XLVI, 1971), p. 3.
' Claude E. Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of Communication, The University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill., 1949, p. 95.
6
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"There is
reason to
believe
that...

Exhibit 1
THEORETICAL STRUCTURE

I

Definition and purpose of
management accounting

accounting
can be

I

Environment

assured of
continued

Underlying concepts

development."
Techniques

Problem solving
applications

ble along with its relationship to the control process. Feedback operates as a sub - system function
comparing output with some criterion! In a very
real sense it provides the basis for control, and
encourages consistency because of its likely use of
planning as a basis for derivation of criteria. With
such a background, the individual should be in a
better position to understand the nature of feedback and feedforward elements along with possible
effects of comparisons on system operations.
7. CO N TR O L : Control represents the monitored state
of a system or alternatively one might suggest that
it permits the conformance of actions to plans.
Ideally, its components consist of criteria derived
from planning, a mechanism for feedback and some
system output.
8. COST BEHAV IO R: The term, cost, refers "to some
type of measured sacrifice evolving from an operational sequence of events and centering upon a
particular activity of product." ° More simply stated
it might represent a release of value in order to
generate revenue.
Thus, with certain reservations these basic concepts
are suggested as being representative of those foundation components essential to an understanding of
management accounting. Without any attempt to
justify the specific grouping, it is suggested that emergence of concepts do, in fact, precede the development
of operational models. Consequently it stands to reason that useful model building is dependent on an
adequate knowledge of concepts and a sound background relating to the discipline's body of knowledge.

1. Foundation knowledge
a. Systems theory and accounting
b. Communications, measurements, and information
concepts
c. Criteria development
d. Feedback and control mechanisms
e. Information systems
f. Accounting for management planning and control
g. Cost concepts and techniques
2. Cost determination for assets
a. Job order and process costing
b. Standard costing systems
c. Direct vs. absorption costing
d. By- product and joint - product costing
e. Cost allocation practices
f. Accounting for human resources
3. Planning
a. Strategic planning
b. Continuous planning
c. Investment decisions
d. Comprehensive budgets
e. Cost - volume -profit analysis
f. Problems of alternative choice
4. Management control
a. Responsibility accounting
b. Cost centers
c. Investment centers
d. Centralized vs. decentralized structures
e. Goal congruence
f. Transfer pricing
g. Performance reporting
h. Evaluation methods
i. Operating control
a. Internal control
b. Project control
c. Inventory control
Properly used, the above outline should serve as the
basis for (1) relating concepts and techniques, and (2)
integrating traditional subject matter with emerging
prerequisite areas. By expanding on the notions proposed in this and previous sections a structure should
be expected to emerge along the lines suggested in
Exhibit 1.

Relevant Content

Conclusion

Given a basic group of concepts and knowledge of
the management environment, the problem for management accounting is reduced to one of properly
relating a descriptive or decision model to the prob-

There is reason to believe that with attention given
to the development and integration of the above type
material, management accounting can be assured of
continued development. Without attention it is possible, perhaps even probable, that the area will lose its
autonomy and will disintegrate into a disjointed series
of rather arbitrary techniques simply used by those
who choose to use them.
❑

aStanford l
tner, SyrtemrAnal yris for Bwiew and Industria/ Problem Solving,
Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Clift N.J., 1965, p. 40.
Wilber E. Haseman, "An Interpretive Framework for Cost," The Accounting
Review, October 1968, pp. 742-743.
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lem. Obviously at any one time only a limited body
of knowledge exists from which to draw in a
given situation. Even so, an understanding of the
concepts provides flexibility and the ability to expand
the horizons of knowledge as the need may arise. The
following is an outline of what the existing content
might include. No attempt has been made to recognize
specific techniques but only the broad content areas
in which management accountants should be proficient:
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ACCOUNTING
CONCEPTS
FOR MANAGERIAL
DECISION - MAKING
The Obiective Of Management Accounting Must Be To Use All Methods
Which Permit Us To Be Sensitive To The Realities Of The Business Environment
And To Perform Our Appraisals In The Most Efficient Manner

By George A. Rawcliffe

3. Segregation of costs according to behavior
4. Time value of money
5. Expected monetary value.

The ability to shift gears from thinking in one context
to the reasoning required in another context is perhaps
Relevancy
nowhere more prevalent than in management acOnly those costs and revenues which differ under
counting. The explanation for this multi- faceted posthe
alternatives and which occur in the future need
ture lies in the fact that management accounting is
to
be
considered. No other amounts are relevant.
still more of an art than a science and, as such, draws
Outstanding benefits derived from the use of relevant G. A. RAWCUFFE
from many disciplines.
T o one who is primarily financial account- costs include both the advantage of viewing each
River -New
ing- oriented, making managerial decisions requires problem with the minimum of variables and the saving Fall
Bedford Chapter 1938,
of
time
in
the
computation.
Specific
applications
temporarily suspending one's attachment to:.(a) the
is Assistant Professor,
accrual method, (b) unrealized profit concepts, (c) where the uses of relevant costs are beneficial are the Department of
Management, Bentley
treating dollars received in different years as of equal following:
College, Waltham,
value, and (d) many other conventional accounting
Mass. He holds a 8. S.
tenets. In the place of his strictly financial thinking, 1. Where there are two or more segments to a busi- degree from
ness,
the
contribution
form
of
statement
eliciting
one is required to have many other frames of reference.
Southeastern
the segment margin of each portion is often used. Massachusetts
It should be noted at the outset that management's
Since this type of schedule uses only relevant costs University and an
two primary concerns are: "What is the best alternaand revenues, decisions relating to the discon- M.B.A. degree from
tive?" and "What is the most efficient method for
tinuance of a segment or the addition of a new Northeastern
reaching that alternative ?" A simple illustration of a
University. Professor
one are most clearly defined.
violation of the latter question might be the tendency
Rawcliffe is an active
of many accountants to prepare a complete income 2. In instances where there is a limiting factor such NAA member, having
as machine -hours of a particular process, the maxi- served as Chapter
statement in order to solve problems relating to future
mum contribution margin per unit of this con- President and as a
income. However, time is usually too short to luxuriate
Director and
straint is logically the relevant criterion.
in this refinement and it would be better if they would
Vice - President on the
direct themselves to the most straightforward solution 3. In certain manufacturing processes where there are National level. He is
joint costs up to a split -off point, we note that also a previous
of each problem. It is worth mentioning that the two
only
costs occurring after the separation are rele- contributor to
questions cited above are applicable to either short MANAGEMENT
vant
to
decisions involving alternative subsequent
term or long -term decisions, and their attainment is
AC CO U NTIN G and was
operations. Dairies and refineries have charac- awarded a Certificate
only controlled by the given data in any specific inof Merit in 1949 -50.
teristics of this type.
stance. The data, then, must be evaluated in the light
4. Under make or buy decisions we should be careful
of the following management accounting concepts:
to recognize all of the variable costs and separable
fixed costs identifiable with each alternative as
1. Relevancy
being the relevant items. In a special situation
2. Opportunity costs
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"What profits
would we
make
If... ?„

creating idle facilities one should also be alert to
the opportunity cost, which is also relevant, such
as the renting of unoccupied property.
Hence, it appears vital to effective problem solving
that one learn to include only those costs which one
can foresee in the future and then only concern oneself
with those that are different under the various alternatives being considered.

Opportunity Costs
Since we are concerned with questions similar to
"What profit would we make if ... ?" it is necessary
to bypass our normal "unrealized profit" position and
recognize foregone future profits, the reason being
that this particular type of cost emphasizes the aspect
of future gains or losses and requires that we consider
any benefits or costs that are foregone as a result of
selecting one of several possible choices. While this
consideration is not recorded in normal financial accounting, it should be abundantly clear that in this
type of analysis it is necessary to entertain all of the
favorable and unfavorable attributes of the available
alternatives.
A typical item in this category is the tax shield
impact of various expenses and in the capital expenditure decision the marginal rate of return offered by
other possible projects.
One will note that the open - endedness of opportunity costs demands that an effective analyst conduct
himself with an alertness that not only considers what
type of costs were included historically in similar appraisals but also constantly searches for new possibilities.

Segregation of Cost According to Behavior
This feature is provided in its elementary sense by
direct costing principles and, as a further extension,
in segmented computations (contribution accounting).
For example, direct costing, by its separation of variable and fixed costs and its income statement configuration, automatically organizes cost and revenue characteristics in a form for rapid "break -even analysis"
and related computations. This ability to use data
which was behaviorally oriented permits many useful
calculations which assist management. Common types
of appraisals are:
1. Determination of the new or proposed profit with
changes stipulated in planned volume, mix, variable cost or fixed cost
2. Estimates related to acceptance or rejection of a
special order which entertains the use of idle capacity, modification of selling price and /or changes
in cost characteristics
3. Assessment of "make or buy" or "lease or buy"
alternatives
4. The contribution form of income statement
This latter item is a further and most logical development derived from the direct costing technique. It
takes advantage of the variable -fixed cost analysis and
by adding a further breakdown (splitting the fixed costs
into separable and joint portions) allows most meaningful profitability interpretations. Determinations
24

involving the addition or deletion of a product line,
territory or manufacturing unit are feasible. Also available are the infinite combinations of cost and revenue
modifications which may be used for testing proposed
or anticipated operating conditions.

Time Value of Money
Whenever calculations involve events which will
occur beyond one year into the future, the effect of
compound interest (figured at the opportunity or
target rate) must be considered or the solution will
be overlooking an economic reality. Capital expenditures often involve investments which take more than
one year to build, and more particularly, provide facilities which have much longer operating lives over
which the profits or savings are anticipated. It is this
projection of the return on the investment into the
sometimes distant future that compels management
to weigh the value of these long -term commitments.
Concurrent with this long -term aspect of the return
on the investment we have the loss of interest on the
original capital and, of course, the comparable loss
in value of income when it is delayed over many years.
The opportunity rate of interest that we could have
earned on an alternative investment becomes our
threshold rate of return, and we may wish to expand
this further for "target purposes." Estimates of all the
related cash inflows and outflows permits us to discount these amounts to present values, all computed
at our objective rate of earnings. Hence, all sums are
equated by the use of present value tables to a common denominator, and each individual project may
be compared with all others. These calculations may
be established to tell either the precise rate of return,
or they may be designed to indicate whether or not
we have attained our desired return on our investment.
It should be noted that the two other principal
methods of capital expenditure appraisal, payback and
the unadjusted rate of return, provide data which,
although of value, fail to reveal accurate rates of profit
which may be compared with ordinary bank interest.
One will quickly realize that use of discounted cash
flow principles treats both future cash inflows and
outflows as representing present values which are substantially less than their absolute amounts. For example, $1,000 to be received five years hence, when
calculated at a 14 percent opportunity rate of interest,
offers a present value of only $519. Such a reduction
is not customary in financial accounting (which normally is dealing with relatively current events), but
we must recognize that ignoring this concept will lead
to gross errors in judgment.

Expected Monetary Values
Expected monetary values and other quantitative
appraisals also provide valuable indicators. It should
be noted that whenever a situation may be simulated
or pretested by a mathematical calculation, we have
eliminated one more area where a judgmental decision
may be less desirable.
One of the simpler mathematical aids which is
helpful in the solving of certain problems is the expected monetary value determination. This procedure
establishes a pay off table for the conditional values
Continued on page 30
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STEAM POWER AS A
PRODUCTION COST
When The Department With The Largest Normal Use Of Steam Shuts Down,
Should The Unit Cost Of Steam To Other Departments Go Up?

By Robert H. Heins
When dealing with a multiproduct plant, such as in
the chemical, petroleum, rubber or paper industry, the
distribution of power costs becomes an important
factor in the product's profitability. Steam as a single
component of power frequently amounts to 15 or 20
percent of the total processing cost. Thus this type
of expense should be distributed on the basis of demand by the production departments for the service.

Example
In the example that follows, it is assumed that steam
is manufactured in the plant's service department
boilers and that no steam is used for electrical generation. Such plant expenses as maintenance labor, employee benefits, salaries, operating labor, depreciation,
supplies and plant overhead will be included with the
cost of materials used in snaking steam, i.e., gas, electricity, and filtered water.
The importance of finding a fair method for distributing these costs to all users is dramatized when
a particular production department, which is a large
user of steam, shuts down. The shutdown may sometimes last for a month for annual maintenance or other
reason. Such occurrences are commonplace in the
chemical and petroleum industry. If steam costs are
charged to the departments on the basis of average
cost, there will be an outcry from the production
managers whose departments remained in operation
that month. Exhibit 1 illustrates how the unit cost
in June could be almost twice what it was in May.
Note that Department C, which consumed the same
amount of steam in both months, was charged almost
twice as much in June as it was charged in May.
Departments A and D consumed even less steam in
June than they did in May and yet were charged more
in June. One possible solution would be to arbitrarily
charge Department B for 60,000 M lbs. of steam if
that were its normal monthly consumption. The unit
rate would then return to its normal level. The question, however, is: What is normal consumption for
Department B?

Peak Demand
There is, however, a more realistic way of allocating
steam costs to the users by placing the burden of such
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

costs on the departments which created the demand
for steam in the first place. This demand must be
identified for each production area and must be distinguished between peak demand and total monthly
consumption.
If steam is available from an outside source, such
as a power company or purchased from a neighboring
plant with excess steam capacity, the cost per unit
would be fixed and our problem would not exist.
However, management may decide it is more important to control the operation of its own boiler house
and improve reliability of steam flow, or it may look
to a saving on operation costs. In such a situation,
production areas whose peak demands must be satisfied or whose high total consumption must be accommodated, will determine the installed capacity of the
boiler house. This then would be the basis by which
total steam costs would be distributed. Of course other
factors would also be considered when deciding the
size and number of boilers to be installed. For instance,
one department may be in the midst of expanding
its capacity, in which case its steam demands in the
short -run will increase drastically from the present,
while another department, due to the nature of its
process may generate steam from waste -heat boilers.
In such cases the total steam consumption would be
offset by steam export back to the powerhouse.
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Division of Fixed and Variable Costs
Two considerations are important in steam costing.
The first is the division of costs into fixed and variable
elements, and the second is the allocation of fixed
costs to production areas proportionate to their peak
demand.
Due to the nature of boiler house operations, it
will usually operate with a standard size crew regardless
of the volume of steam being produced. Operating
labor, salaries, employee benefits, depreciation, plant
overhead, and supplies can be considered to be normal
fixed costs. The fact that those costs vary very little
with steam production should establish them as fixed
costs. Maintenance costs also tend to be a predictable
percentage of boiler investment. Although they may
vary from month to month they should be considered
as part of the fixed costs of capacity. Variable costs
must be measured by the consumption of gas, filtered
water, and electricity used to produce steam. These
25

Exhibit 1
ORIGINAL DEPARTMENTAL
STEAM COSTS
May

Consumption

Dollars

Dept.
A
B
C
D

M lbs.
30,000
60,000
4,000
6,000

(N$.80 /M lbs.
$24,000
48,000
3,200
4,800

Totals

100,000

$80,000

June

Dollars

Consumption

Dept.
A
B
C
D

M lbs.
29,000
-04,000
4,000

Ca)$1.50 /M lbs.
$43,500
-06,000
6,000

Total

37,000

$55,500

Note:
1. Department B shut down in June and consumed no steam.
2. The unit cost for steam increased from $.80 /M lbs. to
$1.50/M lbs. for the departments still operating.

Exhibit 2

material costs will vary directly with total steam production.
Exhibit 2 illustrates the basis for allocation of fixed
costs to production areas in accordance with their
installed capacity to consume steam. Larger departments will ordinarily carry a larger burden. Assuming
fixed costs are $40,000 per month and the variable
cost of making steam is about $.40 /M lbs., then we
can recast Exhibit I as shown in Exhibit 3.
Note that in May Department A had a monthly
consumption of 70 percent of its peak, while Department D had a consumption of only 47 percent of its
peak demand, indicating a wide variation in usage.
The total distribution of the boiler house was only
61 percent of its peak capability. To the extent that
Department A's percentage was greater than 61 percent and Department D's was less than this percentage
explains the reason for Department A's unit cost of
$36 and Department D's unit cost of $.93. Under the
average costing method, the unit cost was $.80 for
all departments in May.
In June, when Department B is shut down, the unit
costs for Departments A and C remained relatively
constant, although there was a slightly lower consumption by Department A. Department D's unit costs did
increase, but only because their June consumption was
only two thirds of their May figure. Most important
though is that Department B still received its proportional share of fixed expenses.

Conclusion

FIXED EXPENSE ALLOCATION
Departmental Peak Demand
Dept.

Peak demand
lbs/hour

Percent of
peak demand

A
B
C
D

60,000
140,000
10,000
18,000

26.3
61.4
4.4
7.9

Totals

228,000

100.0

It should be pointed out that the peak steam demand for each production department was based on
its "installed capacity" to produce a finished product.
Thus, if one department suffers short -range loss in
sales, with a resultant decrease of its production schedule, the other departments will not have to absorb
higher fixed expenses. In this way, each department
is truly responsible for its proportion of installed steam
capacity.
❑

Exhibit 3
RE- APPORTIONED DEPARTMENTAL STEAM COSTS
MAY
Percent
of peak
consumed

Variable
cost

Maximum
percent

Allocated
fixed cost

Total
cost

A
B
C
D
Totals

30,000
60,000
4,000
6,0_00
100,000

70
60
56
47
61

$12,000
24,000
1,600
2,400
$40,000

26.3
61.4
4.4
7.9
100.0

$10,520
24,560
1,760
3,160
$40,000

$22,520
48,560
3,360
5,5_60
$80,000

Dept.
A
B+
C
D

Actual
M lbs.
consumed
29,000
-04,000
4,0_00

Percent
of peak
consumed
67
0
56
31

Variable
cost
$11,600
-01,600
1,600

Maximum
percent
26.3
61.4
4.4
7.9

Allocated
fixed cost
$10,700
24,990
1,790
3,220

Total
cost
$22,300
24,990
3,390
4,820

Totals

37,000

23

$14,800

100.0

40,700

$55,500

Unit cost
per M lbs.
$

Dept

Actual
M lbs.
consumed

.76
.81
.84
.93

June

-

Unit cost
per M lbs.
$ .77
.85
1.21

*Department B shut down in June and consumed no steam.
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COST ACCOUNTING
FOR SAND CASTINGS
Each Of These Processes Must Be Accounted For
And Cost Data Must Be Accumulated

By Don C. Stutter

costing base with absorption based on pattern shop
overhead.

There are basically two types of foundries; the job
shop and the proprietary shop. The job shop foundry
produces only when an order is secured, and consequently, it produces many different types of castings.
It must, therefore, employ a job order cost accounting
system to account for the cost of each job. The proprietary foundry, on the other hand, produces standard
products for stock and usually employs a process cost
system to account for its cost. In this article we will
discuss only the job shop operation and job order
costing will be emphasized.
In order to understand the cost accounting concepts
offered in this article, a basic understanding of the
foundry processes may be in order. For example, to
make a good casting, a pattern must first be made
(usually of wood), sand and other ingredients must
be mixed to form the mold, and then metal must
be melted and poured into the mold. After the metal
has solidified, the sand must be separated from the
casting which is then heat treated, and after inspection
can be shipped to the customer. Each of these processes must be accounted for and cost data accumulated. Since each process is different, a common cost
accounting system will not suffice. Each process must
be considered separately, and a system of cost accounting must be developed for each.

Molding and Coremaking

Patterns
Most patterns are made of wood and are made in
the pattern shop. There are generally two types of
molds and core boxes. The pattern used for making
the mold would look much like the finished casting.
The material for making the patterns is usually some
kind of pine. Because it is relatively inexpensive, it
does not necessarily require a direct charge. The major
cost of the patterns, therefore, is labor. The time
needed for this operation, can be lengthy and since
pattern makers are highly skilled and demand a good
wage, it can be costly. Labor hours should be the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

A specially prepared sand is packed by extreme
pressure around the molding pattern. When the wooden pattern is removed, a cavity is formed. The cavity
is filled with molten metal and a casting duplicating
(roughly) the outside dimensions of the molding pattern is the result. If a casting with a hole is desired,
such as a pipe, it is obvious that something else is
needed. This something else is a core made of sand.
It can then be used in conjunction with the mold
to form a casting with a hole in it, the dimensions
of which are roughly equal to the inside dimensions
of the pipe. Molds are made in halves so that the
pattern can be removed and the core can be properly
placed inside. The top half of the mold is then placed
on the bottom half, the net result being a cavity that
represents roughly the dimensions of the required
casting. If molten metal were poured inside that cavity
and allowed to solidify, a casting would be the result.
Since different types of casting require different
types of sand and related supplies as well as different
methods for making molds and cores, station rates
based on labor hours should be developed and used.
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SMALL MOLDS

These molds can be made automatically on jolt squeezer machines and are therefore less costly to make
than larger molds which must be made by hand. These
jolt- squeezer machines accept sand which is prepared
in advance from overhead storage facilities. The sand
is usually a very good grade and is mixed with certain
binders depending on the types of molds to be made.
The sand is usually considered an overhead item. It
is difficult to charge the cost of sand and sand preparation directly to a job, especially since it is possible
to use a single type of sand mix on different jobs.
After the flask, a box -like affair containing the
pattern, has been filled with sand, it is jolted up and
down producing a uniform sand pack. This sand pack
27

"The largest
single cost for
melting iron or
steel is the
cost of fuel
used."

is then squeezed by hydraulic pressure to get a hard
sand mold when it is lifted away from the pattern.
The bottom part of the flask, called the drag, is then
turned over. This permits the core, if needed, to be
placed in the mold. The top half of the flask, called
the cope, is then placed on top of the drag and the
two are sealed together. The result is a complete mold
ready to accept molten metal.
Jolt- squeezer machines are manned by at least one
man and sometimes up to five men. Thus, labor hours
are the most dominant cost factor and station rates
based on labor hours result in cost data most representative of the small molding operation. These are
based on fair production standards at full production.
Since jolt - squeezer machines are semi - automatic, production rates will vary with the difficulty of the core
placing operations. However, this factor can be fairly
accurately estimated based on past experience. In
addition, station rates include consumption of operating supplies, types of sand used, maintenance, depreciation, etc.
LARGE MOLDS

A large molding operation is not as mechanized as
a small molding operation. Large molds are usually
made in pits dug in the ground. The largest cost factor
is labor since most of the large molding operations
are carried out by hand with hand tools. Also, cost
of operating supplies, especially sand, would have to
be considered when setting station rates. Since the
complexity of a mold varies directly with the number
of manhours consumed, labor should be the costing
base against which to apply station rates.

Melting
After the sand mold has been made, molten metal
must be prepared to fill the mold. This could be
accomplished with one of the following types of furnaces used for melting both iron and steel:
Open hearth
Electric arc
Electric induction
Basic open hearth furnaces are fired with either gas
or oil. As their name implies, electric arc and electric
induction furnaces depend on electricity for energy.
There are many other furnaces not mentioned above,
but these are used for iron only or steel only.
The largest single cost for melting iron or steel is
the cost of fuel used. Other costs are: maintenance
of furnace linings and other equipment, labor, and
operating supplies. The cost of fuel used can be easily
measured where the cost per unit used is constant.
But where the cost varies, such as is the case of electricity, it becomes a difficult task to determine what
the actual cost is. The price paid for electricity depends
on three important factors:
Power factor
Demand created
Quantity used
The power factor determines the length of the
demand period which is usually 30 minutes, 15 min28

utes, or even five minutes if a poor factor is the case.
The demand created is measured by the amount of
kilowatt hours used during any demand period assigned. If your power factor was .85 and your demand
period was 30 minutes, and the largest amount of
kilowatts used during any 30 minute interval of a
particular billing period was 5000, then your recorded
high demand for that billing period would be 5000.
The quantity used is based on the total amount
of kilowatt hours used during the billing period. An
example of an electric bill might be broken down like
this:
Highest demand created during past
5000
eleven months
Highest demand created during current
billing period
4000
Billing demand equals average of two
4500
Kilowatt hours used during billing period 1,150,000
First 6000 kwhr per month x $.0257
$154.20
equals
For all excess over 6000 kwhr:
First 50 kwhr,
4500 (billing demands) x $.0222
4,995.00
equals
Next 150 kwhr, 4500 x $.0128 equals
6,142.50
1,586.00
Balance of kwhr, 244,000 x $.0065
$12,877.70
Total
As can be seen from the above example, the billing
demand weighs heavily in respect to the amount finally
paid for electrical service.
After all fixed and variable operating costs have been
determined, a melting cost per pound can be computed and a standard melting cost can be set. However,
some important factors must be kept in mind. For
instance, if both steel and iron are to be melted, the
steel melting standard should be 10 percent greater
than iron. It requires approximately 10 percent more
in operating cost to melt steel at approximately 2600
degrees Fahrenheit than iron at approximately 2200
degrees since all costs vary directly with the melting
time required.
Maintenance of furnaces and pouring pots, called
ladles, are also of prime consideration when computing
melting rates. Cost of refractory material and related
maintenance cost is directly related to the number
of heats made on a furnace lining. Then too, refractory
maintenance for melting steels is approximately 10
percent greater than iron melts. This is because steel
generates more slag than iron. Slag attacks the furnace
lining and causes it to deteriorate. Generally, steel
refractory maintenance is 10 percent greater than iron.

Standard Costs
After determining the optimum operating costs to
include energy, labor, operating supplies, maintenance,
and fixed expenses, a standard cost for melting iron
and steel should be set —the iron standard cost should
be 10 percent less than steel.
The cost of the raw material used must also be
found. There are many different types of steel and
iron. The type chosen for the casting depends on the
requirements of the customer, i.e., what the casting
is to be used for and under what conditions it will
be used. Generally, a dozen different metal types for
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both iron and steel each should be assigned a standard
cost. The standard cost should contain not only the
expected costs of the raw materials used, but also the
amount of shop scrap to be used and also a deduction
for the amount of shop scrap returned to the scrap
pile. It is here that a real cost accounting problem
manifests itself
how to account for internally
...
generated shop scrap?

70 pounds divided by 70 percent equals 100 pounds
needed to melt for each casting.

a real cost
20 castings times 100 pounds equal 2000 pounds
needed to melt for the complete job.
40 percent shop scrap x 2000 pounds equals
800
55 percent steel shearings x 2000 pounds
equals
1100
2 percent molybdenum x 2000 pounds equals
40
1 percent chrome x 2000 pounds equals
20
2 percent pig iron x 2000 pounds equals
40
Total pounds
2000

Shop Scrap
The scrap used in a foundry operation can be measured by first determining the amount of shop scrap
expected to be normally used in a particular type
metal_To this is added the raw material expected to
be normally used, and from this is deducted the
amount of shop scrap expected to be returned to the
scrap pile. Raw material is costed based on the prevailing market value. Shop scrap is costed at replacement
value —about $.025 per pound. The amount of shop
scrap returned to the scrap heap can be determined
by the yield expected from a particular casting.
A yield is defined as the shipping weight divided
by the gross weight of molten metal required to fill
a particular mold. The difference in these two weights
can be large in the case of an unfavorable yield and
small in the case of a favorable yield. The yield is
caused by designs and requirements of the casting.
In order to introduce molten metal to a mold, a spout
must be built into the casting; this is called a sprue.
If more than one casting is contained within the same
mold, a tunnel must be provided to carry the molten
metal from one casting to the next. These tunnels
are called gates. And finally, reservoirs must be built
into the mold to allow for shrinkage when the molten
metal solidifies. These reservoirs are called risers. The
sprue, gates, and risers must be removed from the
casting after solidification. These extras necessarily
cause more molten metal to be poured into a mold
than is actually needed and, therefore, a yield is established. These extras must all be removed prior to
shipment, and are then returned to the scrap heap
to be melted down and used again.

"It is here that

800 pounds x $.025 equals
1100 pounds x $.030 equals
40 pounds x $.080 equals
20 pounds x $300 equals
40 pounds x $.035 equals
600 pounds x $.025 equals'
Total cost

accounting
problem
manifests
itself .. ."

$20.00
33.00
3.20
10.00
1.40
(15.00)
$52.60

2000 pounds x $.030 equals (melting cost)
6$ 0.00
Total cost to include cost of raw
material
$112.60
Since work in process must be charged for this
amount, what are the credits? Obviously a raw material
inventory must be relieved for the cost of the raw
material used, and the melting department must be
given credit for the melting cost of $60. But what
about shop scrap? This can be handled in two ways;
an inventory account and a variance account.

Scrap Account

An inventory can be set up and charged when additions to the scrap pile are made and the scrap pile
can be relieved when scrap is used. An inventory
requires a periodic physical inventory especially when
built -in losses are a reality (approximately eight percent of all shop scrap is lost due to oxidation). The
physical inventory is also plagued with a definite backlog between the melting operation and the shipping
Example
date due to cleaning operations. This presents a physiAs an aid to interpreting the explanations on costing cal inventory reconciliation problem.
The variance system is much easier to administer
of raw material and the related melting cost, the
and a physical inventory is not required. Work in
following example is given:
process is charged for both the raw material cost, to
include
scrap (in and out), and the conversion cost
A mold is to be made and the customer's needs
(melting
cost). The melt variance account is credited
dictate a type metal requiring the following standard
a
like
amount.
The raw material inventory account
ingredients:
is relieved of raw material used (not including scrap)
and the melt variance account is charged for a like
40 percent shop scrap
amount.
55 percent steel shearings (purchased)
In the above example, a favorable variance has been
2 percent molybdenum (purchased)
created because $20 worth of shop scrap was used and
1 percent chrome (purchased)
only $15 returned to the scrap heap.
2 percent pig iron (purchased)
The variance approach does contain an unfavorable
side,
i.e., the value of available scrap is not valued
Historical evidence reveals the shipping weight to be
as
an
asset but is instead written off each month via
70 percent of the total weight melted —hence a 70
the melt variance account. Some would argue that
percent yield.
the scrap is an asset and should be valued as such —in
The customer has ordered a quantity of 20 castings
weighing 70 pounds each. Raw material and melting
cost is then as follows:
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' Return ed to scrap pile.
2

$.030 being standard melting cost for melting this type of metal which includes
all expenses at 100 percent capacity.
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"Accounting
for cost of
heat treating
can present a
complex
accounting
problem . . . "

theory they are probably correct, but in practice controlling the ins and outs of scrap through an inventory
account would be extremely hard to administer due
to oxidation losses and physical inventory problems.
Scrap almost defies a physical inventory due to its
complexities of form.

Shake -Out and Cleaning
After raw material has been melted it must be
tapped (poured) into a ladle (bucket) and transferred
by crane to the awaiting mold and poured into the
mold. After solidifying, the sand must be separated
from the casting. This process is commonly referred
to in foundry circles as shake -out.
Smaller castings can be picked up and placed upon
a vibrating machine that causes the sand to fall away
leaving the casting. Because of their size, larger castings
must be separated from their sand molds and cores
by a more tedious process which involves hand vibrating tools. This process is obviously more costly than
the shake -out of small castings and this factor should
be reflected in the station rates of small castings vs.
large castings.
After shake -out, castings must be transferred to the
cleaning room for removal of sprues, gates, risers, and
general cleaning. These items are removed by cutting
torches, automatic chisels, and grinding equipment.
The foundry cleaning process is largely a labor opera-

tion and should be treated as such. Here again station
rates based on labor hours and cleaning room overhead
are probably the most accurate and practical means
of accounting for cost. One important factor should
be kept in mind, however, because of the physical
properties of steel and iron, steel should be assigned
a station rate approximately 10 percent greater than
iron.
After the cleaning operations have been performed,
the casting is ready for heat treating. Heat treating
involves treating existing castings with heat at different
temperature and cooling the casting under various
controlled conditions in order to attain the properties
required by the customer. Accounting for cost of heat
treating can present a complex accounting problem,
and therefore, cannot be adequately presented here.
Moreover, it is the writer's opinion that heat treating
is not part of the foundry process per se,even though
most foundries have their own heat treat department.

Conclusion
The cost accounting concepts presented here, are
merely the experiences of one person and one foundry,
and should not be construed to be the ultimate in
a foundry cost accounting system. However, practices
presented here can be helpful aids in improving existing cost accounting systems and establishing methods
for collecting foundry cost data.
❑

ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS FOR MANAGERIAL DECISION - MAKING
thinking process of those who try to draw a parallel
Continued from page 24
which may be anticipated from certain combinations
of events and then applies the probability of each
event occurring to calculate the expected monetary
value thereof. The fact that managerial decisions are,
in reality, influenced by the probability of occurrence
of certain events is the justification for introducing
probabilistic methods.
While the above -cited reference is to a rather simple
procedure, we should not deny assistance in problem
solving from any of the other quantitative methods.
We should recognize that the operations research
group has many more sophisticated tools available,
and whenever they have potential value their aid
should be solicited. The attitude of the management
accountant should be that when any mathematical
technique can he of assistance (e.g., use of a model
for simulation purposes, linear programming, etc.) we
should use it to the fullest to extend our powers of
perception and problem solving capacity.

Conclusion
This multi - disciplined approach to managerial decision- making is bound to cause some disruption in the
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between management decision- making and conventional financial accounting. However, each has a specific purpose, and for this reason we should normally
expect a different treatment.
In using only relevant costs, management is primarily interested in efficiency, both in time required
for problem solution and in clarification of the issues
involved. On the other hand, the introduction of
opportunity costs relates to the reality of every business❑decision❑—e.g.,❑"Can❑I❑do❑better❑elsewhere❑?"❑In
the same way, the recognition of cost behavior identifies costs and revenues in the manner in which they
perform. Again, the rules of compound interest being
the ultimate criteria of long -term profit performance,
we are compelled to use present value computations.
And, finally, since the introduction of certain quantitative methods permits model building and simulation
which can be highly valuable in telling us "What might
happen if ... ?" the use of these techniques is most
desirable. Therefore the objective of management
accounting must be to use all methods which permit
us to be sensitive to the realities of the business environment and to perform our appraisals in the most
efficient manner.
❑
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MANPOWER CONTROL
FOR MANUFACTURING
The Accountant Must Learn That He Cannot Just Sit Back
And Dole Out Weekly Or Monthly Computer Runs
Based On Averages And Expect To Control Manpower

By James R. Hays
Most large and medium sized manufacturing companies employ modern management information systems, with sophisticated direct labor projections from
current forecasts, to recognize future manpower requirements. The usual procedure is to take the direct
labor projection and adjust for direct labor efficiency
and for anticipated downtime. Added to this calculation is an "add -on" for indirect labor which is based
on some predetermined ratio with respect to the direct
labor. From this they arrive at the total manpower
required to operate the department.
This indirect labor add -on is the reason that most
manpower control programs end in failure. The indirect labor add -on is also one reason that communication gaps exist between manufacturing personnel and the accountant. The manufacturing man
knows that his department does not necessarily operate
with the same ratio of direct manpower to indirect
manpower at different levels of activity —yet the accountant persists in setting manpower requirements
in this manner. One way to close this communication
gap is shown by the following example using a foundry
core room:

Example
Hays Foundry Company has a core room with about
300 workers. As most foundrymen know, the core room
is notorious for a very high indirect labor ratio to direct
labor. It is, therefore, very critical that indirect labor
be controlled for efficient operation.
The first step is to break the core room into small
cost centers. The new cost centers should be designed
to follow foreman responsibility, a similarity of operations, and /or physical location. Hopefully all three
conditions will exist.
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Let us assume that one such cost center can be
described as follows: It has twelve core makers who
feed cores to two power conveyors that lead to three
vertical core ovens, as illustrated in Exhibit 1. The
core makers are direct labor workers, and are supported
by utility men who service the direct laborers with
core plates, core wire, etc.; oven loaders who load the
vertical core ovens from the belt; oven unloaders who
unload cores from the ovens to a small bench; core
carriers who bring the cores to storage, etc.; and a
box chaser who returns the boxes in which the cores
are stored. The box chaser also replaces the oven
loader, etc. for personal time.
When all of the core machines are used, the cost
center has 12 direct and 12 indirect men (three utility,
three oven loaders, three oven unloaders, two core
carriers, and one box chaser) or a ratio of direct labor
to indirect labor of 1 /1. Now suppose that the schedule
drops and the manpower projection says only 10 direct
laborers are needed for the coming schedule of production. The accountant makes the indirect labor
"add -on" calculation based on the 1/1 ratio and concludes that 10 indirect labor men are needed to operate
the area. The manufacturing man (usually the line
foreman) must now solve the problem of what indirect
men should be eliminated. Assuming that two direct
laborers are removed from Line No. 1, then the direct
labor and indirect labor manning in this situation will
be as shown in Exhibit 2.
You will note that the indirect manning stays at
12 indirect laborers. The reason that the indirect does
not change is because a utility man is still required
to support the two direct labor men on Line No. 1.
Although the utility man is now only 50 percent efficient, he is still necessary and still required. An oven
loader also is needed to unload the conveyor on Line
No. 1 and load the core oven. Again he is not efficient,
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but he must be there or the direct labor men will
not be able to function.
The decision to run at this level of activity (assuming
no overtime) has forced an inefficient operating position on the line foreman. He knows that the then
are going to be inefficient, but lie also knows he must
Exhibit 1
CORE ROOM COST CENTER A
FULL CAPACITY
Core Machines

Vertical

B
Line No. I

A

A

A

C

A

Core Oven

Bench

Belt Moves

Line No. 2

B �

Line No. 3

BO O /

F �
A

A

A

A

A

A

Belt Moves
A

A

A.
B.
C.
D.
F.
F.

Core makers
Utility men
Oven loaders
Unloaders
Core carriers
Box chaser

�

C

F

�

Direct labor
12
Indirect labor
3
Indirect labor
3
Indirect labor
3
Indirect labor
2
Indirect labor
I

Exhibit 2
CORE ROOM COST CENTER A
BELOW FULL CAPACITY
Core Machines
B

F

Line No I

-

A

A

BN*1k

Line No. 3

OW

A

Bench

to

Belt Moves

Line No 2

Vertical
Core Oven

T

A

A

A

A

A

A

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Core makers
Utility m en
Oven loaders
Unloaders
Core carriers
Box chaser

Direct labor
Indirect labor
Indirect labor
Indirect labor
Indirect labor
Indirect labor

10
3
3
3
2
I

E �

In Cost Center A, the total direct labor hours
worked are SO hours, assuming an eight hour shift
which gives an equivalent of 10 direct labor man days.
The manning table developed in Step No. I for Cost
Center A allows 12 indirect men on a budget of 96
indirect labor hours, still assuming an eight hour shift.
Since the actual hours of indirect labor reported is
104, it would seem that one extra man worked on
this day. The department superintendent (not the
a cc ou nt a n t) sho u ld th en i n q u i r e wh y C o s t C e n t e r A

has one too many men in the area. Corrective action
should be taken immediately to eliminate this off standard performance. Note, that the actual manning
table can be included in the daily report to keep the
budget calculation fresh in everyone's mind. However,
no budget report is effective unless corrective action
is taken.

Exhibit 3
MANNING TABLE
Direct labor
men
needed
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

32

Box
chasers
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Utility
men
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Indirect labor men needed
Core
Oven
Oven
carriers
loaders unloaders
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

STEP NO. 2
Measure the performance of the line foreman on
a daily basis with the same manning tables that are
de v e l o pe d i n S t e p N o . 1. An e x a m p l e o f h o w i t c a n
b e d o n e i s i l l u st r a t e d i n E x h i b i t 4 .

F

B

STEP NO. 1
Develop indirect manning tables that can be used
on a daily basis by the line foreman. Indirect manning
tables merely show by job class how many indirect
men are required at different levels of activity with
respect to direct laborers. An example of such a manning table for the cost center described above is shown
in Exhibit 3.
In all cases where 9 to 12 direct labor men are
working, 12 indirect men are required to keep the area
operating. Not until the direct laborers required is
reduced to eight can one utility man, one oven loader,
and one oven unloader be eliminated from the area.
The manning table, thus, becomes a tool for the
foreman that he can use, not only for weekly or
monthly manpower requirements, but on a day -to -day
basis when he needs it most.

F �

Belt Moves
A

get production. Being a rather bright individual, he
usually ignores the accountant's ratios and meets the
demands of production which is his primary concern.
Of course, when weekly and monthly budget reports
are run off on the "all- knowing" computer, the foreman is off- standard which is proof to the accountant
that if the foreman had followed the accountant's
ratio, no off - standard performance would have occurred.
What can be done to solve this dilemma? Three
major steps can be taken to insure better communications down to the line foreman.

Total
12
12
12
12
9
9
9
9
5
5
5
5

ST EP NO. 3
De v el o p the weekly a nd mo n t h l y bu d ge t s on a n
a vera ge level of a c tivity expected for the yea r (or some

other period of time) but not at full capacity of the
cost center. In the example above (Cost Center A),
the budget should not need a ratio of 12 direct and
12 indirect men unless the cost center is expected to
operate at full capacity all year long. Remember that
the work load of any cost center may vary from week
to week (or day to day) because of product mix, production cutbacks or increases, machine breakdown,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972
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Come and enjoy
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Monday night's NAA Mus ic Hall will f eature a light- hearted

'

musical journey from early -day semi - classics through New
Orleans jazz to the swing era, the "Big Band sounds" of the
30's and 40's, Broadway musicals and into the rock- and -roll

,

days of the recent past.
Who could be a better guide for such a toe - tapping trip

,
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than Paul Lavalle and his 30 -piece Band of America!
On his way from graduation
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the All- Stradivari Orchestra,
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your personal
music, you
will enjoy
thisWhatever
special program
which tastes
will beare
put in
together,
announced

,

X
w

and conducted by Mr. Lavalle.

'

cc

As an extra added attraction, you will hear songs by June
Valli, of "Lucky Strike Hit Parade" fame and currently a

,

N
ac

experience the whole family will enjoy. So plan to be there
for all the fun and excitement when the new NAA Music
Hall gets under way on Monday night. Don't miss it!
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"The
Exhibit 4
DAILY CORE ROOM REPORT

accountant
DATE: -

must get
involved with

Manning tables

Indirect labor hours
Equiv.
men

Budget

Actual

Variance

D. L.

A

80

10

96

104

(8)

9 -12
1- 4

12
5

B

40

5

16

16

5- 8
1- 4

2
1

C

64

8

32

32

6-10
1- 5

4
3

D

40

5

1 -10

0

Total

224

28

-

144

absenteeism, etc. One method of developing the
proper level of activity is to project the forecast of
the annual profit plan. If the projection says that 10
direct labor men are needed on the average over the
year —the weekly and monthly budgets should have
a ratio of 10 direct labor men to 12 indirect labor
men for Cost Center A. This average indirect labor
ratio should be used for the profit plan as well as
the standard cost of the product.
Now when the weekly or monthly budget runs come
off the computer, the line foreman will know that
he is being measured against expected level of activity
as well as manpower control. The two measures are
very hard to differentiate on a weekly or monthly basis.
However, the line foreman does have the daily reports
that show whether or not he was off standard on
manpower control, and an analysis of the reasons of
why the level of activity was not achieved can be made
without automatically condemning the line foreman.

Conclusion
Line foremen should be judged on controllable
elements only. In the example above, Cost Center
A was drawn up to look very inefficient. Any good

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972
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-

-

Direct
labor
hours

-

Cost
center

_.

manufacturing .

1, D.

(tl)

industrial engineer would have a field day mechanizing
the carrying of cores, etc., but the important point
is that the line foreman must be judged, not on the
degree of mechanization at his command, but on
the type of equipment with which he must work.
He cannot buy new equipment, he is not responsible
for engineering out the inefficient labor; therefore,
he must be judged with these inefficiencies included
in the standard.
On the other hand, the manufacturing man must
get involved with actual setting of standards. If an
engineer actually sets the standards, the manufacturing
man must at least agree that the standard is fair and
obtainable. A fair method of reporting back to the
manufacturing man must be developed so that he
knows whether he is doing a good job or not. He should
also know that his supervisor knows whether he is doing
a good job or not.
The accountant must learn that he cannot just sit
back and dole out weekly or monthly computer runs
based on averages and expect to control manpower.
The accountant must get involved with manufacturing
so he has an understanding of the problems encountered in production.
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CAPACITY VARIANCE:

RESPONSIBILITY AND
CONTROL
The Efficient Use Of Existing Capacity Is A Production Department Responsibility
Sett ing the Level Of That Capacity Is A M a r ket ing D ep a r t ment Responsibility

E. PETRI
Albany Chapter 1966,
is Associate Professor
of Accounting, State
University of New
York, Albany. He
holds B.Sc., M.B.A.
and Ph.D. degrees
from New York
University. Dr. Petri is
a previous contributor
to MA NAGE MENT
A C C O U N TI N G a n d w a s

awarded a Certificate
of Merit in 1968 -69.

i

By Enrico Petri and
Roland Minch
In recent years, there has been a general acceptance
of two separate methods for computing overhead
variance. Both methods approach the computation of
the efficiency and capacity variances under different
assumptions and obtain different results. These two
methods, the "input method" and "output method,"
were discussed in an article by Richard W. Metcalf
and Henry I. Wolk.' The input method computes idle
capacity variation based on actual labor hours (input)
used and fixed cost at normal capacity level. The
output method based on the computation of idle
capacity on a comparison of standard labor hours for
actual production (output), with fixed cost at normal
capacity. In this article, we will focus on the fixed
cost (capacity) component. In this respect, it may be
pointed out that to measure idle capacity based on
actual labor hours could motivate inefficiency by
pr o m pt i n g p r o du c t i on m a n a g e me n t t o i nc r e a se a ct u a l
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labor hours and thus cut down idle capacity.` To
prevent this situation, we will begin by suggesting that
idle capacity (budgeted or normal capacity hours
minus actual hours) be made the responsibility of the
marketing department and that the capacity efficiency
variance (actual hours minus standard hours) become
the responsibility of the production department.

Idle Capacity:
A Marketing Responsibility
By assigning the responsibility for the capacity
variance to. the marketing department we have
changed the perspective of the "idle capacity" problem. When productive management is responsible for
idle capacity the logical remedy (barring an intentional
increase in inefficiency) would be to increase output.
This, of course, puts pressure on the marketing department to dispose of increased production. However,

since actual market conditions would act as a constraining force on sales, the solution to this problem
would appear to be a revision of the capacity level
(normal, practical, etc.) downward. But this action
would introduce two new problems: first it would raise
the unit cost (inventory value) of goods produced,
because fixed costs are spread over a smaller production base; second, the variance per unit would be
increased. These two points have a direct bearing on
our subsequent attempt to approach a n o p p o r t u n i t y
co st m e a su r e o f i dl e ca p a ci t y .

Actual Tim e (Input) Measure of Capacity
Using actual rather than standard hours of production has a very pragmatic significance. For the spread
between actual hours worked (input) and available
capacity indicates to the marketing department the
magnitude of the additional sales to aim at. The use
of standard hours, on the other hand, would either
u n d er st a t e o r ov e r st a te t he a v a i la b i li t y o f p r od u c ti o n

facilities that can satisfy additional sales (unless actual
hours equals standard hours). Both of these conditions
would, of course, be unfavorable to the marketing
department. Overstating the availability of productive
facilities could result in unfilled sales orders and loss
of customers; under these conditions the marketing
department will be motivated to look to real -on -line
production time in determining the availability of
resources to meet additional sales. Since marketing
is assigned the responsibility for idle capacity, it would
be to its advantage to improve channels of communication with the production department.
' Richard W. Metcalf and Harty 1. W olk "Applied Fixed Overhead Accounting:
A Proposal," Management Accounting, Febru ary 1971.
Z An extreme example would be the situation where production equalled normal
capacity, but due to efficient use of resources less labor hours were used than
that required by actual production standards. Since output equalled normal
capacity (o r budgeted production ), no idle productive capacity existed, yet, the
inp ut method would show idle capacity. Plant management could avoid the
necessity�of�an�explanation�in�the�future�by�simply�beco mm� �less�efficient�and
raising actual hours to stand ard. In short, a negative mDtivar,00.l facto r wou ld
be introduced.
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Nor ma l an d P r a cti ca l Ca pa ci t i e s
Capacity variances, sometimes called volume
variances, are computed with respect to a given capacity level of production. That is, the difference between
standard hours (or actual hours worked) and some
accepted level of capacity hours is multiplied by a
standard fixed cost rate. The rate itself is determined
by dividing total estimated fixed costs by an accepted
level of capacity hours. Since the level of capacity plays
an important role in the computation of the volume
variance we must now explore how it is determined.
The most popular levels of capacity used by textbook authors are referred to as "normal" and "practical" capacity. Normal capacity is an expression of
expected long run sales on an annual basis. Normal
capacity considers productive facilities available, the
normal efficiency with which they are used and the
desired inventory levels. In essence, it is demand
oriented. Pratical capacity, on the other hand, considers the maximum operating capacity of the plant
modified for unavoidable delays. Practical capacity is,
therefore, supply oriented. Both normal and practical
capacity notions yield fairly stable capacity levels over
time, and hence, result in a relatively stable fixed unit
cost rate. Using a stable capacity level is important
if we are to keep fluctuations in volume from influencing the unit cost of production.
This approach would prevent excessive book values
from developing during periods of low production. it
derives its theoretical support from the assumption
that assets generate revenues. Hence, recorded asset
value implies eventual realization of that value plus,
as a minimum, a normal rate of earnings. Traditional
accounting recognizes this when it suggests that long
term assets should be written down to lower market
value when there is evidence of a permanent and
significant impairment of recorded value. The unwillingness of the market to pay for inefficiency adds
support to the position of not recording inventory at
a value greater than that which its sales price will
eventually justify.
Unfortunately in most instances the accepted capacity level is set in an arbitrary manner. It ranges
from some assumed "average" level of either maximum
or pratical capacity to some long -range "average' (or
trend) in future sales.' The concept of capacity is
considered by some firms to mean a capacity to manufacture, by other firms it is considered to mean a
capacity to sell. A recent study by Purdy' showed that
the concept of capacity, used to determine burden
rates, fell into one of six categories:
1. Theoretical capacity — 100 percent operating time
2. Practical capacity — 100 percent operating time
less unavoidable delays
3. Time segmented capacity — conditioned by hours
typically worked
4. Estimated production for forthcoming year
5. Estimated production for more than one year
6. Actual production determined at year end.
Purdy noted that:
"Both the conceptual and empirical work seem
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

to indicate that the objectives of overhead costing ... are best served by an approximation
of the minimum average cost output level with
intent of profit maximization over some desired
time period."
The dilemma facing the firm is that it may never
be able to market a level of production that attains
the established level of capacity. On the other hand,
if it reduces its capacity level to conform with its
projected share of the market, unrealistically high fixed
unit costs will result. A possible solution to this dilemma may be found by focusing on the idle capacity
and capacity efficiency variances. The quantification
of these variances can be made more meaningful if,
considering the constraint of traditional accounting,
they were constructed to reflect the opportunity costs
of either idle or inefficiently utilized facilities. The
opportunity costs of lost capacity could be approximated by the present value of revenues lost, reduced
by out -of- pocket costs associated with the realization
of these revenues.

"This approach
would prevent
excessive book
values from
developing
during periods
of low
production."

Ca p a ci t y M e a s u r e me n t :
A Di s cou n t e d Ca s h F l ow Ap p r oa ch
From a theoretical viewpoint, the recorded asset
value should not exceed the present value of revenue
that the cost of the asset is expected to generate.
Looked at another way, costs not expected to generate
revenues should be recorded as losses. One may infer
from this statement that at least the average market
(industry) rate of earnings should be expected. Hence,
in dealing with inventory the unit cost of goods produced should not exceed the present value of the
anticipated unit sales price discounted at the average
market rate of earnings. Suppose, for example, the
unit sales price is forecasted at $11.00; then, for an
average market earnings rate of 10 percent, the limit
to the inventory value for the product would be $10.00
($11.00 /1.10). However, if the inventory value were
$10.40, a forecasted unit sales price of at least $11.44
($10.40 x 1.10) would be required. If the cost of manufacturing exceeds the amount derived in this manner,
the additional costs are losses and should be isolated
from the product cost.
De t e r mi n i n g t h e F i x e d C os t Com p o n e n t
From the market derived unit inventory value, or
average cost, the market determined variable cost
component should be deducted leaving the market
derived unitized fixed cost. Total fixed costs are then
divided by the unit fixed cost to determine the market
capacity. For example, suppose we determine from
market data that the total unit cost is $10.00 with
a variable cost component of $6.00; then, the unit
fixed cost is $4.00. If we have total fixed costs of
$240,000, the market derived capacity is:
$240,000/$4.00 = 60,000 units
Arriving at a unit fixed cost and market capacity
' "Accoun ting for Costs of Capacity" National Asso ciation o f Accountants Research Report No. 39, May 1963, Chapter 3.
Charles R. Purdy, "Industry Patterns of Cap acity o r Vo lu m e Ch oice: Th eir
Existence and Rationale," Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn 1965.
s Ibid. p. 290.
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"Fixed costs
...maybe
dichotomized
as sunk costs
and
out -of- pocket
costs."

in this manner is superior to traditional methods in
that the basis for inventory valuation is now no higher
than "average" market level of costs. Inefficiencies will
not be absorbed by the market, and therefore, should
not be capitalized as asset values' Furthermore, the
determination of an efficiency variance will now be
meaningful; for we are now measuring, as the production variance, the difference between standard and
actual production in terms of present value lost (or
opportunity cost) as determined by the market.

Nature of Fixed Costs:
Sunk and Out -of- Pocket

Example with One Threshold
BUDGET DAT A

Units
Hours
Sunk costs
Out -of- pocket
costs
Total costs

1st level 2nd level
40,000
20,000
80,000
40,000

Totals
60,000
120,000

$240,000

—

$240,000

53,000
$293,000

$40,000
$40,000

93,000
$333,000

Budgeted sunk cost rate
= $240,000/120,000 hours
= $ 2 /hour
MARKET DAT A

Average rate of earnings for the industry = 8 percent
Forecasted unit sales price one year hence — $8.10
Present value of unit sales price
= $8.10/1.08 =
Less: Market determined variable unit cost
Market implied unit fixed cost

$7.50
2.50
$5.00

Market determined units = $333,000/$5

66,600

will

Fixed costs, costs that are not a direct function of
volume, may be dichotomized as sunk costs and out of- pocket costs. Sunk costs are those costs which have
been incurred in the past and are now being allocated
or written -off in the current time period. Since sunk
costs have been incurred in the past, they will remain
relatively stable and can be forecasted with a reasonable degree of certainty. On the other hand, out of- pocket costs can and do change. In many instances
these changes are the result of perturbations in exogeneous factors.
In order to facilitate our computations and analysis
of capacity costs, we find it desirable to make certain
assumptions concerning sunk and out -of- pocket costs.
We shall conceptualize the plant as being one large
production center making one product; hence, sunk
costs in existence at any time will be the same for
any given level of production. This is a global view
of sunk costs and, thus, precludes the situation where
sunk costs can increase within a department by transferring equipment from another department while
total sunk costs for the firm remain the same.
Out -of- pocket costs will change at discrete points
over the whole production range.' We will consider
the production range as the short -run range, and hence,
limited to the existing plant size. Any excessive out of- pocket costs will be treated as a spending variance
and shown as a separate part of the out -of- pocket costs.
Out -of- pocket costs that are incurred at discrete
levels of production obviously increase the total fixed
costs and result in a change in the rate of fixed costs.
Thus, the development of a uniform fixed cost rate,
by assuming a constant "capacity" level of output,
be impossible, unless we remove the out -of- pocket
cost from the fixed cost rate leaving only sunk costs.
Once this is done the sunk costs can be converted
to a uniform rate for all levels of activity and will
then be compared with and replaced by the market
determined sunk cost rate with the difference giving
rise to an off - capacity variance.

as threshold points. The recognition of discrete threshold points may give rise to situations where standard
hours are on one side of a threshold point and actual
hours are on the other. When this occurs and the
actual hours exceed standard hours, then all the out of- pocket costs incurred above the threshold point are
the result of inefficiency. Thus, they should not be
considered as part of inventory value. However, with
respect to the standard level of production attained,
the out -of- pocket costs associated with standard activity should be included in the budget at their ex post
price. This ex post price is the normal market price
existing during the period. If the amount paid for
additional fixed resources (salaries, supplies, rents)
exceed this figure, the excess should be shown as a
rate or spending variance. Under this approach all
normal out -of- pocket costs associated with the standard level of activity would be converted to a unit
or hour basis and added to the market determined
standard sunk cost rate.

Controllability and Responsibility for
Out -of- Pocket Costs
Since the out -of- pocket costs are incurred at discrete
points in production, we will now refer to these points

Totaled implied fixed costs
= (Budgeted units) (Unit fixed cost)
= (60,000) ($5)
_ $300,000
Less: Currently forecasted out -ofpocket costs
93,000
Implied (derived) sunk costs
$207,000
Market aetermined sunk cost rate
= $207,000/120,000 hours
= $1.725 /hour
COMPUT AT ION OF OFF - CAPACIT Y VARIANCE

6

of

of

of

If ph ical capacity is much grater than market capacity, it may indicate:
• The incurrence of such cost when price levels were very low, and /or
• The introduction by the firm of a cost saving device or a new production
process that increases yield and which is not as yet adopted by a significant
segment of the industry.
' A problem arises when the acquisition of long lived assets is precipitated byy
inelficfences in current production. This type acquisition also results m out -ofpocket costs. However, these Costs are not treated by traditional accounting as
expenses in the period
outlay and hence do not currently Constitute a part
fixed costs.
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Method 1:
Off - capacity variance
= (Budgeted hours) (Budgeted sunk cost rate —
Market determined sunk cost rate)
= (120,000) ($2 — $1.725)
= $33,000
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N TIN G / A P R IL 1 9 7 2

Method 2:
Off- capacity variance
_ (Market implied unit fixed cost) (Market determined units — Budgeted units)
_ ($5)�(66,600�—�60,000)
_

$33,000

ACTUAL DAT A

Units produced = 40,000
Actual hours
= 96,000
Standard hours = 80,000

Sunk costs
Out -of- pocket
costs
Total costs

1st level 2nd level Totals
—
$240,000
$240,000
60,000
$300,000

$64,400
$64,400

124,400
$364,400

COMPUTATION OF CAPACITY VARIANCE
T o t a l a c t u a l fixed costs

$364,400

Less: Inventoriable costs'
Sunk costs = (Standard hours) (Market
determined sunk cost rate)
= (80,000) ($1.725) =
$138,000
Budgeted 1st level out -ofpocket costs
53,000 191,000
Total capacity variance
$173,400
COMPONENTS OF CAPACITY VARIANCE
Off- capacity va riance

$ 33,000

Production efficiency variance
_ (Actual hours — standard hours)
(Market determined sunk cost rate)
_ (96,000�—�80,000)�($1.725)�=�$27,600

"... the

We have attempted to assign greater importance
to capacity variance and to accomplish this end, the
traditional variance was separated into four components. These include the production efficiency
variance, idle capacity (marketing) variance, off capacity variance and the out -of- pocket spending
variance. The fixed costs were separated into sunk and
out -of- pocket costs and the capacity level was determined by using the present value of the expected sales
price. Our discount approach to unit sunk cost determination is a form of "opportunity cost" that measures
the aggregate present value of sales lost through inefficient production. This gives rise to the production
efficiency variance.
A second capacity variance that we isolate is the
idle capacity (marketing) variance which we treat as
the responsibility of the marketing department. This
variance also depends on the market derived sunk cost

traditional
variance was
separat ed int o
four
components."

rate.

A third capacity variance based on the market
derived sunk cost rate is the off - capacity variance. This
variance isolates the difference between the discounted
market rate and the traditional predetermined rate
as a current period loss. It reflects excessive sunk costs
which would result from such causes as, an improper
mix of fixed factors.
A spending variance, our fourth variance, is computed for out -of- pocket costs. It reflects controllable
de v i a t i o n s o f o u t fl o ws fr o m their ex p o st o r c u r r e n t

(noncontrollable) market prices.
Exhibit 1
COMPONENTS OF CAPACITY VARIANCE
Costs 1 in S1000)

Out -of- pocket costs at 2nd level:
Incurred through
inefficiency
$40,000

eao.o -

-

-

1

ORi S

364.4

Spending

variance

Summary

24,400

64,400

92,000

LIJ l evel
(hrt•uf•pockct
ulrl7iciency

350.0

u. P 1 40 . 0 )

3 •a.4

Idle capacity (marketing) variance
_ (Budgeted hours — actual hours)
(Market determined sunk cost rate)
_ (120,000�—�96,000)�($1.725)�=
Out -of- pocket spending variance
at 1st level
Total capacity variance

Tool sunk and I sl level outof-pocket actual fixed costs
300.0
Total st level budgeted u c eoxts
'y 3 . 0

41,400

?M10.0
-'50.0

7,000
17$3,400

The components of the capacity variance are
graphically portrayed in Exhibit 1.
The approach advocated in the above example involves the following: Determine whether any portion
of the spending variance for out -of- pocket costs is
avoidable or unavoidable. If the event is avoidable,
then the producing department is responsible. If it
is unavoidable, then the spending variance is ignored
and treated as part of total out -of- pocket costs at the
second level. In our example the out -of- pocket costs
of $64,400 were the responsibility of production.
a
Since units actually produced should have been produced at the first level, any
costs associated with the second level arc due to inefficiencies; hence, they are
not inventoriable.

W level Vending
variance 17.01
Off'-capacity
wrianee 133.01

Market Jrterminrd budgrt costs

Idle 1 marketing l
capacity variance
141.41
18.6

]OOA
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COMPUTERIZED
COST CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM
In Order To Fulfill Management's Needs,
It Must Be Possible For The Manager To "Interrogate" The System

By An d r e w M . M cCos h

91t

1. Who can control the cost?
2. How often can control be exercised?
3. What is the normal duration of the cost commitment?
4. What factors influence the level of the cost?
5. What is the current amount of the cost, and is
it significant?

A. M. MCCOSH

We shall look at each of these questions in turn,
and then consider the practical problem of creating
a classification system that will be as helpful as possible.
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Now that most large companies and many medium
sized ones maintain their cost accounting records in
computer- sensitive form, it is time to reconsider the
cost classification system in use. Formerly, the physical
operation of filing and storing cost data was such that
a two -way breakdown of costs was all that could be
managed. Typically, this would be done by department
and by object of expenditure. The flexibility of the
present generation of computer systems is such that
this operational constraint need no longer be considered binding. We can design a cost classification system that fits the needs of management much more
effectively. In this article, a multiple- breakdown cost
classification system is proposed.
In order to fulfill management's needs, it must be
possible for the manager to "interrogate" the system.
He must be permitted to formulate a reasonable question about his cost structure and get an accurate,
relevant, and prompt response. A manager confronted
with a serious budget cut might reasonably ask: What
cost elements can I eliminate as soon as possible? The
system should be able to tell him. A manager considering the expansion of production of a product class
might wish to know what the probable increase in the
direct costs would be and how it would affect the
eventual increment in total costs. The system should
be able to tell him this also. There are, of course,
a host of such questions which managers may wish
to ask about the operation of the company. However,
because of the sheer complexity of the cross - indexing
system required, it was never possible to supply such
information without special analysis. Now, with a
multiple classification system and a computer, much
more rapid and more relevant responses are possible.
The first step in devising a new cost system is to
determine what the important factors about a cost
element are:

Who Can Control the Cost?
If there is no single person who can be held responsible for the level of a cost element, at least in the
long term, then the cost will simply not be controlled.
It will grow in size until it forces management's attention toward it. Even if the top manager's attention
is directed towards a particular cost element, because
it has grown drastically over a period of time, there
may be nothing that he can do about it. If there is
no one individual in subordinate management who
is responsible for the cost, there is similarly no one
individual that can be immediately associated with
control of the problem.
An example of this is provided in a manufacturing
context by maintenance costs. There are frequently
at least two people who can influence the level of
this cost element, especially if there is a separate
repairs and maintenance department. Repairs and
maintenance costs must depend, obviously, on the
extent to which maintenance services are sought by
using departments. In addition, the foreman of the
maintenance department will obviously be influential
over that department's cost of operations. If a plant
manager finds the cost of maintenance has gone up,
to whom should he refer? The maintenance foreman
may claim that the increase in cost is attributable
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

solely to the increase in the volume of the maintenance
work in the user departments; the user foreman may
claim that his normal consumption of maintenance
services cost the company more because of the inefficiency of the maintenance foreman. Of course, a wide
variety of accounting techniques are available to take
care of this type of problem. The subdivision of a
variance of maintenance cost from standard into price
and consumption elements might be an appropriate
course of action. If consumption of services was not
standard, the plant manager might make inquiries of
the using department foreman. If the cost of providing
a single unit of service had changed, the plant manager
might question the internal efficiency of the maintenance department. This aspect of cost classification
is normally quite well handled by a sound cost accounting system of the traditional type.
At a higher level in the business, the cost of a capital
asset may be under consideration. In a typical case
this will be under the control of the top man of the
division or of the company. In most instances the
depreciation associated with such a capital asset after
its acquisition would be a fixed cost of relatively long
standing. Nonetheless some member of management
at some time was able to control that cost element
through the decision to buy or not to buy that asset.
Every cost element, in effect, is controllable by somebody sometime.

How Often Can Control Be Exercised?

quency even though the cost of owning the car will
not change with the volume of activity. The costs of
owning one more vehicle are more or less fixed. They
include the initial cost, license plate, insurance, and
so on. These costs are not affected by the number
of times the vehicle may be used. Naturally, the decision to acquire the additional vehicle would not be
taken unless the manager believes that he could rent
it. Control over the cost level can in fact be exercised
on a day -to -day basis in this instance, although the
cost is fixed once incurred.
A contrasting example would be the case of a power
company. The decision to add an extra power generating plant may be taken at the top management level.
But this decision could not be taken often. The addition of such a plant is a very substantial investment
and would involve committing a substantial share of
the resources of the company. Certainly the investment would absorb a much more substantial share of
resources than the addition of one more car to a rental
fleet. The principal criterion in reaching this decision
would again be demand for the product, in this case
the electric power which the management believed
the customer system could absorb. The addition would
principally involve fixed cost expansion. While there
would be some variable costs, a very substantial proportion of the operating costs associated with the plant
could be controlled only at start -up time, when the
plant was installed.
The date on which control can be exercised over
these non - variable cost elements do not necessarily
coincide with the date when the asset ceases to be
useful. It is also perfectly possible to have two or more
of the assets, in which case control can be exercised
(on the average) after a period represented by the life
span of the asset divided by the number of similar
assets owned. In every case, the demand for the product or service created must determine whether control
over the cost can be exercised at any given time.

"The manager
responsible for
a cost element
should receive
periodic
information on
how that cost
element is
performing."

The manager responsible for a cost element should
receive periodic information on how that cost element
is performing. However, if he cannot control the cost
element in the reasonably near future, this procedure
of reporting to him regularly can be most frustrating.
For example, a manager may have been responsible
for the acquisition of a costly capital asset. Since he
authorized the purchase of the asset, it does no harm
for him to be reminded periodically of the depreciation charge associated with it. Of course, he is also
What Is The Normal Duration Of
reminded that by making this particular capital comThe
Cost Commitment?
mitment, funds have been tied up which might have
A manager must carefully consider the length of
had other uses.
This piece of data then may be both useless and time for which he is thinking of committing the comfrustrating to the manager if he knows he will not pany's resources to a cost element. An agreement with
have an opportunity to make another similar decision a supplier of raw materials, for example, is typically
again for years. The whole problem relates to the in the form of a contract. The contract spells out the
quality and quantity, and also gives the time period
frequency of the decision option.
In the simplest case, of course, some control can over which the agreement will stand. The manager
be exercised very frequently. An example of this in may think that the time period in the contract is all
a typical company might be the consumption of raw he need consider. The facts of the business may make
material. The managers and foremen responsible for this assumption unrealistic, because it may be very
the manufacturing section of a business can usually difficult to change suppliers later.
If the buyer is a large element in the market, for
effect control over the consumption of raw material
on a daily if not an hourly basis. They can make example, his initial choice may result in a fundamental
adjustments to the level of activity in their depart- change in the capacity of his chosen supplier, since
ments and can also tighten their control over the work other firms may be quite unable to satisfy his demands
of their staffs. On the other hand, the cost element at the date of renewal. However, the evidence that
itself happens to be variable with the amount of the buyer is willing to switch suppliers after one conproduction which passes through the plant. Therefore, tract may make other suppliers unwilling to undertake
an expansion to meet his needs.
this relationship does not always hold.
Another example of a contractual time obligation
In another case, for example, a decision to add one
more vehicle to a car rental fleet is one which can which may be misleading is an employment contract.
It specifies salary, duties, and time span of the
be taken at any time. For a large car rental organization this decision could be made with great fre- contract. The fact that the contract has been written
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"A wide

for a period of, say one year, certainly does not mean
that the services of the position can be dispensed with
variety of at the end of that time. For example, the addition
measures of of a new position in the company hierarchy may prove
very difficult to reverse; the real commitment may
production be virtually perpetual. Although the person occupying
position may change, probably at a contract date,
and sales the
the position could last forever.
There is nothing to relate the duration of a commitvolume have
ment to the variability of the cost element with outbeen used put. It is not usually possible, either, to relate duration
successfully to of a cost element to its directness (attributability to
a single product group). The duration of the commitpredict cost ment depends on the type of cost element itself, and
is an inherent part of the nature of the cost element.
levels."
When a company is thinking about buying a new
building, for example, a traditional capital budgeting
analysis (payback, discounted cash How, internal rate
of return, etc.) will normally be made. In this estimate,
the life of the asset is a critical number. In fact, the
life estimate used in the calculation will probably
determine whether the building is acquired or not.
The manager would do well to consider other cost
elements in a similar manner. The life span to be
considered is not just the contractual life, nor is it
merely the physical life, the relevant period is the
practical life. The practical life is the period which
must be expected to elapse before the funds about
to be committed can be turned to some other use.
The possibility of early termination of a commitment also exists in the case of some assets. A general
purpose building or a common machine tool may be
disposed of quickly through sale. A power generator
or an aircraft hanger may be harder to dispose of
rapidly should the need arise.
What Factors Influence
the Level of the Cost?
Most of the cost factors which make up the operating budget of a company are known to depend on
certain variables. The most obvious example might
be the volume of materials consumed, which obviously
depends on the number of units of product manufactured. In other cases, however, the causative variable
cannot be quite so easily specified. This may happen
because the cost depends on several variables at the
same time or because the cost element depends at
least in part on factors which have not been taken
into consideration at all. Management is interested
in knowing which variables are important as determinants of the most important cost elements, particularly those determinants over which control may be
exercised in the near future.
It is obviously impossible to discuss in any general
way all the variables which may cause a change in
a cost element. However, if a cost varies at all, the
chances are that one of the three broad groups of
determinants have been at work. These three are: a
change in volume of production, a change in volume
of sales, and a specific management decision to alter
the level of the cost element. The last category is
sometimes called the "managed costs" or "discretionary costs" category.
A wide variety of measures of production and sales
volume have been used successfully to predict cost
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levels. The commonest measures of production volume
are actual direct labor and /or machine time. In the
case of labor time it is a matter of convenience whether
direct labor hours, standard direct labor hours, or
direct labor dollars are employed. Hours are the most
appropriate measure when the work force is homogenous, while direct labor dollars may be better when
a wide variety of labor skills (and therefore labor costs)
are present in the production process. The use of
machine hours as a measure of input may be substituted in cases where the production process is constrained more by the machine time available than by
the time spent by employees. One cost element which
is often based on production volume is production
supplies. The level of consumption of supplies, including such things as maintenance fuels, machine lubricant, and the like, depends on the time the machines
are in operation.
Other cost elements are associated with the selling
activity. Some, such as sales commission, are commonly
associated directly with the dollar value of sales
achieved and as such can be determined on that basis.
Other selling costs, such as the expense of maintaining
a sales office, are essentially fixed costs established
by management as being "justified" by the level of
sales achieved in the geographical regions served by
that outlet. Such selling costs as packaging, postage,
and freight handling depend on the volume of sales
in units and can best be determined on that basis.
Under the heading of managed costs are grouped
those items which do not depend on any specific
activity within the organization but are established
by the management of a company because of the
results which they are expected to bring about either
in sales or in production levels. Perhaps the most
outstanding examples of the managed cost category
are advertising expenditures and research and development activities. Advertising expenditures are incurred,
obviously, because management believes the profit
from sales generated by advertising will exceed the
cost of the advertising. In the case of research and
development the cost is incurred because management
believes that the new products and new ideas generated by the research department will have an ultimate effect on profits of greater present value than
the cost of maintaining the research activity at the
present time.
There is no historic basis by which to determine
the level of a managed cost. The determination of
the amount should not be a rule of thumb process.
Management should try to find out what results are
achieved by spending a given amount on each type
of managed cost. To what extent are the sales of a
certain product sensitive to the amount spent on
advertising that product in a given area? Can we isolate
the increase in sales levels which were effected by a
program of television advertising? By this sort of analysis the management of a company may make managed
cost money more productive. Cost elements in the
managed cost category must be regarded as "independent" variables in the cost analysis process. The results
of these types of expenditure must be assessed in terms
of sales, profits, and new product ideas. These in turn
will effect changes in other cost elements associated
with the production and distribution processes.
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What Is the Current Amount of the Cost,
and Is It Significant?
When trying to establish what the level of a particL
lar cost element is going to be in the next period,
an obvious place to begin is at the present level of
that cost. In fact, in the total absence of information
to the contrary, the manager would be forced to assume that the cost element was going to be the same
again in the next period. Fortunately, few companies
are so lacking in information about their own activity
as this. A more important reason for considering the
current cost level is in assessing its importance for
management consideration. If a cost element is a
significant factor in the total cost of production, distribution, and operation, it is both natural and desirable for the senior executives of a company to devote
considerable attention to ways in which that cost
element may be changed. The objective may be to
make the cost more effective, by increasing the profitability per unit of cost incurred, or to reduce the
amount without changing the benefits derived from
the expenditure. In a cost control program the attention of management must be directed to those elements of cost which can be influenced in the near
future, and which represent a sizeable reduction in
the profits of the organization. In general, of course,
the greater the amount of the cost at present the more
management attention should be devoted to making
it more efficient. However, managers must concentrate
on all those cost elements which they can influence.

Desired Characteristics of
A Cost Classification System
The foregoing discussion indicates that the system
should be able to tell us the following facts about
a cost element:
1. Identity of manager responsible, and the department
2. Number of occasions on which control can be
exercised
3. Practical life of the cost element
4. Possibility of early termination of the commitment
5. Influence of production level on the cost element
6. Influence of sales level on the cost element
7. Whether the cost is discretionary
S. The amount of the cost element presently
9. The size of the cost element relative to others
The ideal classification system would permit the
user to answer questions on any of these topics. Let
us next consider a multiple - breakdown classification
system which fulfills many of them. The five major
groups of variables may be grouped as follows:

Influencing Variables
Product class whose production will affect level of
cost
Product class whose sales will affect level of cost
Constants in above relational equations
Size Variables
Dollar amount
Rank of cost element by size within company
Unit quantities

tra to on
all those cost
elements
which they
can influence."

Reference Variables
Object of expenditure
Voucher or invoice number
Date of transaction
Number of part, product, or employee involved
The first group, the locational factors, and the last
group, the reference factors, are commonly found in
a traditional cost accounting system. The remaining
elements are not normally found in a traditional cost
system. For instance, the control frequency variables
are supplied to help answer questions about the duration of a cost element. The influencing variables are
supplied to help predict the cost level which may be
attained if changes in the production levels are
planned.
The task of storing the transaction data with all
this extra reference material attached to it must be
considered. In coding the input material for keypunching or other conversion, all the control frequency
variables would have to be added. The influencing
variables could be added by the machine itself by
reference to a table stored on disc memory, and the
size rank could be computed periodically by the machine and the new ranking added to each of the records. In other words, the only extra material supplied
manually by the data input personnel would be related
to control frequency.
Once coded and keypunched, the data must be
stored in some computer- sensitive form. In the case
of normal manufacturing corporations, a large disc
storage system would be the best medium for the
current data. Disc storage can be referred to in random
order, so that an inquiry about a particular event in
the recent past can be answered at once. However,
the cost of a large disc unit is substantial. Most companies would find it desirable to store a considerable
quantity of data, particularly the older material, on
magnetic tape, which is much cheaper. The tape,
however, must be read sequentially, one record at a
time. This is fine when all the data are needed, but
is very slow in answering special requests. The cheapness of the tape storage probably outweighs this inconvenience for most users, however.

Using the System

Location Variables
Division
Department
Subdepartment

Let us now consider some possible requests for
information by managers, and outline briefly how the
cost classification system might handle each situation:

Control Frequency Variables
Estimated data when control can next be exercised
Date of normal expiration of asset
Notice required for short termination

1. "There is a budget squeeze on my department for
the next six months. What are the most important
cost elements I can cut ?"
Continued on page 48
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TRANSFER PRICING:
A PROPOSAL
There Is A Double Incentive Built Into This Formula:
It Promotes Cost Reduction And Invites Competition Between Plants

By Walter H. Crompton
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The transfer of parts or semi- finished products between plants of the same corporation often creates
problems. There are the problems of dividing profits
on the sale of finished goods between or among plants
that have participated in production, the problem of
assigning cost responsibility, and the problem of preserving the "autonomy" of manufacturing divisions.
There are also the problems of making decisions
among alternate sources for the parts as well as in
assuring that the various plant or division decisions
are in harmony with the overall corporate objectives.

Common Transfer Pricing Methods
Hirst, a review of a variety of common transfer
pricing methods with criticism.
Full standard cost I s commonly
used and has the great advantage of simplicity. It has
its most serious drawback in the fact that the receiving
plant gets full sales credit and prime responsibility
for margin whereas the supplying plant has an incentive not to reduce cost, but to raise the standard (not
necessarily the actual) so as to absorb more of its
overhead and make the products for which it receives
sales credit more profitable. At best, this scheme does
not provide proper incentive and credit. At worst it
may force product or marketing decisions that are not
in the corporations best interest.

F UL L S T A N D A R D CO ST.

Marginal or variable cost
again provides the negative incentive, or at best no
incentive, for cost reduction on the part of the supplying plant, and makes the production of parts even
less desirable for the supplying plant. A variant of this
is marginal cost plus subsidy which is supposed to
provide incentive for the supplying plant. It, too fails
the test of making corporate goals consistent with
division goals in that there is incentive for the supplyMA R G I N A L O R V AR I A BL E C O S T.
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ing plant to meet schedules and quality requirements
but it fails to supply the cost reduction motive.
The third major method of pricing I s
based on market price for the intermediate product —where such a price can be determined. The use
of market price for transfer price purposes may result
in one or the other plant making bad decisions such
as, for example, turning away some business that would
be profitable for the company if the price were between market and the supplying plant's incremental
cost, but not profitable when parts had to be obtained
at full market price. This suggests using market price
as a base for negotiation. In reality both of these
alternates result in gamesmanship on the part of the
managers being more important than their ability to
manage a manufacturing plant.
Where the volume of goods transferred is great
enough and where major decisions are reviewed by
higher management one of these variants could well
supply a good first approximation to a satisfactory
system.
All three of these methods are deficient in one or
more ways. They do not equate corporate benefit with
division (or plant) benefit. They consume executive
time. They do not provide credit for accomplishment.
And they are subject to manipulation.
M A R K E T PR I CE .

The Proposed Method
A relatively simple method for the allocation of
margin between or among contributing plants eliminates or diminishes most of these defects. We must
distribute the sales margin on the final product among
the plants by a formula which, at first glance, appears
to be inequitable, but which does in fact tend to
optimize plant and corporate performance, continuously, without executive attention or haggling.
We will start by considering only Plants A and B.
If Plant A provides a part whose standard cost is Ca
to Plant B, and if Plant B adds standard cost including
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shrinkage Cb to this first cost and then sells the product for S, the corporate gross margin is:
M = S— (Ca + Cb)
Now allocate to the two plants the following gross
margins:
Plant A
MCb
Ma =
Ca +C b

Clearly, however, a division supplying spark plugs
to the automobile assembly division should not receive
almost all the margin on the finished product. The
system would work best where each of the two plants
contributes more than about 15 percent of the total
cost and I would recommend its adoption with some
such restriction.
The addition of a third plant in the sequence adds
only one factor to the proportioning equation. The
simple margin alloted to Plant A, would be:

Plant B

"There is a
double
incentive built
in that further
promotes cost
reduction."

M (Cb + Cc)
Ma =

MCa

2 (Ca + Cb + Cc)

=

Mb

Ca + C b

=

=

$

=

$

This could, of course, be restricted to the region
The inequity is now obvious, each plant receives wherein each plant contributes more than a certain
margin credit in proportion to the cost incurred by percentage to the total cost. This minimum point
the other. This inequity disappears when the budget should be set for each product line at a value that
is set, each plant being budgeted to receive sales credit gives ample room for improved performance, without
by formula, and being rated by performance compared having the lesser contributing plant at the point where
any further improvement removes it from the margin
to budget.
Consider now the incentive to either plant during sharing area.
the term the budget is in force. Any reduction in cost
Example
by either plant goes immediately into its own gross
To illustrate the interplant competition effect, let
margin without affecting the other plants. Simultaneously, it goes into the corporate gross margin. Thus, us use the following example. Consider a case wherein
assuming margin is our objective, making the attain- Plant A's initial cost is $.80, Plant B's cost is $.20
ment of an individual goal identical with attainment and the product sells for $2.00 (50 percent gross margin). The distribution of the margin is $.20 to Plant
of a corporate goal.
There is a double incentive built in that further A and $.80 to Plant B. If Plant A improves cost 10
promotes cost reduction. Each plant will be in compe- percent to $.72 with no change at Plant B, then the
tition with the other to reduce costs in order to gain distribution (of more gross margin) is $.235 to Plant
a greater share of the margin at the time of setting A and $.845 to Plant B. For example:
the next budget.
I would propose that the margin be credited to the
$.20 =
Ma __ $1.00
$ .80 +x $.20
$•20
supplying plant at the time of transfer of the goods
with a corresponding debit to the receiving plant in
$.80 = $•80
x $.20
an account that would be adjusted at the time of sale
M b __ $1.00
$ .80 +
of the finished product. The inventory would then
be carried automatically at standard cost.
The receiving plant not only would have the inven- when original costs
.80
tory on its books, but would be carrying on its books Ca
Cb
.20
as a margin loss all the margin that had been credited
$2.00
to the supplying plant. The incentive to control inven- S
M = $1.00
tory levels is thus built into the system.
There would appear to be a point when the incen$.20 = $.235
tive diminishes to close to zero for the plant putting
Ma __ $$1.08
.72 x
+ $.20
most of the cost into the product, or when it is operating at or near the limits of technology, that is, when
Mb
$$1.08
it sees no clear way of improving its performance and
.72 + $.20 — $ 845
gets little margin for its work. The impact of this
predicament can be reduced without losing the desira- when new costs
ble features of the proposal by modifying the formula Ca = $ .72
structure so that the plant contributing the most cost Cb = $ .20
never gets less than a certain percentage of the margin. S = $2.00
If this percentage is set at 25 the distribution becomes: M = $1.08
Plant A
M
M x Ca + 3Cb
Ma — 4
C a + Cb
Plant B
M
3Ca + Cb
Mb = — x
4
C a + Cb
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If Plant A does nothing and Plant B reduces its cost
10 percent to $38 then the distribution is $.187 to
Plant A and $.833 to Plant B.
The rules thus say that each must keep up to the
other in reducing cost in order to retain its share of
margin dollars. With both plants sharing in the benefits of reduced costs, a cooperative effort aimed at
47
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there are

situations
where
publishing an
artificially high
standard
would benefit
the plant."

establishing quality standards, part design modificiations; etc., has a better chance of success than under
a transfer pricing plan without this benefit.

New Business Estimates
Where estimates are being prepared to quote on
new business, each plant will serve its own best interests by estimating as accurately as it can. Each wants
its cost contribution low to improve its share of the
margin, but doesn't want it too low with the consequence that other products must carry the loss thus
incurred.

Control
We have not eliminated the problem of policing
the accuracy of standards after a product is in the
line although the incentive to juggle standards is reduced. However, there are situations where publishing
an artificially high standard would benefit the plant.

For example, Plant A's cost is reported to be $.80,
and Plant B's cost is $.20 for the same $2.00 product
but Plant A actually produces for $.70. Its share of
the reported margin is $.20, making its transfer price
$1.00 with a "profit" of $30. If the actual figure of
$.70 were used, total company margin would be $1.10,
and Plant A would receive $.244 in margin or $.944
in transfer price.

Conclusion
In suuunary, this method has the following features:
Corporate profit and plant profits are maximized
together. It provides interplant cost competition, promotes interplant cooperation in shrinkage reduction,
improves incentive to control inventory and hasten
shipments, encourages new business through accurate
estimating, is simple in concept, minimizes executive
attention required, and adds little in the way of accounting complications.
❑

COMPUTERIZED COST CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Continued from page 45
In answering this question, the cost classification
system would be used as follows. First, the cost contents of the data bank would be searched for transactions affecting the department in question. Each
of these transactions would be checked to see whether
it would be controllable within the six month crisis
period, or if the commitment could be short- terminated. The ones which passed this filter would then
be sorted by size and printed for the manager to study.
In this way, he would receive a direct answer to his
question.
2. "If I were to increase production of product 99999
by 20 percent, what extra costs would I incur ?"
"The direct costs are the most important, but 1
also want to know about the extra fixed costs I
should expect."
In this instance, the sort performed would be on
the influencing variables. Each cost element would
be tested to see whether it was influenced by the
production volume of the class to which 99999 belongs.
Obviously, some cost elements are influenced by several product classes. Since only one can be recorded,
the system loses accuracy if these are common. In
many companies, however, the number of cost elements common to two or more product classes (as
distinct from products) is quite small.
3. "The boss wants to know who is buying all this
metal we have been receiving lately, and whether
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we can terminate the shipments? He says the price
is too high."
In this case, a multiple search is needed. First of
all, the search might be performed by object code,
to pick out the metal purchase transactions. The next
step would be a multiple sort, in which the transactions
were classed by department, and by date of normal
expiration within the department. If a special computer program were being used for the calculations
instead of a standard sorting utility program, it would
also be possible to get the price information by simply
dividing the quantity into the dollar amount. A report
can then be prepared which will identify the persons
who placed the orders, the quantities and prices associated with each, and the duration of the assorted
commitments.

Conclusion
The purpose of this article has been to demonstrate
that the cost classification system can and should be
designed to match the decision options available to
management. The variable cost classification system
presented can be used to store cost elements. This
storage procedure allows the retrieval of the data in
a meaningful way, when the management needs an
answer to specific and immediate problems. The relative complexity of this classification scheme is acknowledged, when compared to a traditional manual
system. However, this presents only a moderate problem to the designers of a computerized storage'system,
and the additional information made available by the
system seems well worth the effort.
❑
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SMALL BUSINESSES
CAN BE COMPUTERIZED
The Computer Must, Of Course, Be Capable
Of Being Utilized To Perform
The Five Major Accounting Functions

By W ayne W . Mc K ee

will

What can the small and intermediate businessman
do to compete with the giants? His volume of work
is mounting and his people need an accounting system
to process their daily work. He also needs a system
that
give him the information he needs for decision making and control. This information must be
accurate and readily available. The best way to meet
these needs is to install a computerized system. However, to justify such a system, there are many managerial elements that must be considered.

Initial Considerations
Considerable time and effort must be devoted to
produce a reliable system. Specific goals and objectives
must be outlined. After the objectives are established
and organized, output reports must be designed for
format, and their frequency of need must be determined. The reports must be constantly reviewed, and
the following questions must be answered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Does this report meet our objectives?
Who will require this report?
When will this report be needed?
Does this report have a sufficient amount of data?
Does this report have too much data to make a
good decision?

There are also the initial start -up costs for systems
design and programming which must be considered.
These costs are relative to the complexity of the system
and the time needed to get the system functioning.
Also, the addition of data processing personnel will
increase the administrative costs. In addition it will
be necessary to integrate these individuals into your
particular organization. The conversion process is a
costly one, especially during the initial accumulation
of data from source documents. Again, these costs are
very general, but they must be considered when you
decide to install a system.
To establish and maintain a good system, the orgaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

nization as a whole must be informed about electronic
data processing. Experts must be brought in, and both
operating and management personnel who will be
directly interfacing with the data processing department must be given specialized training by the computer manufacturer.
The computer must, of course, be capable of being
utilized to perform the five major accounting functions. These five functions are accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll, inventory, and general
ledger (see Exhibit 1). Most computer manufacturers
have already done much programming for these five
subsystems and will make them available to purchasers
of their systems. The following subsystems were designed to be used by a variety of different types of
businesses. The subsystems are modular in design and
management can choose the ones that best lend themselves to their management functions.

W . W . M c K ee
is a Systems
Supervisor, Honeywell
Information Systems,
Honeywell, Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif Mr.
McKee holds a B.S.
degree in Data
Processing from
California Polytechnic
State College in
Pomona.

Accounts Payable

The objective of the accounts payable subsystem
is to maintain a credit rating, maximize discount terms,
and maintain an up -to -date analysis of expenditures
and liabilities. The objective can be realized through
the maintenance of a liabilities and vendor file, creation of payment checks, and allocation of expenses
to departments and accounts.
All input transactions (i.e., invoices, debit memos,
prepaid checks, check releases, and new vendors) must
be edited for errors. Each vendor must be validated
and all changes in vendors must be documented for
physical verification.
The output reports are used by management in the
decision - making, forecasting, budgeting, and purchasing process. An invoice register lists gross amounts,
discounts, and net amounts of new invoices, and debit
memos for computing the current payments. The cash
requirements can be examined and an option of holds
can be exercised on specific vendors. The next step
is that of actually producing the checks. A check
register is printed which documents all checks paid
out during that cycle. An aging report is then produced
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"The system
can also
process
interstate
payrolls, taking
into account
tax deductions
that must be
applied."

which lists all outstanding invoices and debit memos.
This report also displays the amounts due for the next
check cycle. One can produce a check history report
on all checks issued to date. If a report on the expense
charges for all departments or accounts is needed, a
distribution report can be run. The reconciliation of
voided and returned checks with a status of all outstanding checks is maintained and reported at the
request of management. Each vendor can then be
analyzed in the areas of returns, discounts, purchases
and the number of orders issued to date. This vendor
file can hold two years of information on each of the
vendors.
Accou n t s R e ce i va b l e
In order to facilitate the needs of most businesses,
this subsystem handles both balance forward and open
item transactions. All payments, charges and adjustments are entered into the system and batch totals
as well as error checking is performed on these transactions. The product and account numbers are vali
dated and any change (i.e., additions, changes, deletions) are documented via the computer's printer.
After the editing function is accomplished, a user
can specify either management and /or billing reports.
The management reports summarize to different degrees both the daily account and unbilled account
activity. Each account is broken down by the types
of transactions and totals are printed for each type
within each account. If the account has not been
processed since the last processing cycle, the account
is broken down with respect to the current status of
the account. The final report which is the transaction
register isolates accounts for reconciliation of a cash
payment or receipt.
There are many other billing reports that may be
produced. For example, the aging reports cover both
balance forward and open item type transactions. Both
types of transactions identify delinquent groups in
increments of 30 days to 180 plus days of delinquency.
The balance forward status is reported in total dollar
amounts but the open item status is reported by
invoice number rather than a balance forward total.
The billing statements are also unique with regard
to the balance forward and open item transactions.
A detachable remittance stub is utilized by the balance forward statement and a completely returnable document for source reference is utilized by the
open item statement. If the status of an account in
relationship to its credit limit, balance, new payments
or restrictions is required, an authorization report may
be processed. If an account has a credit balance (i.e.,
overpayment), this information can be reported. It is
also a function of this system to list the amounts in
each account that have been dormant for a specified
period of time, the period of time being specified by
the user. Finally, a trial balance report can be utilized
in analyzing each individual account status, as well
as the company's receivables as a whole.
Payroll
The payroll subsystem is designed for companies
that may have several union contracts or several working shift differentials. In addition, complicated bonus,
commission, or piece rate systems can be included.
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The system can also process interstate payrolls, taking
into account the tax deductions that must be applied.
It handles both salaried and hourly personnel with
varying pay rates and voluntary deductions as well as
overtime pay. The paying cycle can be weekly, biweekly, semi- monthly, or monthly. If an employee is
on vacation or terminates, the system has an inactive
employee safeguard. A special reactivation card must
be used to reinstate that employee for a check. Information for the quarterly 941A's and yearly W -2's is
also available.
The reports have both standard and optional features. The input is controlled through several editing
programs. All payroll information is analyzed and
calculated. If an insufficient amount of funds is available for certain specified deductions, a report on deductions not taken is generated. When the payroll is
processed, the journal information is listed in department number order. The hourly earnings, gross, deductions, taxes, and net amounts are the standard
information available on the journal.
The actual payroll check can be printed with or
without the employee's name and /or employee's address. If a cash payroll is specified, an earnings statement only is printed. This earnings statement is an
optional feature. Another optional feature is the preprinted time sheet. The time sheet is used to gather
time information for the next payroll run.
Each quarter the 941A forms are printed for the
entire payroll and forms are available for the standard
FICA quarterly reports. An optional feature during
each quarter is the production of departmental payroll
totals. This can be utilized for cost comparison and
forecasting of costs. Finally, the system prints the
standard W -2 forms for the year -end.
Inventory Reporting
To insure adequate inventory control for a specified
customer service level, an automatic inventory reporting system is essential. Eight types of transactions (i.e.,
customer orders, customer issues, adjustments, receipts, returns, purchase orders, lost sales, and internal
transfers from warehouse to warehouse) are edited and
codes are checked for possible errors. Item numbers
and running batch totals are also part of the edit
routine. At this point, an inventory availability report
can be generated. This report shows all items on hand,
on order and on reserve. This reserve is used as an
interim device from customer order to customer issue.
It insures that there is a correct amount on hand, often
being decreased by a customer order which places the
ordered amount in a reserved status. When the customer order exceeds the amount on hand, a reorder
message is printed adjacent to that inventory item.
The inventory status report prints similar information but also includes standard cost and economic
ordering quantity data. For an analysis of each inventory item in relationship to the different transactions,
both the transaction report and the cost of sales report
can be utilized. The transaction report isolates the
eight possible types of transactions and lists the inventory items that have activity within those transactions.
The scope of this report is for current detail information on each inventory item. To broaden the scope
of each inventory item, a cost of sale report can also
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Exhibit 1
THE ACCOUNTING FUNCTIONS
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"... each

profit

or cost center
can have its
lividual operating statement."

be utilized. Information concerning current average
cost, actual current costs, sales quantity and dollars,
gross profit, percent return on your dollar, average
inventory in quantity and dollars, weekly sales and
supply and a turnover rate is available for each inventory item.
General Ledger
In evaluating a company, management needs a general ledger subsystem. Current and detailed financial
statements provide management with the tools to
study the strengths as well as the weaknesses within
their company. When interim statements are gathered
the task can be time consuming and the information
could be outdated or inaccurate by the time management receives it.
An automated general ledger system can close the
books and create financial statements with such speed
that profit and loss and balance sheet data can be
accessed daily. In addition to timely interim data, this
subsystem was created to flexibly interface with any
chart of accounts. The user also can create his own
report format using the chart of accounts. This enables
an accountant to establish sub - totals, totals, and descriptions of his accounts structure in a manner that
best fits the needs of management. The ledger transactions are edited in a variety of ways. First of all,
each journal is totaled to insure a zero balance (i.e.,
debits and credits balance) and all transactions are
listed. Then the account and subaccount information
is verified. If all information is correct, the transactions
are added to a master file for purposes of an audit
trail.
When journal information is required, a summary
of each journal is printed with the detail transactions
following each summary. When ledger and subledger
information is required, there are several different
report formats available. The subsystem can maintain
two designated subledgers. The user must determine
which two accounts require exacting control. When
a subledger report is required, the two individual
accounts are suppressed. The ledgers can have year -todate information and /or a balance to the current
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month with a detail report on the current month
transactions. The usage of these reports again depends
upon the scope of the financial statements that is
desired.
If current information is needed, a balance of each
account to the current month and the detail for this
month is available. When desired, full details of the
year's activity within each account can be obtained
via the year -to -date report. The actual financial statements can be processed after one or five reports. The
balance sheet takes the user - created chart of accounts
and displays the current status of all balance sheet
accounts. This statement holds two years of information and also reveals an over or under dollar amount
between the two years to this statement date.
The profit and loss statement also gives two year
information on the statement date. In lieu of an over
or under dollar comparison each year shows a percentage of some base account. For example, the user
specifies which account is equal to 100 percent (i.e.,
net sales). The resulting accounts in the operating
statement show percentage figures in relation to net
sales.
The final feature of this automated general ledger
is multiple operating statement capabilities. If a company has several profit or cost centers, each profit or
cost center can have its individual operating statement.
The previously discussed operating statement would
include all the general ledger transactions for the
overall company, but the multiple operating statements break down each profit or cost center for greater
analysis of its contribution to the overall profit structure.
Conclusion
By computerizing the accounting function, efficiency, information, productivity, and costs can be
optimized. The optimization is dependent not only
on what accounting functions have been analyzed but
also on how well these functions are integrated and
coordinated. Manufacturers of computers who serve
mainly small and intermediate businesses can be of
much assistance.
❑
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DYNAMIC
RELATIONSHIPS FOR
ACCOUNTING ANALYSES
Analyses For Such Special Situations As Make -Or -Buy, Operate -Or- Lease,
Assemble -Or- Subcontract, Process -Or -Sell, And Expansion Continuation- Contraction Decisions Can Be Substantially Improved
By Incorporating The Factor Of Improvement As A Quantifiable Variable

By Yezdi Bhada
The term "learning curve" is based on. the concept
that the repetitious character of an operation provides
an opportunity for gaining constructive experience
leading to decreased production time and costs with
increased quantities manufactured. A generalization
has been stated in the form of a learning curve
"theory" which depicts a particular pattern; and, although variations have been expounded using different
variables, a rough enunciation of the basic theory may
be stated as: "The cost per unit of production declines
by accountant percentage whenever quantity produced
is doubled." That the quantitative technique based
on the above hypothesis has been applied for industrial
decision - making can be easily substantiated by a brief
review of the literature available and by observing the
degree of importance placed on its utilization by governmental and commercial organizations. However,
the technique has not been as widely accepted as may
be anticipated, due to three important reasons. One,
the "theory" enunciated is conceptually questionable;'
two, the potential applicability has not been fully
visualized, tested, and adjusted for; and three, it is
most unfortunate that the dynamic cost - quantity relationship has been referred to as the "learning curve."
Is It Really a Learning Curve?
An informal survey undertaken to gauge the degree
of knowledge about the learning curve possessed by
corporate executives, professional specialists, educators, and students, indicated beyond doubt that a
considerable misunderstanding existed in the minds
of a majority of these individuals as to the meaning
and usage of the term. A surprising number of these
individuals visualized the dynamic relationship used
for business decision - making as some kind of psychological learning curve. A smaller number believed it
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

to be a tool for judging individual worker efficiency
for determining wage incentives, and only a handful
were aware of its true potential applicability.
Learning Is Only One Factor in Costs of Production
It appears that the term learning has a narrow
connotation, for in common usage it is referred to
as the act or experience of one who gains knowledge,
or understands, or acquires a skill through individual
effort or instruction.' The term "learning curve," however, implies that the concept is applicable only to
an individual worker or a group of laborers who are
directly connected with production operations, and
that it is only the workers' learning that is being taken
into consideration. This is not actually so, since usage
of the cumulative production quantity -cost relationship covers a much wider scope for improvement, of
which the direct workers' learning can be considered
as only one contributing element.' The rate of improvement and its effect on production costs can be
influenced by various factors, independently and by
their interactions- Some of the more relevant determinants of the rate of change relate to improvements
in production methods, processes, materials, tooling,
engineering specifications, design modifications, industrial engineering aids, inspection, foremen supervision, management philosophies, managerial techniques, clerical systems, administrative handling of
information, personnel and other services, state of
knowledge, efficient combination of resources, the
coordination function, and communication channels
within the organization.
Besides these factors that directly affect the costs
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' Yezdi Bhada, "Dynamic Cost Analysis," Management Accounting, July, 1970.
' Webstei s Third New International Dictionary, Cr. & C. Merriam Company,
Mass., 1961, p. 1286.
' Yezdi Bhada, Op. Cit.
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". . .

each is
different in

of production, there are other determinants which
indirectly affect manufacturing time but are less obvious, such as anticipated duration of the production
run, estimated output rate, the influence of experience
gained on similar products and processes, the degree
of detail presented by engineering specifications, the
care expended on the selection of efficient tooling,
the degree of coordination achieved between different
functions within the organization, the importance
given to proper work- methods and shop organization
planning, and the amount of care taken to settle
problems involving manufacturing design and inspection procedures.
After reviewing this list, which by no means can
be considered complete, one can assert that even if
the individual workers' "learning" is considered an
important factor leading to a decline in costs with
production, it is by no means the only influence; hence,
any name that implies a narrower applicability than
is actually involved should preferably be avoided.

nature, serves
a different
purpose, and
uses a
different form
of analysis."

Other Learning Curves
A more significant reason for considering the term
"learning curve" inappropriate is that graphical representations using the same title have been extensively
used by psychologists to depict something quite different from the dynamic cost - quantity relationship.
T o be more specific, psychologists use "learning
curves" for clinical measurement and analysis of learning trends in individuals. However, this function deals
mainly with human learning patterns, and has been
used in psychological analyses to answer questions such
as: how, and why, does learning take place? or what
can be done to improve learning? To put it differently,
this graphical representation has been utilized in the
analysis and understanding of the mental processes
exhibited by individuals. The business "learning" curve
is something quite different and, as was noted before,
is really a production function related to a process
or a product and influenced by a myriad of factors.
There is yet another form of graphical representation that has been referred to as the "learning
curve" which has found business applications and has
often been erroneously mistaken to refer to the cumulative production cost - quantity relationship. This
function, more appropriately referred to as the
"learner curve," has been used in wage- incentive
schemes where experience gained on the job may be
an important criterion for compensating employees.
Thus, an upward sloping curve starting from the point
of origin representing the minimum task to be
achieved with further training has been labeled a
learning curve by one author.' And a descending step like formation to indicate a means for compensating
new workers during the lear .,ng period has been seferred to as the learner curve by another.'
The poin t t o b e not ed is that the psychologists'
"learning" curves, the wage incentive graphical representations, and the industrial production relationships,
are all concerned with the same criterion, i.e., improvement through experience. However, each is dif4

F. ',. p.
Powers,
"Costs Strike Out with LeamingCurve Incentive," Factory, October
1961
%

`L. A. Barron, "Learner Curves Boost Team Output," American Mechanist,
December I, 1958, p. 100.
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ferent in nature, serves a different purpose, and uses
a different form of analysis.

Other Titles Identify the Same Function
It is perhaps the unsuitable nature of the label
attached to this management tool that has caused
practical users and authors to refer to the technique
by various other names. Thus, references can be found
which use titles such as progress curve, manufacturing progress function, performance curve, performance- improvement curve, percent - improvement
curve, improvement curve, labor- improvement curve,
direct labor -time reduction curve, eighty - percent curve,
cost curve, dynamic cost function, cost - quantity relationship, production time- quantity relationship, natural productivity increase function, growth curve, efficiency curve, production - acceleration curve, and experience curve. Whether any one title is more descriptive of the planning and control aid used by business
is open to individual judgement and preference. However, the fact that so many titles have been used to
refer to the same technique does indicate a possible
ineptness of the more commonly accepted label.

Dynamic Cost Curve Quantifies
the Element of Change
To show the unsuitable nature of something without
providing an alternative which is more appropriate
would certainly result in an incomplete task. Since
a title should signify the nature of whatever it stands
for and be descriptive of the concepts or procedures
involved, it is important that one understand what
this industrial "learning curve" is. It is a mathematical
or graphical function which depicts the relationship
between production costs and the quantity manufactured. It differs from most traditional production data
analyses due to its usage of "cumulative production"
as one of the variables in place of the static "rate
of production. "' By using manufacturing information
collected from continuous operations, an attempt is
made to quantify the element of change. This type
of analysis based on a quantity -of- production approach
using change as a quantifiable variable suggests that
a dynamic cost analysis is involved; hence, referring
to the graphical representation as the "dynamic cost
curve" may be quite appropriate. The term dynamic
suggests an involvement of change as a factor, and
a continuum in the operations performed on which
analysis is based.

Implication for Accounting Analyses
The implications of dynamic reality' provide a fresh
basis for judging procedures used in the determination
of full unit costs. We state that the unit cost of a
proauct can be arrived at by dissecting the product
into its different elements, ascertaining the cost of
each element imbedded in the unit, and aggregating
these elements; or by estimating the aggregate cost
for an anticipated volume of production and dividing
that by the estimated number of units. The dynamic
cost - quantity relationship indicates that the latter
For elaboration on this point refer to: W. Z. Hirsch, "Manufacturing Progress
Functions," The Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1952, pp. 143 -155.
The reader is referred to Yezdi Bhada, "Some Implications of the Experience
Factor forManagerial Accounting," Unpublished Doctoral Dinertation, University
of Florida, 1968.
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approach is more acceptable, for a rough measure of
decline in costs with increased production is automatically taken into consideration. However, the best
approach is to plot the data, locate a trend, and then
use the trend for ascertaining costs, which would result
in a different but more accurate cost for each unit
of production.

Example
Consider the following hypothetical example, which
has been oversimplified and exaggerated to demonstrate the point. Eight units of Product X are to be
produced and priced. Unit # 1 was manufactured as
a prototype and it is expected that the seven other
units will use the same manufacturing process. Actual
costs accumulated on Unit # 1 were:
$

Material
Variable conversion
(2000 hrs x $5.50 /hr)
Fixed overhead applied
(2000 hrs x $.50 /hr)
Total manufacturing cost
Variable selling and G.A.
(10% of mfg. cost)
Total cost for unit
Mark -up (10% of total cost)
Price for unit #1

5,000
11,000

1,000
$17,000
1,700
$18,700
1,870
$20,570

Material (for batch)
Variable conversion
(13,200 hrs x $5.50 /hr)
Fixed overhead applied
(13,200 hrs x $.50 /hr)
Total manufacturing cost
Variable selling and G.A.
(10% of mfg. cost)
Total cost for 8 units
Mark -up (10% of total cost)
Price for batch of 8 units

$

In a complex production situation, it is not difficult
to see that the quote for the batch of eight will not
be $164,560 (8 units x $20,570 /unit), but has to be
something less. The question is: how much less? Often
rule of thumb estimates for the entire batch provide
a fairly reliable quote, such as:
38,000
72,600
6,600
$117,200
11,720
$128,920
12,890
$141,810

It can be seen that at the quoted price, the first
unit sold will not even cover the variable costs. Only
when the third unit is sold will the company break
even on this order, and the desired ten percent will
arise only when the eighth unit is completed and sold.
The summary presented in Exhibit 3 can be extended
to any volume level and computerized programs can
be of substantial help here. Also, if for some reason,
the customer decides to cancel part of an order, any
charges for profits foregone can be conveniently calculated. Moreover, this type of analysis can be fruitfully used for control purposes by comparing actual
costs of units with estimated costs.

"... this type
of analysis can
be fruitfully
used for
control
purposes . . . "

Variable "Variable Costs"
The thesis that initial units produced are sold at
a loss if pricing is based on average costs is quite widely
accepted. However, the acceptance is mainly related
to the consideration of fixed costs. Also, the assumption that variable cost is constant per unit of production has been generally accepted for conventional
accounting analysis. What the dynamic cost - quantity
relationship indicates is that even variable costs are
susceptible to the same influence as fixed costs. It
can be evidenced that the variable cost per unit tends
to decline with increased production, resulting in a
curvilinear total expense function. Hence, results obtained from any analysis using a constant variable cost
per unit would tend to be unreliable. The importance
of this implication can be judged by considering the
effect on cost - volume -profit analysis and related
models where the fixed - variable cost dichotomy is
accepted. A significant variation of this was noted
between the conventional break -even point and the
refined break -even point by one user who has demonstrated such an impact on a break -even chart." It is
also evident that direct costing procedures can be
significantly affected, and that the effects of change
should be incorporated if meaningful results are desired. It should be noted that where production involves well - established processes, the degree of change
might be insignificant, and therefore the simplifying
assumption would be usable.
'R. Brenneck, "Break -Even Charts Reflecting Learning, "NAA Bulletin, June
1959, Section 1, p. 34.

Exhi bi t 1
DYN AM I C C O S T — Q U A NT I T Y RE L AT I O N S HI P

Cost per unit = $ 16,115
Price per unit = $ 17,726
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For a more reliable estimate, the dynamic cost quantity relationship, Exhibit 1, can be used to refine
the analysis, and determine estimated costs for each
unit. If company experience indicates unit (not cumulative average) material cost to change at a 95 percent
rate and conversion cost at a 90 percent rate, it would
be more appropriate to show the cost of each unit
as shown in Exhibit 2. The material and conversion
cost figures were extracted from Exhibit 1, which shows
dynamic cost functions for material and labor costs
using the experiences accepted above. If the company
decides to quote a price of $17,430 per unit for the
batch of eight then its cost recovery and profit will
be generated as shown in Exhibit 3.
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"Dynamic data
provide
considerable
potential for
refining
existing
control
procedures."

Improvement Factor: A Quantifiable Variable
In the process of planning, using cumulative average
plots can provide considerably more accurate forecasts
than the traditional averaging procedures. Dynamic
analysis can be applied to such problems as labor
requirement forecasts, production scheduling, and efficient plant utilization. In the case of complex production, it is conceivable that due to the implications
of the dynamic relationship an initial producer, customer, or subcontractor can find himself in a favorable
position to regulate the market and future prices.
Budgeting for cash, working capital, and capital
equipment can also be refined by considering the
effect of change on the quantity produced, especially
where huge and complex products are produced.
Moreover, analyses for such special situations as
m ake-or-buy, operate-or-lease, assemble -or- subcontract,
process -or -sell, and expansion- continuation - contraction
decisions can be substantially improved by incorporating the factor of improvement as a quantifiable
variable.
Dynamic data provide considerable potential for
refining existing control procedures. Control charts can
be adapted to visualize operating efficiency in a more
meaningful manner by the use of declining projections
instead of conventional mean - standards. It can be
asserted that the principle of management by exception, along with the use of declining projections and
confidence limits, can provide management with a

badly needed tool for control of productive efficiency
and costs. For purposes of performance evaluation,
individual unit costs rather than cumulative averages
should be used so that judgement can be based on
the variance between the amount a unit should have
taken (based on the declining standard) and what it
actually cost.
The conventional usage of absolute standards for
judging performance and controlling operations has
often been criticized as not providing the results hypothesized by cost theory. This is' perhaps due to the
rigidity created by the absolute values that result from
the averaging process used for standard cost setting.
In a production process where the scope for improvement is significant, unfavorable variances at the initial
stages of production may not necessarily be unfavorable.
It is suggested that where the impact of change is
ascertained to be negligible, conventional procedures
can be applied with more frequent revisions if necessary. However, in the production of time - consuming
and complex products some form of a sliding scale
standard should be used, or variance analysis be adjusted to take into consideration the level of production.
Non- recognition of the implications of cumulative
production is a plausible reason for the failure of
individual and group wage incentive schemes, since
some incentive programs use absolute standards which
create an inherently unstable condition. It is suggested

EXHIBIT 2
ESTIMATED COST PER UNIT
10%
mark -up
1,870
1,710
1,630
1,570
1,520
1,490
1,460
1,430

$

$

Total
cost
18,700
17,100
16,280
15,650
15,220
14,880
14,600
14,340

Unit
price
20,570
18,810
17,910
17,220
16,740
16,370
16,060
15,770

$139,450

4,538

9,049

822

1,437

15,846

1,585

17,431

$

$12,680
$

$126,770
$

$11,500
$

$6,500
$

$72,390

$

Av/Unit

Selling
G.A.
1,700
1,550
1,480
1,420
1,380
1,350
1,320
1,300

$36,300

$

Totals

Applied
overhead
$1,000
900
850
810
780
760
750
730

$

$

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variable
conversion cost
$11,000
9,900
9,350
8,910
8,620
8,390
8,200
8,020

&

Material
cost
5,000
4,750
4,600
4,510
4,440
4,380
4,330
4,290

$

Unit
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Total Cost
Unit
Cum.
$18,700
18,700
17,100
35,800
16,280
52,080
15,650
67,730
15.220
82,950
14,880
97,830
14,600
112,430
14,340
126.770

Unit
(1,270)
330
1,150
1,780
2,210
2,550
2,830
3.090

(

Contribution
Cum.
Unit
($
270)
($ 270)
1,230
960
2,800
2,960
2,590
5,550
2,990
8,540
3,310
11,850
3,580
15,430
3,820
19,250

$

Variable Cost
Unit
Cum.
$17,700
17,700
16,200
33,900
15,430
49,330
14,840
64,170
14,440
78,610
14,120
92,730
13,850
106,580
13,610
120,190
$

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cumulative
price
17,430
34,860
52,290
69,720
87,150
104,580
122,010
139,440
$

#

Unit

(

EXHIBIT 3
COST RECOVERY AND PROFIT
Profit
Cum.
1,270)
940)
210
1,990
4,200
6,750
9,580
12,670
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that some form of sliding -scale standard be used as
an effective incentive. Using dynamic data for aiding
decision - making in several other areas, including measurement of design changes, worker potential, supervisory and managerial capability, and cost reduction
programs should also produce more reliable results.
Continuous production affects the cost of materials
and actual overhead, although not as noticeably as
it affects the direct labor involved. Material control
procedures can be improved and conventional formulas for the calculation of economic lot -size, minimum order point, etc., can be made more accurate
by introducing the additional variable.
Financial accounting theory and procedures are also
influenced by the dynamic relationship. A recent article proposed variant models which could provide a
refinement in performance measurement as reported
in financial accounting statements' What the authors
did not indicate was the implication of change which
might lend support to their model, using quantity of
production as the basic criterion. Even under presently
accepted conventions, the impact of change can be
considered a factor worth incorporating for financial
reporting. For example, the selection of depreciation
A. C. Nichols and D. E. Crawoig, "Accounting R6epoorts with Time as a Variable,"
ii
The Accounting Review, October 1968, PP.
Q

A

and amortization procedures might be influenced by
the rate of change on production quantity. The concept of dynamic production implies that an increasing
charge basis might be more theoretically sound than
a straight -line procedure suggested by conventional
analysis (specifically under conditions where the impact of change is significant).

". . . t h e tit le
'learning
curve' is a
misnomer ..."

Con cl u s i on s
Accountants have had a significantly rewarding tool
for decision - making at their disposal for a considerably
long period of time; unfortunately, this tool has not
been used as extensively as one would believe its
potential indicates. It is the contention of this writer
that the title "learning curve" is a misnomer which
provides a picture of its applicability which is much
narrower in scope than that actually involved in the
analysis. Moreover, it can be confused with other
techniques designed for considerably different purposes. The learning curve concept and technique actually involve a study of dynamic relationships, which
opens up a door for a dynamic accounting model,
and there is considerable potential for improving organizational planning and control by incorporating
the dynamic variable of change into accounting
analyses.
❑

NAA CONVERTS TO CYCLE BILLING ON DUES
With the authorization of the Board of Directors,
NAA is converting its annual dues billing from a fiscal
year (July through June) to a cycle basis. As you are
probably aware, cycle billing has been adopted in most
large accounts receivables systems, such as department
stores, banks and credit card concerns. It is a tried
and true method of spreading the work load to
maximize efficient operations.
Under the new procedure, for billing purposes only,
the NAA membership will be divided into monthly
groups. Ultimately each group will be billed annually
as of the first of its cycle month.

What Does This Mean to You?
The new system is being introduced with the dues
invoices to be mailed next month, with a billing date
of July 1. Initially, you will be sent an interim billing
in order to bring you up to an assigned cycle month.
When that cycle month is reached, you will again be
billed❑—but❑for❑a❑full❑year.❑Subsequently,❑you❑will❑be
billed annually two months prior to your cycle month.
When you receive your invoice, please note both
the amount of dues and the time period being billed.
This amount will cover your dues for the period from
July 1, 1972, to your cycle month. Thus, when you
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pay the invoice, your dues obligation will be paid up

only to your cycle month.Prior to your cycle month,
another dues notice will be sent you. The amount
of dues on that invoice will be $45.00, covering a
12❑-month❑period❑—your❑full❑cycle.
The same procedure will apply to international
members except they will be billed for $35.00.

Why Is NAA Converting to Cycle Billing?
NAA is doing this to improve its operations and
to provide more time to service each member. For
example, with dues billings and payments distributed
throughout the year, address and membership profile
information changes can be made faster. There are
also cost savings.
Cycle billing will also eliminate "peaks and valleys"
in local chapter membership recordkeeping. Your
chapter will be able to handle membership changes
much more efficiently and speedily.
To prevent any possible confusion, the NAA staff
will be advising chapter officers and directors about
cycle billing procedures through communications,
operation workshops and other means. We ask your
cooperation and indulgence during the conversion to
cycle billing.
❑
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LETTERS Continued from page 8
between savings deposits and real estate and long -term installment loans. This leaves then some type of correlation between
short -term commercial loans and ordinary customer demand
deposits.
There are also two factors involved in the source and application of funds that were not discussed in either article. The
first of these is the fact that the men in the loan department
making those commercial loans are in most cases the same men
responsible for having brought in those deposit accounts.
Therefore, in the purchasing of the funds from the depository
department, some credit must be given for the fact that the
purchasing agent in most cases is directly responsible for the
assets being sold by the selling department. The second factor
to be considered is the fact that in all commercial bank operations there is a market factor established by the transfer of
funds inter -bank for liquidity purposes called the Fed funds
market. This is a very delicate market with prices subject to
rise or fall within the day. Therefore, it would appear to me
that the proper transfer pricing of funds, all factors considered,
should depend to a great extent on the ability of one bank
to sell excess funds to another bank in the Fed funds market.
This would put a bit of a burden upon the pricing of these
funds due to the extreme variation of the rates. However, it
would appear to be the only equitable method for pricing funds
transferred interdepartmentally within a particular bank.
Richard A. Cupples
Vice President and Auditor
First National Bank In Little Rock
Little Rock. Ark.

Overlooked Source of EDP Knowledge
I read with great interest the letter from R. E. Conley in
the November 1971 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.There
is no doubt that accountants need to prepare themselves in
the areas of EDP /systems —not only to enhance their images,
but also to enable them to remain in control of the accounting
function.
While I feel that Mr. Conley's suggestions toward this end
are a beginning, they should be supplemented by others, if
the original intent is to be achieved.
Attendance at NAA seminars, courses, and technical meetings, as well as discussions with peers, is a fine starting place —offering background from an accounting point of view. Enrollment in college -level EDP courses also adds to one's experience— although too often these courses do not reflect those
methods currently in use within the business community.
However, the one valuable, readily available, and most often
overlooked, source of EDP knowledge is the group of computer
professionals within our own organizations. In most rases these
people are either using, or are knowledgeable, of the latest data
processing techniques. They are living daily with the unique
problems and environment of the company. They are aware
of those existing systems which have shortcomings and need
redefinition. And, they enjoy talking about their work, and the
opportunity to bring understanding to the "uninitiated."
A very simple, yet rewarding, way to make use of this resource
is to schedule accounting /EDP systems classes within the company. The EDP professionals impart their doctrine to the
accountants. Likewise the accounting professionals share their
own tenets with the data processors.
At the conclusion of this process, the company finds two
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groups of technicians who are more knowledgeable, have a great
deal more respect and understanding for one another, have
advanced their own images, and have added a new dimension
to their own profession.
Anthony W. Bachman
Team Manager
Clark Equipment Company
Buchanan, Mich.
Computerized Bookkeeping Functions
The article, "Service Bureaus and The Bookkeeping Function," by R. J. Murphy (September, 1971), provides an excellent
comparison of the various alternative methods of processing
accounts receivable data. This article analyzes the key differences in the results and typical processing approach in manual, bookkeeping machine and computerized systems. Such
detailed evaluations are necessary, if we are to improve future
systems decisions and employ processing methods that meet
the objectives of modern management.
The case for computer batch processing, however, can be
stated much more strongly. Editing and balancing procedures,
Which are normally incorporated in computer systems, for example, can reduce error levels well below those generally found
in manual and bookkeeping machine systems. A number of
case histories, with which this writer is familiar, indicate that
internal control and communication is often improved with
computerized systems —in spite of monthly updates, outside
processing and other parties becoming involved. Removal of
records and documents need not be a problem. With proper
forms design, quick turn - around on processing, controlled document handling and personal service; it is possible to avoid
problems while handling others' records.
John L. Witwer
President and Management Consultant
Information Systems Associates, Inc.
Honolulu, Hawaii

Mine Evaluation Is a Continuing Task
Mr. James D. Lemon's article, "Problems in Mine Evaluation," September 1971, focuses on the problems associated with
mine evaluation. However, he fails to note that mine evaluation
is a continuing task for those firms engaged in mineral extraction.
Since most mining companies have been in the business for
some time and plan on continuing, it must be assumed that
they have access to ore reserves over and above those that are
actively being mined. Evaluation studies are therefore needed
to determine the economic feasibility of mining future deposits
and whether or not to continue current operations. In light
of the fact that most mining companies expect to continue
in the business, the premise of having to return the original
capital investment, along with an annual profit on that investment, to the investor is not always true. Capital expenditures
required to mine a particular ore -body may, in fact, have a
longer life expectancy than the deposit itself, thus making it
available for future use.
Bob Maturi
Cost Analyst
Minnesota Ore Operations— U.S.S.
Mintac Plant
Mt. Iron, Minn.
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Developing & Using Standard Costs ........ ...............................
Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting .......................
Direct Costing & Contribution Accounting ...........................
Costs for Decision Making ...................... ...............................
Effective Cash Management ................... ...............................
Data Processing — Concepts & Techniques for Managers.........
Fundamentals of Management Information Systems Design...
Accounting for Foreign Operations ........ ...............................
Communications and Report Writing ..... ...............................
Statistical Sampling for Accountants & Auditors ....................
Management Accounting for Banks ........ ...............................
Management Accounting for Insurance Companies ...............
Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Local Governments
and Non Profit Institutions ................ ...............................
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Thu. /Fri.
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Mon. /Tue.
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Developing & Using Standard Costs ....... ...............................
Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting .......................
Data Processing — Concepts & Techniques for Managers.........
Management Accounting for Hotels ....... ...............................
Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Local Governments
and Non Profit Institutions ................ ...............................
Management Accounting for Hospitals ... ...............................

Mon. /Tue.
Wed. /Thur. /Fri.
Thu. /Fri.
Mon. /Tue.
Mon. /Tue.
Mon. /Tue./Wed.
Thu. /Fri.
Mon. /Tue.
Wed. /Thu. /Fri.
Wed. /Thu. /Fri.
Thu. /Fri.
Mon. /Tue.
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT
OU ANT

COMMODITY FUTURES
AS A BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT TOOL
Henry B. Arthur
Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University, Soldiers Field, Boston,
Mass. 02163, 1971, 392 pp., clothbound, $10.00.
In a somewhat neglected area of business this study answers such questions as: where do commodity futures fit
into the business management picture? How do they
contribute to business objectives? What profit centers are
affected by futures trading? How valuable are futures
contracts as compared with alternative tools for managing
price risks?
THE DYNAMICS OF GROUP BEHAVIOR
Elton T. Reeves
American Management Association, Inc., 135 W. 50th
St., New York, N.Y. 10020, 1970, 399 pp., clothbound,
$14.00.
The author provides an analysis of the similarities and
differences in various kinds of groups and brings into focus
the unique properties of groups. Coverage is provided of
motivation of individuals and the group and the effects
of the group on the individual and vice versa.
THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES:
AN INTERPRETATION
James D. Thompson and Donald R. Van Houten
Addison - Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass. 01867,
1970, 268 pp., clothbound, $7.50.
A book of broad coverage of personal behavior, and of
the contemporary society and its changing and future
aspects.
TECHNIQUES OF SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Daniel C. Petersen
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y.
10036, 1971, 250 pp., clothbound, $14.50.
The author tells how to motivate personnel on all levels,
how to hold personnel accountable for safety performance
and how to set up procedures for measuring performance.

cinnati, Ohio 45227, 1971, 1206 pp., clothbound, $11.50.
This edition provides expanded coverage of sales of personal property and additional emphasis is given to contracts, corporate management, business crimes and business torts.

STRATEGY, POLICY, AND CENTRAL
MANAGEMENT
Sixth Edition
William H. Newman and James P. Logan
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227, 1971, 771 pp., clothbound, $10.50.
The author provides a new emphasis on strategy, connoting more stress on anticipating change in the business
environment, more need to be responsive to adverse pressures and deeper search for new combinations of activities
that generate synergistic benefits.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN
EXCHANGE: AN OPERATIONAL
TECHNIQUE TO REDUCE RISK
Bernard A. Lietaer
The M.I.T. Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142, 1971, 167 pp., clothbound,
$12.50.
This book describes one of the first applications of management science to the field of international finance.

PRIVATE PLACEMENTS AND
RESTRICTED SECURITIES
Securities Law Series, Vol. 2
Stuart Charles Goldberg
Clark Boardman Co. Ltd., 435 Hudson St., New York,
N.Y. 10014, 1971, 451 pp. text plus 3 extensive appendices,
clothbound, $30.00.
A comprehensive study of the method of offering securities
privately and the disposition of privately acquired securities. Appendices cover: The Wheat Report of 1969, the
Securities Act of 1933, and selected cases and releases.

SYSTEMS FILM CATAL04G
BUSINESS LAW PRINCIPLES
AND CASES
Fifth Edition
Ronald A. Anderson, Walte r A. Kumpf and Robert E.
Kendrick
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cin60

Association forSystems Management, 24587 Bagley Road,
Cleveland, Ohio 44138, 1970, 47 pp., paperbound, $1.00.
A useful list of film sources in 10 areas as follows: Communications, Data Processing, Flow Charting, Forms Design, General, Human Relations, Management, Office
Management, Systems Application and Work Measurement and Improvement.
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LOOK WHAT'S
HAPPENED TO
ANNUAL REPORTS
Bolder And Glossier Than Ever, Annual Reports
Hire Teen -Age Photographer, Feature Cleaning Lady's
Opinion And Run A Nude On Cover, But More Space
Is Devoted To Footnotes And Financial Disclosure

By Robert F. Randall
It takes approximately six months and millions of
dollars to produce them. Few people read them
thoroughly, fewer still save them, and yet annual reports in all their gaudy splendor are an institution
now and a more or less accurate measure of the financial health of free enterprise.
Once merely a perfunctory summary of the year -end
financial condition of a company, the annual report
has grown to be a multi - purpose communication tool
of inestimable value to corporations seeking to speak
to their many different audiences. This growth and
expansion of the annual report reflects a corresponding
growth in size and diversity by corporations —and an
increase in sophistication on the part of investors who
want to know more about corporations than the bottom line figures on the balance sheet.
The annual report itself is a thoroughly predictable
work. Around the "meat" of the financial statements
and the auditor's letter is wrapped a summary of the
corporation's significant actions during the year. The
President's letter to stockholders and a lis t of the
principal officers and directors complete the package
surrounding the essential financial information.
These elements are the basic ingredients. Variations
on this formula are numerous and increasingly imaginative, with corporations fa ,/oring striking design elements, four -color photographs, expensive paper and
artwork to illustrate the year's effort. Glowing terminology and an optimistic tone are staples of the annual
report even though they probably fool few of today's
knowledgeable investors and analysts who tend to leaf
through the report to the figures on the financial
pages.
A new book just published last Fall in English,
French and German claims to be the first comprehenM A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N T I N G / A P R I L 1 97 2

sive work on the concept and design of annual reports.
The book, Annual Reports,* was written by Richard
A. Lewis in cooperation with Graphis, an international
magazine devoted to the visual arts. Both copy and
illustrations are used to show the mechanics of putting
a report together and some of the textual and pictorial
trends.
Author Lewis has based his career on the annual
report phenomenon. A one -time reporter on The Wall
Street Journal, Mr. Lewis while doing a story on annual
reports noticed there was a gap in the service area
between printers and the financial people. He envisaged an organization that would offer a full spectrum of services in the creation of annual reports.
The result was Corporate Annual Reports, Inc.,
founded in 1962, with Mr. Lewis handling the writing
end and Leslie A. Segal, the graphics dimension. Since
then the company has produced more than 250 annual
reports, and Corporate Annual Reports has become
one of the leading specialists in a specialized field.
CAR's staff of 25 includes financial writer- account
executives, art directors and art production assistants.
CAR specializes in the creation of annual reports
from the nebulous idea stage to printing and final
delivery to the client. One of CAR's most significant
achievements is taking what sometimes is a hit -or -miss
operation and putting it on a professional basis, even
to the extent of developing a flow chart as an aid
to planning and meeting deadlines.

Who Is Responsible?
In a survey of corporate practice, the Conference
Board discovered that the most frequent practice of
corporations is to delegate responsibility for the annual
report to public relations or advertising executives.
*Annual Reports by Richard A. Lewis; edited by Walter Herdeg: Hastings House,
10 E. 40 St., New Yo rk, N.Y. 10016. $25.00.
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"Footnotes are

tials of what the company is all about.
That's the point CAR starts from when undertaking
an annual report. Mr. Lewis begins by interviewing
the top executive officer and asking a leading question:
"What are the misconceptions about your company
that the annual report might help set straight?" This
question proves more helpful than any other in planning. A talk with the company's most perceptive audience— security analysts —helps put the problem in
sharper focus.
Surprisingly, most chief executives don't want to
convey an impression of "Blue Chip" in the annual
report. Most would prefer to be known as growth oriented, according to Mr. Lewis's recent survey on
annual reports. The next most frequently mentioned
adjective preferred by the chief executive was "progressive." Only a few mentioned "financially sound."

running twice
as long in
annual
reports. "

Waiting for the Figures

Richard A. Lewis
The next most frequent practice is to give the financial
executive the responsibility for its preparation. In
almost every company the chief financial officer is
responsible for the figures; the president or chairman
of the board, of course, is ultimately responsible for
the entire annual report and everything in it.
Regardless of who is assigned the responsibility, it
is obvious that companies are allocating increasing
amounts of time and money to the annual report.
One company, according to Mr. Lewis, spent half a
million dollars on one report. A survey conducted by
CAR showed that chief executive officers spent anywhere from 100 hours to 15 minutes on the annual
report, with the median time about 14 hours. Of those
surveyed, a majority reported they used an outside
design firm to design the report— another indication
of the importance now accorded the annual report.
The annual report has become a multi - purpose
document. It is used to influence the investment
community, as an acquisition tool, as a community
relations aid, as a sales medium to persuade stockholders to buy company products, and as a public
relations door - opener when dealing with foreign
businessmen and governments. Moreover, corporate
recruiters almost invariably give copies of the latest
annual report to students interested in the company.
To fulfill all these purposes, companies as a general
rule print two to three times as many annual reports
as there are stockholders.
The very fact of the annual report has had a beneficial impact on the corporation. "The annual report
has led more companies to define themselves," suggests Mr. Lewis. Thinking about the report, he explained, requires management to focus on the essen62

The pivotal point of annual report planning, accountants take note, is the date the financial figures
come in, says Richard A. Lewis. "The project can only
be advanced so far, then you've got to wait for the
numbers." All the advance planning, revisions, changes
and reviews are keyed to this date. Like it or not,
the financial figures are usually the last elements to
go into the publication before printing. The stock
exchanges have rather inflexible deadlines. Companies
listed on the Big Board have to mail their annual
reports 90 days after the close of the fiscal year; it's
120 days for those on the American Stock Exchange.
If the figures are late, the company may miss its
deadline and be forced to ask for an extension.
Thanks to ten years of experience in meeting deadlines for such company reports, Mr. Lewis is quite
cognizant of the changes that go on year- to-year in
annual reports. The recent recession, for example,
brought "a more sober tone" to annual reports. A
long -term trend is toward hard, factual information.
Fuller disclosure of financial information and
shorter copy in the front of the book are two other
trends noted by Mr. Lewis. He concludes that companies are responding to pressures from several quarters,
including the Accounting Principles Board and the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
A factor to be reckoned with for annual report designers is the substantial increase in footnotes. "Footnotes are running twice as long," Mr. Lewis says.
Recent APB decisions and the SEC rules requiring
10 -point type for footnotes have added to the headaches of designing "the report."

Pin -up Accents the Healthy
The greatest frustration, however, is trying to reconcile the text among several corporate officials. But
the hard work and problems are worth the successes
designers occasionally achieve despite the difficulties.
Mr. Lewis boasts, "We managed to get the first nude
on the cover of an annual report." He was referring
to the 1970 annual report of Sterling Drug, Inc., which
featured a two -page extended cover measuring 33'i
inches long. In full color is the nude body of a baby;
his foot points to a company child care product.
Another achievement Mr. Lewis and his associates
are especially proud of is the 1970 annual report of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

Combustion Engineering, Inc. The photographs for
the report were taken by a 17- year -old amateur photographer, who also recorded his impressions as he
traveled around the country taking pictures at the
company's plants. These impressions were incorporated into the captions for the illustrations.
One of the most original reports mentioned in
Annual Reports was published by Cybermatics in 1969.
A young software company, it wanted to communicate
its growth in terms that would be simple and memorable. Result: an all black cover with three lines in white
reverse type reading, "8 impartial observers tell you
how Cybermatics Inc. really did in 1969." Inside, the
company ran full page photographs of service workers.
Sample: The Cleaning Lady: "Trash at Cybermatics
is up 630%." The Headwaiter from up the street:
"Their tips are up 86%." Running text in large type
describes what the company does in nontechnical
language.
Because annual reports command such a small portion of the attention span of readers, designers rack
their brains for colorful, eye- catching reports. One
means currently in vogue of getting basic information
about the company across to the stockholders and
others is the question and answer format. Litton Industries started a trend with its beautifully- designed
reports of the early Sixties which expressed the company's concern with themes greater than immediate
corporate interests. IBM, a pioneer in the genre, has
featured nonrepresentational, abstruse photographs to
convey the breadth and range of its activities. Bank
of America, which has been attacked as a symbol of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1972

the establishment, printed one year's annual report
on recycled paper to show that it does care about
pollution.
Annual reports are used as a means of dramatizing
the introduction of a new product or making a special
point about a new field of endeavor. Mead Corp.,
for example, tacked on an actual sample in its 1970
annual report to emphasize its entry into the car bonless copying paper field. That report also serves
to illustrate the new frankness in the way companies
address stockholders today. The president's letter
begins, "Last year was rough."
The annual report is now an accepted part of the
corporate world, but many changes have taken place
in this omnipresent document. Mead, a leading company in the paper manufacturing field, sponsors exhibits of outstanding annual reports and maintains the
Mead Library of Ideas with a large collection of reports. A periodical, Financial World, annually sponsors a contest for the best corporate annual report
within several different categories.
Not only is more financial information being disclosed, but companies vie with each other in producing
the best - looking package to wrap around the accountant's figures. There seems no end to the creative
designs and typographical effects dreamed up by artists
and writers. But some kind of milestone may be established this year when a "pop -up" annual report,
produced by Corporate Annual Reports, jumps out
at stockholders —and rivets their attention for those
priceless few minutes the company needs for its
message.
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In his writing, BOARD OF REGENTS
Mr. Knortz Continued from page 12
stresses the
necessity of
economic
realism in
accounting.

Walter B. McFarland
M.B.A. from New York University. He has completed
all classwork for a doctor of philosophy degree at
NYU.
A CPA, he is a member of the American Management Assn., American Institute of CPA's, and the
Financial Executives Institute. He joined NAA in
1951. He is President and Chief Executive Officer of
the International Association of Financial Executives
Institutes.
Mr. Knortz has been active in the many professional
groups he belongs to and has spoken before numerous
meetings. His articles, published in the Financial Executive and other publications, stress the necessity of
economic realism in accounting.

R. Lee Brummet
Currently Willard J. Graham Professor of Business
Administration at the Graduate School of Business
Administration, University of North Carolina, Dr. R.
Lee Brummet has an extensive academic and consulting background. Prior to his present position, he served
on the faculties of the University of Michigan, Cornell
University and the University of Illinois.
In 1963 and 1964 he was on assignment with the
Ford Foundation planning and conducting management programs for Egyptian businessmen at the National Institute of Management Development in
Cairo. In addition, he has had considerable public
accounting experience with several CPA firms.
He received a B.Ed. degree, majoring in commerce
and mathematics, at Illinois State University, and an
M.S. degree in accounting at the University of Illinois.
His Ph.D. was earned at the University of Michigan.
Dr. Brummet is the author and co- author of a
number of books. His articles, more recent ones devoted to human resources accounting, have appeared
In MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, as well as Other publications. Hi s se r v i c e i n th e N a t i o n a l Asso c i a t i o n o f Ac c o u n t a n t s h a s in cl u d ed ch a i rm a n of th e C o m m i t t e e
on R e se a rc h , N a t io n a l D i r ec t o r , a nd N AA Vic e P r e sident , 1 9 7 0 -7 1 . He i s cu rren tly a me mber of the Com-

Now Lecturer in Accounting at California State
College, Hayward, Calif., Dr. McFarland was Research
Director for the Association from 1946 until retirement in 1970. During this period, 35 NAA research
reports were published under his direction.
Prior to joining the NAA staff, he served on the
faculties of the University of New Mexico, University
of Michigan, Yale University and McGill University.
He also taught at Columbia University and New York
University while on the staff.
He received his A.B. degree from the University
of Kansas and M.B.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Stanford
University Graduate School of Business.
Dr. McFarland is author of Concepts for Management Accounting published by NAA in 1966 and
co- author of another NAA publication, External Reporting for Segments of a Business. He is co- author
of Cost Accounting, a college level textbook.
Numerous articles written by Dr. McFarland have
appeared in professional journals. He has been a frequent participant in conferences sponsored by NAA
and other professional organizations.

Stanley A. Pressler
Stanley A. Pressler is Professor of Accounting at
Indiana University in Bloomington, Ind. In addition,
he is a Partner in Harry Stephens & Co., and President
of Econobilt Development Corp., and owner of
Pressler Publications.
A CPA, he received his B.S. degree from Indiana
University and his M.B.A. degree from Northwestern
University.
Elected to NAA membership in 1939, he affiliated
with the Indianapolis Chapter. He served as NAA
Director from 1959 -61 and as a Vice President, 1962 -63.
In addition to his participation in a number of the
technical programs of the Association, he has served
as a member of the Research Planning Committee,
Planning Committee, Chairman of the Committee on
Accounting Development, and Ad Hoc Committee
on Recognition of Educational Attainment. He also

m i t t e e o n M a n a g e m e n t Ac c o u n t i n g P r a c t i c e s a n d a n
a ppointed me mb er o f th e Ex e cu ti ve C ommi tt ee .
He i s a l so a m e m b e r O f t h e Am e r i c a n Ac c o u n t i n g
Assn . , a n d t h e Am e r i c a n I n st i t u t e o f C P A's.

contributed articles to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.

Donald H. Cramer

Allen H. Seed, III, is Vice President —New Business
Development, Gillette Safety Razor Co., a Division
of Gillette Co., Boston. He previously served as Director of Corporate Diversification and in various financial positions with International Paper Co., in New
York. He was also associated with Munsingwear, Inc.;
Minneapolis Moline; Farmhand, Inc., and McKinsey
& Co.
Mr. Seed received his B.S. degree in Industrial Administration from Yale University in 1946.
He is an International Director of NAA and a
member of the Education Committee. He is a Past
President of the Minneapolis Chapter and a past
director of the San Francisco Chapter. He is also a
member of the Financial Executives Institute.

Mr. Cramer, a partner in Touche Ross & Co., joined
the firm in 1951 and was admitted to partnership in
1959. Prior to his present position, he was Assistant
Professor of Accounting at the University of Wisconsin.
A CPA, he earned his B.S. degree at Indiana State
Teachers College and an M.S. degree at Indiana University. He was a contributing editor to the Accountants Cost Handbook and is the author or co- author
of several articles published in accounting journals.
Mr. Cramer joined the Association in 1946, affiliating with the Wabash Valley Chapter. At various times
he has been a member of the Milwaukee, Detroit and
New York Chapters. A past president of New York
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Chapter, he served as International Director (1968 -70).
He served on the Education Committee, 1971 -72.

He is a member of the American Accounting Assn.,
and the American Institute of CPA's.

Allen H. Seed, 111
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Here's another view of the first meeting of the Board of Regents. Clockwise, 1. -r., Robert B.
Sweeney (back to camera); David Solomons; Allen H. Seed, 111; R. Lee Brummet, Stanley A.
Pressler, President 1. G. Underwood, Executive Director William M. Young, Jr.; Managing
Director John E. Vavasour; Walter B. McFarland, Thomas H. Williams; Donald H. Cramer,
Arthur Corr, and Herbert C. Knortz (back to camera).

In

Mr. Seed has written a number of articles published
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N T I N G and Financial Execu-

tive. H e ha s fre qu ent ly sp ok en be for e mee tin gs of
NAA, F EI, a n d o the r t ra d e, ind u st ry, a n d p rofession a l
grou ps.

David Solomons
Dr. Solomons is Professor of Accounting and Chairman, Accounting Department, Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania.
Prior to this position, he was on the faculties of the
London School of Economics, University of California
(Berkeley) and the University of Bristol.
He was a member of the faculty at IMEDE (Management Development Institute) in Lausanne, Switzerland, during 1963 -64. During 1965 he held a short
visiting appointment at the University of Auckland,
New Zealand.
Dr. Solomons is a graduate of the London School
of Economics and holds a Ph.D. in Economics from
mat institution. He is a member of the Royal Economic Society, American Economic Society, American
Accounting Assn., and the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. He is currently
serving on the AICPA's Study Group on the Establishment of Accounting Principles.
He is a member of the editorial board of The
Wharton Quarterly and of the Journal of Business
Finance (U.K.). He authored a study titled Divisional
Performance: Measurement and Control, published
by the Financial Executives Research Foundation in
1965, and is a contributor to Modern Accounting
Theory, Handbook of Modern Accounting, and Studies in Cost Analysis.
Robert B. Sweeney
Dr. Sweeney is Head, Department of Accounting,
University of Alabama. He is also a consultant to
General Computer Services, Inc., and the Veterans
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Administration, and a CPA course teacher.
A CPA, Dr. Sweeney holds his B.B.A., M.B.A. and
Ph.D. from the University of Texas. He has had experience in pre se nt in g c ou rses fo r a n u m b e r o f edu ca -

tional organizations, including NAA.
He has addressed numerous meetings of accounting
organizations and has published articles in MANAGEM E N T A C C O UN TI N G a n d

Accou nting

Review. H e

was

awarded an NAA Certificate of Merit for a manuscript
in 1966. He is the author of The Use of Computers
in Accounting, published by Prentice -Hall in 1971.
He is also a member of the American Accounting
Assn., and the American Institute of CPA's.

Thomas H. Williams
Dr. Williams is Professor of Accounting and
Member of the Graduate Faculty, The University of
Texas. He has also been on the faculty of the University of Illinois, where he received his M.S. and Ph.D.
He earned a bachelor's degree in Business Administration at The University of Cincinnati.
A CPA, he has been affiliated with public accounting firms prior to his position at the University of
Texas.
He has given lectures at annual meetings of the
American Accounting Association and the National
Association of Accountants. In addition, he served as
Course Leader for Mathematics for Business Management courses sponsored by NAA, 1966 -69.
Dr. Williams has co- authored five books in the
accounting field and is the author or co- author of
approximately 30 articles in national, international and
regional professional journals. He also served as a
contributing editor to The Journal of Accountancy
and The Accounting Review.
In addition to NAA affiliation, he is a member of
the American Institute of CPA's, the American Accounting Assn., and the Institute of Management
Sciences.
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ChaDter/Member News
WILLIAMS. HERON, Youngstown.
LESLIE S. HiHSOTT, Chicago.
HENRY E. HINCHCLIFFE, St. Louis.
ELMER J. HOFF, Cedar Rapids past president.
WILLIAM G. HOLMAN, Long Island past
president; New Haven.
JOHN W. HULEN, San Francisco
ELTON W. JOHNSON, Dallas.
ERIC A. JOHNSON, Rockford.
HERBERT M. JOHNSON, Kalamazoo.
WILLIAM A. JONES, Bridgeport.
MICHAEL C. JUKINS, Merrimack Valley.
TORREY A. KAATZ, Toledo past president.
FREDERICK KIEL, Toledo.
ABRAM S. KIMMEL, Lancaster.
PERRY L. KIMMELL, Northern Wisconsin.
JOHN A. KING, Merrimack Valley past
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ident.

MARTIN T. KLEVERINC, Muskegon.
MARVIN F. LANDES, York
R. G. LAUTERBACK, Chicago.
ROBERT M. LENC, Brooklyn.
RAYMOND T. LEWIS, Calumet.
WILLIAM F. LOWE, Bridgeport.
GEORGE E. LUCK, Fort Worth.
EARLE N. MARTIN, SR., New Orleans.
WILLIAM R. MARTZ, Cincinnati.
H.L. MATZNER, Milwaukee past president.
HERSCHEL S. MEDLIN, Tulsa past presPERCY C. MENNING, Northern Wisconsin.
GEORGE MOLLER, Member -at- Large.
CLARENCE W. MOULDEN, San Antonio.
ROBERT L. MOWER, Merrimack Valley.
F. J. MUNCHALFEN, FOX River Valley.
PRENTISS D. NEAL, Chattahoochee Valley.
HERSCHEL Q. NICHOLSON, Member -atLarge.
GEORGE A. NORDSTROM, New York.
F. LEON PEACE, Jackson.
FREDERICK M. PHELPS, Member -at- Large.
FLOYD W. POHL, Detroit.
Rocco J. POMPONIO, Waterbury.
WILLIAM S. RAYMER, JR., Akron.
JOHN G. REDMAN, York.
LAURENCE J. Rus, New Hampshire.
JAMES L. RIMLER, Hagerstown.
ALBERT S. ROBERTS, Hartford past president

JOHN 11. BARRINGTON, Merrimack Valley
past president.
FRANK J. BASCH, Cleveland.
ARTHUR J. BEYER, St. Louis.
VINCENT P. BLAIR, Dayton past president.
JOHN G. BLOCKER, Kansas City.
GEORGE E. BLOOMQUIST, Essex County.
A.T. BUMP, Wichita.
WILLIAM M. BURKE, SR., Piedmont past
president.
A.O. BURTON, Memphis past president.
ALLISON L. CAMPBELL, Boston past president.
JAMES CHADWICK, Youngstown.
CLIFFORD H. CHERNICK, New York.
J. ROY COSTELLO, San Francisco.
CLYDE V. COX, Akron.
LESLIE W. COX, Chicago.
LEROY G. CRAIG, SR., Los Angeles.
MAURICE S. CREED; Long Island.
WILLIAM H. CROOKS, SR., Los Angeles.
GEORGE J. CROSBY, Michiana.
JOHN H. DAVIS, Member -at- Large.
ALBERT P. DELYDEN, Buffalo.
JOHN W. DOEDLI, Member -at- Large.
LEONARD G. DORE, Member -at- Large.
WILLIAM 1. EASTWOOD, Detroit.
HARRY R. EDWARDS, Grand Rapids.
E. THOMAS FAULKNER, York.
JOHN C. FELIX, San Diego past president.
J. SPURGEON FINNEY, Los Angeles past
president.
JOSEPH A. FLAHERTY, Greenwich -Stamford.
GLENN M. FOLWELL, Jamestown - Warren.
JOHN C. FRANCKE, Atlanta past president.
GEORGE L. GIESS, North Penn president.
RALPH S. GOOD, Rochester.
JOSEPH H. GORMAN, Boston.
THEODORE T'. GRABER, Essex County.
CHARLES S. GREANOFF, Cleveland.
FERDINAND L. GREENE, East Tennessee.
CLIFFORD O. GREULACH, Fort Wayne.
MELVIN A. HANSEN, Dallas.
BYRON P. HARRIS, Atlanta.
EVERETT F. HARTER, Rochester.
HAROLD T. HAYES, Long Island - Nassau
County.
CLARENCE E. HENNESSEY, New Haven,
past president.

president.

The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is
made available to retired members who have
had 20 years of active service, or ten years of
active service including five years as an elected
national or chapter officer or director. Those
so designated are relieved from payment of
annual dues. The intent of this provision of
the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the
Association owes to members of long standing.
For additional information, write to the
Member Relations Dept.

WALTER E. ROHDE, West Los Angeles.
NORMAN L. ROSIE, Minneapolis.
HAROLD F. RUSSELL, Rochester.
E.R. SCHAELCHLIN, Pittsburgh.
LOUIS B. SCHNEGGENBURGER, Buffalo.
O.J. SCHUELEIN, Minneapolis.
JOSEPH C. SCHULTZ, Milwaukee.
HERMAN W. SHUEL, Evansville.
JOSEPH C. SHUEL, Evansville.
FRANK W. SIXT, Long Island - Nassau.
CLIFFORD H. SNYDER, Kansas City.

LEONARD J. STEFFES, Long Island.
JOSEPH S. STEVENS, Tampa; Columbus past
president.

Emeritus Life Associates

THEODORE J. TAYLOR, Pittsburgh past
president.
HOWARD H. THOMAS, St. Louis.
RUSSELL L. URBAN, Columbus.
MRS. WILHELMINA B. VEST, Washington.
HOWARD J. WARNER, Waukesha Area.
ALFRED E. WHITNEY, Seattle.
CLARENCE H. WILLETT, Baton Rouge.
ROBERT A. WILLIAMS, Indianapolis.
EARL J. WIPFLER, St. Louis.

Promotions and New Positions
JERRY WILLIS, international director from
Austin Area, is now chief financial officer
of People's Protective Corp. of Jackson.
JAMES FOUNDOULIS, Battle Creek, has been
promoted to controller, Eaton Corp.
Valve Division.
ROBERT H. SANGER, Boston, has been
elected vice president/ finance and treasurer of Tropical Radio Telegraph Co.,
a subsidiary of United Fruit Co.
JOHN J.DE Russo, Brooklyn, was named
an assistant vice president in the Management Services Div., Controller's Dept.,
Bankers Trust Co.

I
WEBSTER
New York

GRANT
Peoria

Two Cleveland members have been promoted at The Reliance Electric Co.
DOUGLAS H. GREEN was named division
controller of the Systems Division, and
CARL D. CRANKSHAW, chapter past president, was named plant manager of the
Saline, Mich., digital computer plant
. . . RICHARD J.LUDWIG has been elected
treasurer and FRANK N. LINSALATA, vice
president, at Midland -Ross ... CHESTER
E. PRYBOWSKI was named secretary and
treasurer of Friction Products Co. . . .
EMIL J.VIDIC has been elected a vice
president of Jobbers Supply, Inc.
H. ROBERT RATHBUN, Columbus, has
joined Buckeye International as corporate
controller.
JACKSON L. WAGNER, Cuyahoga Valley, is
the controller, Summit Plastic Corp.
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FRANK T. IRELAND, JR., Dayton, has been
named secretary and treasurer of Food craft Management Corp.... R. E. MESsHAM was elected assistant secretary and
treasurer at Dayton Malleable Iron Co.

Time Off

JACK K. HARAWAY, Denver, was recently
named vice president and Controller of
Midwest Oil Corp.
H. DARRELL HIBBS, Des Moines, has been
promoted to senior vice president of the
Federal Home Loan Bank of Des Moines.
JOHN_SCHERRMAN was recently named
...
treasurer of the Des Moines Register &
Tribune Co.
DAVID V. MOHR, Grand Rapids, has been
elected vice president of finance for Wolverine Industries, Inc.
HERBERT L. ZEGER, Hagerstown, has been
promoted to secretary- treasurer, Frick Co.
HAROLD L. REYNOLDS, Houston, has been
promoted to manager, Houston accounting, Mandrel Industries, Inc.
VICTOR INDIEK, Kansas City, was 11ullled
a vice president and treasurer of the Federal Home Loan Board.
ROBERT D. SWERINGEN, Lancaster, has
been named controller of the Mill Products Div., Howmet Corp.
LEON CARPENTER, Longview -East Texas,
is now comptroller with Moore Bros.
Lumber CO. . . .CARROLL PHILLIPS was
recently appointed treasurer of Carolee
Cosmetics Inc.

"Just tell him his partner is here."

MARION F. (Mrs. Clarence) LANGER,
Miami, was named internal auditor at the
University of Miami.
ROBERT J. ANTONOVICH, Mid - Hudson, was
appointed to controller of Hudson Valley
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
RICHARD BIEGANSKI, Milwaukee past president, has been promoted to treasurer at
The American Appraisal Co.. . . PAUL
J. MAYER was elected treasurer of Chr.
Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
SPIROs H. KLIPFEL, Member -at- Large,
Greece, has been named controller of Dow
Hellas, a subsidiary company of Dow
Chemical Co.
FREDERICK DRESSER, Minneapolis, has
been promoted to vice president of Midwest Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
ERNEST J. MCMURRAY, Mohawk Valley
president, was recently elected treasurer
of the First Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
of Utica.

McDonald's Plans Its Future
On an Hamburger- Shaped Water Bed
The shape of the future for business
offices may not be a hamburger but
McDonald's, a hamburger chain in Oak
Brook, Ill., considers it quite in keeping
with its image to have a 700 - gallon,
round water bed in its newly- completed
offices. The chain's headquarters features few walls, few desks and strategically- placed plants to give a minimum
amount of privacy. Each employee
works at a five -foot tall module which
includes a combination phone booth,
room divider, desk, table, set of drawers, closet and bulletin board. McDonald's most spectacular innovation,
however, is the "think tank" which is

entered through a hatch and hallway
maze. Total silence, indirect lighting,
temperature controls, soft bean -bag
chairs and a pacing area are added to
induce creative thinking. If that doesn't
work, the harried executive can take
off his shoes and go through another
hatch and wallow on a nine -foot water
bed. The complete isolation from ordinary reference points is supposed to
boggle the mind. It seems to work, too.
Nobody threw cold water when some
new corporate moves were recently
worked out during an executive conference on the liquid -filled bed —on the
other hand, there were no leaks.

IRWIN E. BILLMAN , New York, has been
named vice president of Penthouse International, Ltd.... DAVID C. WEBSTER was
elected treasurer of the F. & M. Schaefer
Corp.
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RICHARD OSBORNE, North Central Indiana, was promoted to controller of the
Mundelein, Ill., Glass Plant of Ball Corp.
JOHNNIE S. KELSO, Northeast Mississippi,
has been promoted to secretary of t he
Journal Publishing Co.
ROBERT M. MILLER, Oakland County, has
been named director, internal audit and
administrative systems, Rand Corp.'s
Vickers Div.
ROBERT E. TRUSCOTT, Ohio Mid- Eastern,
has been named sales manager for the
Dover plant of Shenango Co.

Two Pennsylvania Northeast members
were named at Sprague & Henwood, Inc.
READE E. DAVIS was named secretary- treasurer, and past chapter president
KENNETH C. DIXON, controller.
VIRGIL V. GRANT, Peoria, was recently
elected executive vice president and
director of Caterpillar Tractor Co.
CHARLES BAME, Piedmont, has been
named treasurer and assistant secretary of
Electronic Data Controls.
PHIL RACOMA, Racine- Kenosha, has been
appointed treasurer of Diamond Transport.
CAL B. KIMES, Redwood Empire, was
named a partner of Pisenti and Brinker,
CPA's.

POMEROY
Son Francisco

SAMUELSON
Washington

GERALD L. ABTs, Omaha, has been promoted to controller for Ocoma Foods Co.
. . . OMAR TROUT has been named the
new controller of Gate City Steel.
W. KENT MCRAE, Orange Coast— California, has joined Louis Hennig, Inc., as
controller.
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Old -line factoring and
commercial financing.
An affiliate of
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COMMONWEALTH
BANKSHARES
Say "Roosh "!
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THOMAS M. CHEEK, JR., Richmond, was
promoted to president of Babcock Phillips, a division of Dart Industries, Inc.
ELLIS CLEVINGER has been promoted
...
to budget director of Thalhimer Brothers,
Inc. . . . NORBORNE T. GREER, JR., has
been appointed to the newly created position of personnel director — comptroller of
the Stat e Corporation Commiss ion....
WILLIAM T. SHEARS I s now controller with
Thompson & Litton, Inc. . .. CLIFFORD
SMITH has been promoted to treasurer of
Stern Realty Corp. . . . H. GRAHAM
WOODLIEF has been named assistant controller of Richmond Newspapers . . .
KENNETH L. YOUNGER, chapter president,
was recently elected treasurer of IntaRoto, Inc.
MICHAEL BRODD, Rockford, was named
vice president and treasurer of Cherry
Vale Development Co.
MILTON RITZLIN, St. Louis, IS now controller at the Country Set Div., Consolidated Foods Corp.
R.N. YOUNG, Salinas Valley- Monterey
Peninsula, has been named controller and
chief financial executive of Gilroy Foods,
a division of McCormick & Co.
THOMAS E. STEVENSON, Sari Diego, has
been promoted to controller at Dynair
Electronics, Inc.
FRANK POMEROY, San Francisco, has been
elected to the newly created post of vice
president— maritime contracts and taxes,
American President Lines.
GEORGE ALLBRITTEN, San Jose, has been
named controller of Ferry-Morse Co.
RAYMOND J. GONZALEZ, San Juan president, was appointed Secretary of the
Treasury, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
He resigned as president of the chapter
in order to devote full time to his new
position.

LEO J. BARNECUT, JR., Seattle, is president
of Leland Associates. He is a past national
NAA vice president.... MICHAEL LEMAsTER was named division controller for
United Foods.... MICHAEL T. McDoWELL is now controller at Alaskan Copper
& Brass. . . .LARRY OLSON was named
controller of Pentagram Corp . . . .Roy
POLLEY was promoted to chairman of the
accounting department and associate professor at University of Puget Sound.. .
.JACK SCHILLEN has joined Kenworth
Motor Truck Co. as assistant division controller. . . . PHILIP SWENSON is now controller of Children's Home Society of
Washington
GARY TAYLOR was named
controller of....
Northwest Music Centers.
L. JOSEPH Bos, Trenton, was promoted to
vice president and also elected to the
board of directors, DeLaval Turbine, Inc.
...F. GLENN HEINS has joined Princeton
Data Services as vice president for marketing and systems.
A. T. SAMUELSON, NAA vice president
from Washington, has been appointed
Assistant Comptroller General, General
Accounting Office.
GARY MAYHEW, Waukesha Area,
president, Schweiger Industries.

IS

vice

In M emoriam
HAROLD C. CALHOUN,55, Atlanta, 1951.
PAUL W. DEBors, 44, Ohio - Midwestern
Area, 1970.
HAROLD P. GENSEMER, 65, Reading, 1960.
DON W . GLENN, 75, Columbus, 1943.
ELA.
DAVID J. GURY, 33, Chicago, 1972
ROBERT B. JACKSON, 52, Los Angeles, 1956.
ROBERT E. COSTELLO, 52, Peninsula -Palo
Alto, 1962.
WALTER E. HINDMAN, 66, Erie, 1948.
ELA.
LOREN J. KADET, 55, Phoenix, 1966.
WILLIAM F. MILLER, SR.,56, York, 1953.
ROBERT J. MITCHELL, 81, Member -atLarge, 1939. ELA.
DAVID W. PACA, 36, Delaware, 1968.
SAMUEL PENN, 55, Boston, 1968.
JOSEPH A. SABATIER, 51, New Orleans,
1957.
DANIEL M. SHONTING, 75, Columbus,
1940. ELA.
WILDER N. SMITH, 67, Boston, 1941. ELA.
BERTHOLD C. STRAUB,67, Pittsburgh, 1948.
ELA.
SYDNEY W. TOREY, 68, Albany, 1947.
ELA.
WALTER A. VANDENBUAGH, 63, East Ber
gen- Rockland, 1966.
HAROLD E. VERTIN, 31, Oakland County,
1969.
JOE A. VITEK, 50, Houston, 1955.
G.L. WEAVER, 74, Memphis, 1938. ELA.
PAUL G. WEDEN, 78, Boston, 1943.
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"We can go out today and
present our association to any
business executive or to any
man engaged in accounting
work with full confidence
that we are opening to him an
opportunity to improve his
individual equipment and to
serve more effectively the business with which he L"sconnected
and the i
society of
which he forms a part."
The late and beloved Stuart Cameron McLeod, NAA's
first Secretary, said this in his annual report of 1925.
It is just as true in 1971 — even more so.
Do some friend or colleague a favor today.
Sign him or her up as a member of NAA.

■

■

National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
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